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SUMMARY

One of the requirements of the leading edge of a hypersonic
\

wing is th.at it should be able to withstand the extremely severe rates 

of aerodynamic heating. By taking the thermal condoution of the 

material into consideration, the temperature at the nose of the wing 

may be substantially modified as compared with the case vdiere the 

boundary layer heating is balanced by radiation alone. The present 

investigation covering both the two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

wings shows that not only can the nose temperature be reduced by the 

inclusion of the effects of heat conduction within the material close 

to the leading edge but also that the temperature distribution in the 

leading edge region can be predicted quite accurately.

Making certain sim%)lifying assumptions, we formulate the steady 

state heat transfer equations within a "conducting plate",. The 

laminar boundary layer heat transfer characteristics at high speeds are 

adopted here to describe the heating phenomenon over a region close to 

the leading edge with finite rates of heat flux at the leading edge.

The effects of heat conduction are significant over lengths of the
qforderythe "conduction length" only, further downstream the temperatures 

being quite close to the radiation equilibrium value. This conduction 

length is a function of parameters such as, the thermal conductivity 

and the thiclcness of the material, the rates of heat flux and the 

temperatures associated with it.

For the two-dimensional plates, we have obtained solutions of the 

non-linear heat conduction equation by means of three independent 

numerical methods with the help of a high speed digital computer. A



IX

family of bodies whose strearavoise cross-section of the conducting 

material varies trapezoidally is studied in detail. For such a y

distribution of the material, the nose thickness is shown to be the 

most important factor in the determination of the temperature 

distribution. The theory has been extended to three-dimensional 

v/ings to include the effects of finite span and the angle of sweep of 

the leading edge. The three-dimensional wings may be considered 

simplified versions of a caret wing which belongs to the wave-rider 

type of hypersonic wings. The merits of a uniformly rounded apex 

of a swept wing (subject to a couple of restraints) are compared with 

the results obtained for the sharp apex.

The two-dimensional theory of conducting plates has been 

satisfactorily verified by experiments which cover a sufficiently 

wide range of possibilities represented by some non-dimensional 

parameter. The experimental technique has also been applied for 

studies of leading edge heating problems on models the solutions of which 

are difficult to obtain by numerical methods. In carrying out experi

mental studies, development of certain instruments such as radiometers 

and heaters became necessary. Also, property data of the mateidal 

used for the models had to be acquired by sep.ara.te investigations.

A preliminary study has also been undertaken to investigate the 

two-dimensional thermal stresses that may be induced by the actual 

temperature distributions close to the leading edge. Thermal stability 

of the leading edge region of plates tapered in thickness (streamwise) 

is analysed with a view to relate the onset of thermal buckling with 

the aerodynamic heating. Since the temperature distribution near the



leading edge is closely connected with the heat conducting ability 

of the material, the criterion used in thermal buckling must be 

dependent also on this ability of the material in removing heat from 

the nose downstream.



1.

CHAP'fER 1

1. Introduction

In high speed flight the aerodynamic heat transfer from the 

boundary layer to an aircraft is an Important factor and has a profound 

influence on the design. In particular, the leading edge of a 

hypersonic wing is subjected to extremely high rates of heat transfer. 

Regardless of the shape of the leading edge it must be able not only 

to withstand the high temperatures associated with the aerodynamic heat 

input but also the thermal stresses induced by the variation of temper

ature.

Hypersonic heat transfer was first encountered in vehicles re

entering the earth’s atmosphere. Such bodies undergo high rates of 

deceleration for relatively short periods when the ’’windward" surfaces 

are subjected to very severe heating. Unless some means=of dissipating 

the heat is provided, the body would simply "burn-up".

There are at least two distinct ways in which orbital vehicles 

may be brought back to earth; either by using a glider trajectory (in 

which case the vehicle must provide aerodynamic lift) or on a ballistic 

trajectory (where the vehicle has considerable aerodynamic drag but 

hardly any lift). The ballistic re-entering body is subjected to 

extremely high rates of heat transfer for short periods as compared 

with the glider type of bodies which undergo lower rates of heat 

transfer over much longer flight times. For a spacecraft returning 

from orbit the total amount of heat generated per unit body mass is
pC Vroughly equal to . __ where C„ is the average skin-friction

L  2
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^coefficient, is the coefficient of total drag, and V is the initial

velocity of the vehicle (reference l). Straightaway it is evident
Gthat in order to minimise the total heat input the ratio should he
%minimised; that is, the fraction of the total resistance to motion 

represented by friction drag should be minimised. For a sphere this 

ratio might be about 0.01 but for a flat plate at low angles of 

incidence it would be close to unity, A simple calculation (using 

the relation Just I quoted) shows that the total heat transferred to a 

decelerating body re-entering the atmosphere at orbital speed can exceed 

the heat capacity (including the heats of fusion and evaporation) of 

most known materials if the body is streamlined,

Upto now hypersonic heat transfer has been encountered in ballistic 

missiles and space vehicles returning to earth. In both cases a 

ballistic re-entry is employed. Ablative heat shields are provided to 

absorb the heat energy converted from the initial kinetic; energy of the 

body. For these types of bodies, radiation cooling of the surface is 

negligible compared with the heating rates being input.

One can distinguish two extreme types of ballistic re-entry heads; 

the low-drag (e.g. a blunted cone) and the high-drag head (e.g. a 

hemispherical forebody). The high drag decelerates at a higher 

altitude than the low-drag head (reference 2). Because the high drag 

head has a higher value of —  , it undergoes a higher total input of 

heat per unit mass than the low drag head. A high drag head also has 

a lower velocity in the final part of the trajectory and has been 

chosen for the manned re-entry capsules. On the other hand, the low 

drag-head because of its high terminal velocity, gives greater accuracy
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(.less influenced by winds) and has been adopted for long range missile

warheads. The average heat flux to the re-entry bodies is proportional 
C 2

to ~  ~  7“  . •” where m is the mass of the vehicle and S is the

total wetted area. For bodies of a given mass to wetted surface area

the heat flux (quantity of heat per unit area) increases as the ratio 
Cf increases i.e. a low drag head is subjected to a'higher value of
Saverage heat flux as compared \d.th the high drag head. V/hereas if we 

consider a particular type of head (e.g. the high drag head), then the 

average heat flux value can be decreased by reducing the ratio of the 

mass to the wetted surface area of the re-entering vehicle.

The present outlook envisages the design of spacecraft which are 

capable of flying back to earth and landing like "conventional" aircraft, 

One of the requirements dictated by economic factors is that the space 

vehicle should be re-usable. One answer is to use lifting-body or 

winged-body configurations. However, as we have seen above, as the 

body is streamlined the total heat input to it is likely to be large.

On the other hand the effect of increasing the lift to drag ratio (~ ) 

is to increase the time taken during the re-entry phase of the flight, 

so that the average rate of heat transfer may not be unduly large and 

cooling by radiation presents a reasonable possibility.

For the streamlined bodies, protection of the internal structure 

by heat sink and ablative cooling becomes impractical because of the 

large mass needed. Both these forms of cooling are attractive only 

where the structure is subjected to limited total heat transfer. In 

the case of ballistic trajectories, once re-entry has been effected, 

there is little control on the actual point of touchdo^-m.
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As the ratio (— ) is increasecl the spacecraft can glide down to any point 

within a much larger area (the so-called "foot-print").

In general, with an increasing nose radius of a wing the ratio of 

lift to drag (“ ) shows a decrease. If the wing is made sharper at the 

leading edge, the problem of aerodynamic heating becomes one of the 

spatial-distribution of heat input (as against the average rate of heat 

transfer being excessive). In this context, one design philosophy has 

been to utilise wing leading edges with large nose radii (of the order 

of Im,, say). By maintaining a small curvature of the surface a near 

uniform intensity of heat input is obtained for the leading edge, which

will in equilibrium be balanced by the amount of heat being radiated

away from the surface. It has been proposed to use such a. wing for

booster vehicles which will assist in the talce-off phase of spacecraft.

After separating from the main structure employed in the launching, 

which by then has reached hypersonic mach numbers, the booster vehicles 

will fly back to land like conventional aircraft. • Using suitably 

rounded leading edges, it is possible to maintain the equilibrium tem

peratures to vd-thin an acceptable level. However, when this concept 

of designing a large nose radius so as to provide minimum energy
5transfer at hypersonic speeds is used for vehicles re-entering the 

atmosphere with orbital speeds, the equilibrium temperatures that can 

be expected are still beyond the operating limit of present day high- 

temperature superalloys.

Where long range hypersonic flight within the earth's atmosphere 

is to be undertaken or a very large foot-print area is desired, the 

range of the aircraft becomes of primary importance. Since the range
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Xj Lis proportional to -g it is obvious that the (~) ratio must be maximised.

For hypersonic mach numbers, one solution lies in the use of slender 

wings and especially "sharp-edged" leading edges. In this context, 

Nonweiler'^’  ̂was the first to suggest the use of caret wings (also called 

the waverider or inverted "V"). In general the heating problem with 

sharp leading edges is one of overcoming the spatial distribution of 

heat intensities, particularly the area close to the nose of the wing. 

Theoretical as well as experimental evidence gathered by various 

researchers indicates that the nose of a slender wing is subjected to 

extremely high rates of heat flux which decrease very rapidly with the 

distance from the leading edge. Radiation still provides the bulk of 

cooling of the leading edge but is found to be inadequate at the nose 

where the radiation equilibrium temperature can tend to the local ther

mometer value (which is the adiabatic wall temperature). The magnitude 

of the thermometer value at the nose can be of the order of several 

thousand degrees which is clearly beyond the operating limit of most 

refractory materials.

One method of cooling that has been suggested is by internal 

convection, and/ or transpiration whereby the coolant is injected into 

■ the boundary layer. Both these processes require complex and expensive 

manufacturing and fabrication techniques, heavy pumping gear necessary 

to circulate the coolant and the equipment required to ensure that the 

operation of the system is fail-safe. Transpiration cooling necessitates 

the carrying of a bulk of the coolant. On the other hand if the fuel 

is used as the medium for convective cooling, it is limited to the 

specific heat of the fuel. Vapourisation of the coolant is to be
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avoided since it would require a much higher volume to he pumped. Also 

the fuel may "become chemically unstable above a certain limiting value 

of temperature,

There is an alternative solution for the aerodynamic heating of 

"sharp-edged" leading edges where the material properties of the leading 

edge are employed to reduce the maximum equilibrium temperatures. In 

this investigation we demonstrate how the mechanism of thermal conduction 

(for reasonable values of conductivity) helps to redistribute the heat 

transfer within the structure of the leading edge and thereby maintain 

_the nose temperature to within an acceptable level for presently avail

able heat-sustaining materials. Heat is conducted away from the nose 

at the expense of heating regions further downstream. The surface 

temperature every\\rhere is in equilibrium; the average rate of heat 

input being equal to the quantity of heat being radiated away.

Steady state conditions at the surface can be expected to exist 

when the hypersonic flight times exceed the time required to heat up the 

structure to the equilibrium value. This value of time would depend on 

the heat capacity of the wing and the net heat input to the wing, which 

in turn depends upon the time history of the flight. In the case of 

spacecraft re-entering the atmosphere, the duration of flight may well 

be less than the time required for steady state conditions to be 

established. Since the nose region of a "sharp-edged" leading edge is 

subjected to extremely high rates of heat transfer (the boundary layer 

theory predicting an infinite rate), equilibrium conditions close to 

the nose of such wings are likely to exist throughout the flight at 

hypersonic speeds.
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In principle, there should be no difficulty in applying 

numerical processes to obtain solutions (with the help of a digital 

computer) of the steady state temperature distributions within a conduct

ing and radiating body subjected to aerodynamic heat transfer. However, 

where the body is as complicated as an aircraft structure, and the 

heating_is aerodynamic in orgin, the problem can well be beyond the 

reasonable capabilities of present day computers, unless some simplifying 

assumptions are introduced in setting up the problem.

A simplified approach to the problem was first introduced by 

Nonweiler^’*̂ in estimating the leading edge temperatures by what may 

be called "slide-rule" methods. The simplifying assumptions consisted 

of idealising the leading edge section of the wing as a "conducting 

plate" whose thickness is small compared with the chordwise dimension 

of length. With the possibility of sustained hypersonic flight, in the 

foreseable future, other r e s e a r c h e r s ^ h a v e  taken interest in this 

problem. In particular, reference 10, describes,, in detail, the 

development of experimental apparatus to test the theory put forward by 

Nonweiler and also presents preliminary results.

In the present investigation, a systematic study is undertaken 

into the role of heat conduction at the leading edges subjected to 

aerodynamic heat transfer at hypersonic mach numbers. It is shown that 

heat conduction within the body can play a predominant role in the 

determination of the temperature distribution close to the leading edge. 

Further downstream the temperature ever^ufhere tends to the well-known 

radiation equilibrium temperature (which has been computed in reference 

11, for a range of mach numbers and altitudes for laminar as well as
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turbulent boundary layers). We have developed numerical methods to 

obtain solutions of the governing heat transfer equations. The theory 

of conducting plates^^’̂ ^ has been extended to include the effects of 

finite span and sweepback. Wherever necessary the assumptions made in 

the numerical solutions have been experimentally verified. The 

calculated temperature distributions are also used in the investigation 

of the thermal stability of the leading edge.

Basically, we have in mind geometrically thin and "sharp" edged 

wings. More precisely we envisage a leading edge radius of 1cm, or so, 

.rather than Im., which would be sufficient to alleviate the intense 

heat transfer rates to the nose of the wing. The excessive heat input 

at the leading edge is conducted within the body to regions further 

downstream where the heat transfer is not quite so severe.

If the conducting material is excluded from the leading edge, the 

problem becomes trivial and the radiation equilibrium or the "thermometer" 

value at the leading edge is obtained which can be considerably higher 

than that predicted in this study.

In chapter II we discuss the factors that influence the aerodynamic 

rates of heat transfer to the leading edge from a hypersonic viscous 

boundary layer. Since as we shall see later, we need only solve the 

equations over a short length from the nose of the wing, it is reasonable 

to assume that the boundary layer \dLll stay laminar over this region.

At hypersonic mach numbers, the heat transfer to slender wings can be 

predicted with reasonable accuracy by considering the case of a flat 

plate. We outline how factors such as real gas effects, leading edge 

bluntness, surface irregularities, wing incidence, pressure gradients
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^and so on can be expected to affect the heat transfer distribution 

close to the leading edge of a hypersonic wing.

In chapter lU we outline the basic assumptions of the conducting

plate theory (vfhich is discussed in greater detail in reference 12),

Theoretical solutions are presented in a parametric form for two-

dimensional leading edges. Temperature distributions are calculated

numerically for the aerodynamic heat transfer which is taken to vary as 
jL"

(x being measured from the leading edge). For such a variation of
12heat transfer, the governing laws of similarity can be derived 

„Certain similarity relations suggest how laboratory experiments in a 

relatively low temperature environment may be scaled up to provide infor- 

mation of practical value, and vice versa. The use of the x ^ law 

predicts an infinite rate of heat transfer at the nose of the wing. 

Realistic forms of aerodynamic heating can be obtained by a simple 

modification whereby the rates of heat transfer are taken to vary as 

(x + x^)  ̂ (where x^ is a small constant). The influence of the constant 

x^ on the temperature distribution is investigated. In Chapter IT, by 

using the specially designed reflector (reference 10), the radiation from 

an electric filament is used to obtain heat distributions resembling 

aerodynamic heating near the leading edge. By improving some of the 

apparatus as well as experimental procedures, good agreement has been 

obtained with the theoretical solutions (using the relation (x + x^) ^ 

for the variation of heat transfer) over a range of leading edge 

geometries. It is also intended to use the reflector to investigate 

certain conditions which would still be troublesome to study theoretically.

The two-dimensional leading edges are extended to three-dimensional
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wing shapes in Chapter V. Some of the results of Chapters IH, lY and

V are also presented in reference 13. The effects of finite span and 

sweepback are found to be slight, even at extreme angles of sweepback.

Two methods are used to demonstrate how to counteract the local rise

of temperature at the apex of a pointed swept wing. Wherever necessary,

assumptions are made regarding the boundary layer heat transfer

consistent with the flow over a carat wing (or the waverider), first
4 5suggested by Nonweiler ’ for hypersonic flight regimes. In Chapter

VI details are given of a heater capable of producing reasonable 

variations of heat transfer over delta plan forms. Away from the 

leading edge region, the heater is capable of providing higher gradients
—wof heat transfer than those predicted by the x distribution. The 

theory of conducting plates has been successfully applied to calculate 

the temperature distribution under experimental simulation of aerodynamic 

heat transfer, '

The temperature distributions calculated in Chapter III are used 

in the investigation of thermal stability of the leading edge in 

Chapter VII. In particular væ show the significance of the leading edge 

thickness in the determination of the temperature distribution as well 

as of the onset of thermal buckling.

Finally, in Chapter VOlI an overall discussion and conclusions 

regarding the role of heat conduction at the leading edge of a 

hypersonic wing are presented.
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CHAPTER II

2.1. Aerodynamic heat transfer to hypersonic leading edges of 

slender wings.

In order to determine the role of heat conduction in the leading 

edge region of a hypersonic wing, we need to express the variation of 

aerodynamic heat input along the surfaces in a general form. In the 

present investigation we use a solution ^^^of the equations of

the classical laminar boundary layer theory as the basis for defining 

the variation of heat transfer. The heat transfer distribution is 

expressed by the simple relation,

Q cc x" (2.1)

where x is the distance from the leading edge, measured along the surface.

The formulation of the relevant simplified boundary layer 

equations from the more general Navier-Stokes equations requires the 

following assumptions to be made regarding the hypersonic >> l) 

fluid flow:

1. The gas in the boundary layer acts as a homogeneous medium.

2. Effects of finite relaxation time are ignored.

5. The Reynolds number is large compared with unity - implying 

that the boundary layer thickness is very much smaller than 

the length of the surface.

4. The flow in the boundary layer is laminar.

5. The pressure gradient along the surface is zero.

6. how-density effects are negligible ~ which excludes the

consideration of slip velocity and temperature jump at the 

surface.
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7- .The wall temperature is constant, or negligible compared 

wî th the recovery temperature.

8. The flow is two-dimensional in character.

As a consequence of assumption 5> equation (2.l) is valid for 

unseparated boundary layers' only.

2.2. Factors influencing the variation of heat transfer.

V/e shall now examine more critically each of the assumptions, in 

turn,which lead to the solution expressed in equation (2.l),

2.2.1. Real gas effects.

Perhaps the most important factors to be taken into account when

considering flight at extreme mach numbers are the real gas effects.

For increasing mach number, the recovery temperature (T̂ ) of the
2boundary layer goes up very roughly as Moa • Even at relatively low 

temperatures (around 1000°,K ) the vibrational modes of freedom of 

oxygen and nitrogen molecules are sufficiently excited to affect the 

specific heats of air. At'.around 1/Ico when T^ is about 2000° K" , oxygen 

molecules in the air start to dissociate. Beyond M q-, = 10, correspond

ing to T^ > 4000*̂ .E , nitrogen molecules undergo dissociation. At 

higher temperatures still (> 9000° K.) the oxygen atoms begin to ionise, 

followed by the ionisation of nitrogen molecules at even higher tem

peratures. These chemical reactions within the boundary layer reduce 

the stagnation as well as the recovery temperature considerably because 

a part of the frictional energy goes into the breaking of molecular and 

electron bonds. Under these conditions air no longer behaves as a gas 

made up of diatomic molecules and the transport properties of air
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^viscosity, specific heats, conductivity etc.) deviate substantially

from those assumed for a perfect gas.

The relation expressed in equation (2.l) is still valid for a

laminar dissociated boundary layer, provided that the gas can be

considered either,

a)_ as in thermodynamic equilibrium, which will be so if

molecules dissociate or the atoms recombine virtually instantaneously,

or, in general, reaction rates are infinitely fast;

or b) as in frozen equilibrium, which will be so if the gas phase

chemical reactions are extremely slow and the relaxation times are

consequently large compared with the time spent by the particles inside

the boundary layer. Similar considerations apply also to the

equilibrium of vibrational excitation.

However, where the boundary layer fits neither of these two

descriptions but may be in a transient state of "non-equilibrium",

the relation (equation 2.l) describing the heat transfer distribution

may be affected. The transient case may exist by either affecting the

external inviscid layer (via the pressure gradient term) or by altering

the velocity distribution within the boundary layer.

In general, where a dissociated boundary layer exists, a surface

non-ca,talytic to the process of recombination (which is exothermic)
1 15could reduce the heat transfer to the surface ’ .

2.2.2. A laminar boundary layer.

In this investigation we are, in general, interested only in 

lengths of the surface which are so short (as we shall show later) 

compared v/ith the lengths over which the flow is likely to be laminar
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that it is reasonable to assume that transition is absent. A 

turbulent boundary layer is normally associated with much higher rates 

of heat transfer than the laminar boundary layer. It is, therefore, 

desirable, where possible, to keep the flow laminar. The region of 

transition from laminar to turbulent flow is expected to produce 

another^maximum in the heat transfer distribution. Heat conduction 

within the material may play a beneficial role in the determination of 

the temperature distribution in this region. However, it is often 

difficult to predict vrlth any certainty the location of the transition 

region and hence there is a problem as to where to put the conducting 

material,

In almost all the research that has been done, the surface of the 

flat plate is taken to be smooth or even highly polished. On the 

other hand, when the head balance equations are solved to provide a 

measure of the leading edge temperature, an emissivity value as high as

0.8 might well be quoted. Such a high value can .only be achieved after 

considerable oxidation or (say) sand-blasting of the metal surface.

It vrould therefore be desirable to find out the effect of surface 

roughness on the heat transfer. As for slow speed flow, surface 

irregularities, and especially surface roughness, tend to induce early 

transition from a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer, which from 

considerations of limiting the overall heat transfer should be avoided. 

For rough surfaces, there is a great deal of scatter in the data 

obtained (reference 17) and comparison with available theories becomes 
very difficult. Particularly of interest would be to find out 

whether the surface treatments necessary to produce h i ^  values of
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emissivity are sufficient to induce transition close to the leading edge 

for hypersonic flight at high altitudes,

2.2.5 The effects of leading edge hluntness and pressure gradients 

along the surface.

The relation expressed in equation 2.1. (i.e. Q, (T x is strictly 

true only if the pressure gradient is negligible and this can only be 

expected for a. sharp-edged plane surface in hyqiersonic flow, and this 

application has received considerable attention of many researchers^^"^^. 

However some blunting of the leading edge is not only inevitable but in 

■‘fact essential (as we shall show later) in order to conduct heat away 

from the nose of the wing. Hence, what can be said of the effects of 

leading edge bluntness?

In addition to the self induced pressure field generated by the 

boundary layer growth, a blunt leading edge gives rise to even greater

inviscid surface pressures. This inviscid pressure field is usually

dominant over the forward portion of the blunt body and determines the 

initial growth of the boundary layer which in turn influences the heat 

transfer variation close to the nose of the wing.

For a blunted plate or wedge, the shock structure at the leading

edge is detached and stands off at some distance forward of the leading 

edge. The influence of leading edge blunting on the local heat trans

fer at present, cannot be predicted with ease because of some of the 

complicating factors such as shock shape and detatohment distance.

References (22-24) present experimental data on the effects of 

leading edge bliontness on the pressure as well as the heat transfer 

rates. Even a very slight blunting of the flat plate (compared with
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a truly sharp leading edge) gives rise to a stagnation region and 

produces finite rates of heat transfer at the nose of the wing.

Further blunting, although it may reduce the local heat transfer rate 

to the leading edge, will also produce a substantial increase in the 

average value of the heat flux to the region adjacent to the nose of 

the wing. Experimental evidence^^ also suggests that small and moderate 

leading edge blunting delays transition from a laminar to a turbulent 

boundary layer because of the introduction of favourable pressure 

gradients. One of the present difficulties resides in the inability of 

the experimental techniques to record meaningful data very close to the 

leading edge.

The shape of the surface apart from giving rise to an inviscid 

pressure field can also lead to viscous interaction between the boundary 

layer and the shock structure which may produce fundamental changes in 

the flow over the wing surface close to the leading edge,; More than 

one flow regime can exist close to the leading edge. The different 

regimes are me.thematically defined by introducing the interaction

parameter, %  as i
3 ^

(j--) (2.2)
X,00

where the subscript o  refers to the free stream conditions and x the 

distance along the body. C is the Chapman-Rubesin viscosity constant 

given by /U “ GT. Siumnarising very briefly, we have 

regime

weak interaction 0

strong interaction . » 1
2

merged flow 0 (M )

kinetic flow » 0  (M^)
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The heat transfer to a sharp flat plate has received considerable' 

attention in the various r e g i m e s 21 The relation Q, 03 x ^ is 

strictly only valid in the weak interaction region, where a distinct 

boundary layer (viscous) can be differentiated from the inviscid flow 

and the boundary layer displacement thickness is small compared with 

the normal distance of the shock wave from the surface. The analysis 

of heat transfer in the strong interaction region and the merged layer 

regime is complicated because of the interaction between the viscous 

and the inviscid flow and in addition slip velocity and a temperature 

jump at the wall surface have to be taken into account.

In addition to leading edge bluntness, surface irregularities can 

be expected to exist on full-scale vehicles because of manufacturing 

methods, load deformations and/or thermal conditions. Reference (25) 
provides experimental results of an investigation into the heat trans

fer and pressure distributions due to sinusoidal distortions on a 

flat plate at 20 in helium. In the region of surface distortions,

the values of the local rates of heat transfer were found to oscillate 

from maximum to minimum qs a result of the wavy surface which causes 

boundary layer separation and attachment. The maximum heating rate 

occurs just ahead of the peak of the protruberances and can be over 

twice the local flat plate value for zero incidence and considerably 

higher at even moderate angles of incidence. The heat transfer level 

returns to the undisturbed flat plate value within a short distance 

downstream of the distorted section,

2.2.4 Low-density effects.
V/hereas a decrease in atmospheric density produces a reduction in
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the average value of heat transfer to the surface, at very high 

altitudes low-density effects start to play an increasingly important 

role. Low atmospheric density enhances the effects of some of the

other factors discussed in this chapter, as for example.

a) viscous interactions effects predominate in hypersonic flight at 

extreme altitudes because of the small Reynolds Number (vide 

equation 2.2);

b) not only does the dissociation of oxygen and nitrogen molecules 

start at lower temperatures (although this in itself is not expected 

to influence the variation of heat transfer), but what may be 

significant is that for decreasing density of air, the relaxation 

times of these chemical reactions decreases;

c) delays transition from a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer;

d) the boundary layer thickens considerably and the local displacement 

thickness may no longer be negligible compared with the measure of 

distance from the leading edge;

e) when the magnitude of the mean free path of the molecules within

the boundary layer becomes comparable to, say, the leading edge 

radius, the gas can no longer be considered to be a homogeneous 

medium. V/lien the mean free path is greater than the boundary 

layer thickness, slip velocity and a temperature jump at the wall 

surface ha.s to be taken into consideration. At extremely high 

altitudes and Mach numbers, the kinetic theory of gases predicts 

the heat transfer to the leading edge of a wing in the free- 

molecular regime as having a finite value (as against the predict

ions of equation 2,l),
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It is believed that in the context of re-entry vehicles, the 

surface pressures are such as not to introduce slip effects. In the 

derivation of equation (2,l), a temperature jump at the wall is irrele

vant because a constant, wall temperature is assumed in the analysis.

2.2.5 Constant wall temperature. '

In calculating the heat transfer from the boundary layer to the 

wall, the effect of the variation of the wall temperature on the rate 

of the local heat transfer is usually neglected. This assumption can

be justified only if the wall temperature is much lower than the

recovery temperature, T^. Since the quantity of heat transferred to 

the wall depends upon the temperature difference between the actual 

wall temper Suture and the recovery temperature, a cooling of the wall 

should give a higher rate of heat input. However, the primary effect 

of cooling^^ is to thin the boundary layer and hence to reduce the

induced pressure. The skin friction and heat transfer rates are thereby

reduced because of the effect of the decreased wall temperature on the 

coefficient of viscosity.

2.2.6 Three-dimensional effects.

Most of the research effort, as yet, has been put into the study 

of two-dimensional flow and the more difficult three-dimensional 

problem has not had its fair share of attention. More experimental as 

well as theoretical investigations would be very welcome indeed. In 

reference (26) en attempt is made to solve the boundary layer equations 
for a finite plate with a sharp leading edge.

Where the wing ha.s high incidence, sweep and leading edge bluntness.
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three-dimensional effects become important. Especially if the swept 

leading edge is blunt, the fluid exhibits the tendency to drift along 

the leading edge, so complicating the study of the boundary layer heating 

at the leading edge. Pressure and beat transfer measurements on a 70° 

sweep delta wing are given in reference (27). The models had 

cylindrical leading edges. For zero incidence and low angles of 

attack, the maximum heat transfer occurs along the leading edge and the 

magnitude is independent of the distance from the apex of the delta.- 

For higher values of incidence the rate of heat transfer along the 

__leading edge decreases appreciably with the distance from the apex.

At low incidence both a spherical as well as a pointed nose yield similar 

results.

2.5 Reasons for modifying the relation Q, ccx

V/e have briefly mentioned how the heat transfer to the area close 

to the leading edge of slender hypersonic wings is governed by many 

factors. From the present knowledge of hypersonic flow it is 

virtually impossible to include the effects of the variations in heat 

transfer introduced by all these parameters when estimating the heat* 

transfer distribution to a realistic wing. Furthermore, such an 

expression would be applicable to a.particular wing only.

In this respect, the solutions obtained-for the problem of aero

dynamic heating are only as general as the expression used to describe 

the variation of heat transfer. The relation quoted in equation (2.I) 
which is that Q cc x is the most widely quoted variation of heat 

transfer over a wide range of laminar hypersonic boundary layers.
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—iVThe relation Q, cc x presents an undesirable numerical difficulty 

arising from its singularity as x — >0. In practice, as we have seen, 

an infinite rate of heat transfer cannot occur. It would, indeed 

appear from the published literature that, at the nose of the wing, the 

heat transfer rate might typically be (say) ten times higher than the 

value further downstream. A still more powerful and equally general 

method is therefore to assume that Q varies as (x + x^)  ̂ where x^ is 

a constant. This relation enables us to set up realistic rates of 

heat transfer at the nose while elsewhere the variation of heat trans- 

fer is essentially proportional to x"^ .
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CHAPTER m

Two-dimensione1 heat conduction in leading edge heating.

3.1 Introduction

Two-dimensional theory and results are presented as a separate 

entity -because they can be applied to a wide range of wing configurations 

For example, we shall later show that for three-dimensional wings (apart 

perhaps for the regions close to centre-section and the wing tips) a 

very large proportion of the leading edge can be considered as if it 

were two-dimensional.

In this chapter we undertake a systematic study into the problem 

of two-dimensional leading edge heating. Solutions of the heat con

duction equation have already been published in reports by Nonweiler,
/ T p 1 X V d.

Wong and Aggarwal ’ for Q C) x In the following sections an

outline is provided of the contents of these reports. We shall also 

generalise the results for the heat transfer distributions like 

(x + x^)"'\ where x^ is a small constant, the nose of the wing being 

subjected to finite rates of heat transfer. Details are given of the 

numerical methods developed which are capable of handling variable 

material properties.

3.2. Theory of conducting plates.

In general, the aircraft wing structure is fairly complex.

Before formulating the heat transfer equations to such a structure, 

there is a need to idealize the leading edge section by some simple 

configurations wh.ich can be studied analytically. In particular, our

aim is to investigate the role played by thermal conduction in the
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problem of leading edge heating. For this reason it is convenient to

regard the leading edge region as what we shall term "a conducting

plate". Such an idealization of the leading edge allows us to derive

quite general results which can provide reasonable estimates of the

temperature distributions that can be expected to exist close to the

nose of-hypersonic wings. For thin wings it is reasonable to assume

that the portion adjacent to the leading edge has small surface slope.

The basic mathematical assumption is that the thickness of the

conducting pla.te is vanishingly small. If k is the thermal conductivity

of the material and t the thicloiess, then the product kt remains finite 
twhile the ratio ~-> 0. A detailed discussion of the assumption is 

provided in references (12) and (13). One of the important implications 

of this assumption is that within the body heat transfer normal to the 

surface can be ignored. Hence the dimensionality of the equation is 

reduced by one.

5.2.1. Derivation of heat conduction equation.

For a hypersonic leading edge (two dimensional) subjected to 

aerodynamic heating, the various modes of heat transfer can be classified 

as follows ;

1, Convective heat transfer from the boundary layer Q, - f(x).

2. Heat flux radiated away from the body - €0*T^, where c is the

coefficient of emissivity and 0" the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.

5. Heat transferred inside the body by thermal conductivity of the 
material, (k, say).

We adopt an axes system whose origin is taken at the nose of the wing 

with X measured in the ohordwise direction, y in the spanwise direction
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■and z normal to the plane of the wing. Consider the heat transfer td 

and from an element situated at some plane x « constant, and of length 

dx and unit span. Let t he the. thickness of the material at this 

plane.

kt
b K

Q,dS|

->

For a geometrically thin leading edge it is reasonable to assume 

that the elements of surface area sho^vn in the appended sketch are 

such that ds^cd ds^ d  dx. 1 where we consider unit span. This
n Z 2

assumption is valid where dx^dz = dt in other words the two surfaces 

are inclined at small angles to the x - axis. The subscripts 1 and 2 

refer to the top and bottom surfaces respectively.

For equilibrium,we get
- . V f  + + + Q^dx + Q^dx 4 4

' dx - C ^ T  dx = 0



Denoting by c the sum of the emissivities of the two surfaces and by 

Q, the total convective heat into the two surfaces, we get

(kt ~ )  = CO-T^ - Q (3.1)ÔX  ̂ dx
In deriving equation ($.l) we have assumed equilibrium conditions 

i.e. the temperature distribution is independent of the time history of 

flight.'" Strictly speaking, equilibrium temperatures at the surface 

are likely to exist when the hypersonic flight time exceeds the time 

required to heat up the wing structure to the steady state value.

However, for "sharp-edged*' leading edges of slender wings the aerodynamic 

_rates of heat transfer are extremely severe close to the nose of the 

wing. In this region the wing also has a very limited thermal capacity. 

Therefore the regions close to the nose of the wing can be expected to 

be under the influence of steady state temperature distributions for 

practically the entire duration of hypersonic flight.

Before a numerical solution of equation ($.l) is attempted, some 

of the factors that affect both the method of solution and the solution 

itself need mentioning. In general, the thermal conductivity of the 

material plays a dominant role in the determination of the temperature 

distribution where the ra.te of heat transfer to the body is varying 

substantially. In hypersonic flow, the maximum heat transfer occurs 

at the nose (x= O) of the body and thereafter decreases very rapidly in 

the streamv.dse direction. If the conduction of heat within the body is 

ignored (i.e. a non-conducting pla.te) the radiation equilibrium 

temperature would become equal to the local thermometer value. At the 

nose the thermometer value can exceed the operating limits of most 

materials and be several times higher than the temperatures further
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dovmstream. In this context, it has been shovm in references (l2,13) 

that over some length (l, say) thermal conduction can be expected to 

play a predominant role in moderating the temperature distributions. 

This length 1 will be referred to as the "conduction" length,

5.2.2. Non-dimensionalising of the heat conduction equation.

Here a,gain we use the notation which has been introduced in 

reference (12). In the physical problem, the length 1 may be substan

tially less than that length of surface subjected to heating. Since 

it is only over lengths of the order of 1 that longitudinal conduction 

"Is important, it is convenient to regard the conducting plate as of 

bounded extent. If we denote such a "closed" length by L, then we 

seek a solution of equation (5.l) in terms of the independent variable

In particular we write

% = T  , ^ = m , G = —  , ^ = ~  (5*2)

where the subscript L refers to the values at x = L. T^ is the value of 

the radiation equilibrium temperature at x = L, which is
T - (̂ f (5-3)
h -  UjO-;

We also place K = (3"4)
m m

where the subscript m refers to the mean values.

We can now define 1 mathematically as1
(3.5)

I

In addition we define

.L
(i-e.r= (h^.K) (3.6)
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With the notation just described, in equations (5.2) - (5,6) the 
heat conduction equation (5.1) can now be expressed in a non- 
dimensional form as

i ( T | | ) = e 0 4 . q  (3.7)

Equation (5*7) yields the two well k n o m  but trivial solutions 

in the two extremes. For example, as T(x) 0.

= (;)t (3.8) :
i.e. the temperature everyifhere tends to the radiation equilibrium 

value. The other extreme 9 " (x)— gives rise to the solution

' '(#* ■

which is a constant temperature throughout corresponding to a plate

of "infinite conductivity".

But in general we shall be interested in values of'f*. of unit order. 

We seek solutions of equation (5*7) subject to the boundary con

ditions that there is no longitudinal heat conduction at the nose 

(X = 0) and at the rear edge (X = l). They take the form

■'TH = 0 at X = 0. 1 (3.10)

It can be showi that the solution is unaffected if the heat 

transfer from the ends (X = 0,l) i.e. but is small in magnitude

compared with the heat transfer from the two surfaces. For a detailed 

discussion, the reader is referred to reference (12).

5.5. Solution for Q, varying as x ^

For the purpose of this investigation, we have supposed that the
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aerodynamic heat transfer is proporbional to x . Therefore we 

may write

Q = fo (3.11)

where the constant can he related to the flight regime.

Substituting equation (3.II) into (5*7) gives

(3.12)

Solutions of equation (5.12) with k and C assumed constants are 

presented in a parametric form in figures 1 - 10 of reference (l2)
_for families of five plate geometries together with the similarity 

relations that exist. In particular one relation defines the choice 

of material properties in scaled laboratory experiments which can only 

be carried out in low temperature environments.

There are many ways of interpreting these results. The 

importance of conducting ma.terial near the nose of the leading edge 

is best illustrated perhaps by means of the specific example that was 

considered in reference (I2). For a given heat input, the amount of 

optimum material for each of the five shapes was calculated to give a 

prescribed nose temperature. The results are reproduced in figure

5.5.1. At the top is the particular distribution of thickness that 

gives the minimum nose temperature for a specified heat input and of 

course requires the minimum amount of conducting material. The second 

shape has a linear temperature gnadient and compares favourably with 

the optimal thickness distribution. The "efficiency" of the first two 

shapes arises from a rounded nose coupled with the tapering off of the 

material towards the rear. On the other hand, the parabolic and the
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a C3 9 «*

i

Figure 5.3.1 Optimised shapes providing the same nose temperature 

(thcikness and length scales common but undefined).
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vædge thickness distribution^ may be desirable from aerodynamic 

considerations but require respectively as much as 2.35 and 6,9 times 

the conducting material as the first shape.

It is important to realise that the various thickness distribut

ions of figure (3.3*l) are not necessarily intended to be the external 
wing leading edge shapes. Aerodynamic and the structural 

considerations vail determine the amounts of conducting material 

necessary to transfer the heat away from the nose of the wing.

5.4 Solution for Q varying as (x + Xq)

Up to nov; v/e have discussed the solutions for the Q = ^o 

distribution of heat transfer which require special techniques because 

of the singularity at x = 0. Such a hypothetical variation of heat 

transfer cannot exist in practice and the solutions obtained are 

therefore mainly of academic interest. For reproducing realistic 

heat transfer rates while maintaining generality of the solutions, v/e 

propose to solve the heat conduction equation with

(3'U)

v/here x^ is a constant.

Instead of being limited to infinite rate of heat transfer at 

X = 0, we can now reproduce any appropriate magnitude of heat transfer 

at the nose. Provided x^ is small compared with L, the heat transfer 

distribution av/ay from the nose of the leading edge remains virtually 

unaltered. The ratio of heat transfer at x = 0 to that at the rear 

edge of the conducting plate (x = L) is simply
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This control on the ratio ('̂ o/q ^) is particularly useful when 

comparing the theoretical solutions with experimental results. For a 

fair comparison to he made it is important that the expression for the 

heat input used in the heat conduction equation should represent as 

closely as possible the experimental heat distribution.

In-this section we seek solutions of the following heat conduction 

equation in the non-dimensional notation of equations ($.2)- (3.6).

&  ( r f ) =  ee4 - (5.15)

where the coefficients 'jf' and e can be functions of temperature (0) 
and position (X). The boundary conditions are the same as in equation 

(3.10) i.e.

= 0  at X = 0,1. (3.16)

3.5 Methods of solution of heat conduction equation.

Fortunately, equation (3.15) can be solved by more than one 
numerical method and we have in fact tried three. Full use was made 

of the opportunity to study the comparative merits of the various 

methods available to solve the ordinary differential equation (3.15)»
The three methods attempted are as follows :

1. Adaptation of iterative Runge-Kutta integration techniques.

2. Finite-difference boundary value problem, where the interval 

of X (0,1) is divided into h equal intervals and we solve

iteratively the li + 1 finite difference algebraic equations by

a) ah explicit method (Gaussian elimination);

b) an implicit method (over-relaxation).
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A brief discussion of each of the tliree methods now follows,

3. 5• 1 • Runge-Iîutta integration.

'Mlis method is very often used to obtain accurate solutions of

ordinary differential equations which have to be integrated subject to
47prescribed initial values . However, ours is a boundary value problem 

and information-is not available on the stability of the solution 

(because of the essentially non-linear character of the equation).

V/e ex}Dress equation (3.15) as two simultaneous first-order differential 

equations; that is, we put

H  = Ü (3.17)

and §- = ee4 - ( x V x p *  ^^.IS)

.̂[iie solution is started with a guessed value of temperature

(0^, say) and zero temperature gradient. A step b̂ " step integration

of the two equations is carried out. Each step is of length h which

is adjusted adaptively, depending on the magnitude of the derivative 
d0“  . Corresponding to the arbitrary value 0^, a value is obtained 

at the rear edge (X = l). This process is repeated with a second 

value of nose temperature 0 ,̂ which gives us a corresponding value 

From the boundary conditions expressed in equation (3.I6), we should 
have \J = 0, at X = 1. Using a root finding technique (based oh 

re pula falsi) a better estimate of the nose temperature (0 )̂ is made 

from the two values U^ and U^. Tlie calculation proceeds iteratively 

so as to converge to the particular value of nose temperature that 

satis.fies equation (3.16) within some specified tolerance.
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In the execution of the programme using the method of Runge-Kutta, 

the local value of h depends on hovi rapidly the derivatives are changing. 

For a typical solution (with x^/L = O.OOl) the value of h at the nose of 

the leading edge is very simill and could be increased by a factor of over

1000 before reaching the rear edge.

If a "good" guess (i.e. close to the value 0^) of the starting value 

of the nose temperature is not supplied, the solution starts to diverge 

very rapidly causing the length h —>0. Provided this instability in the 

solution is not encountered, however, the method works satisfactorily and 

converges to the solution in a matter of about 10 - 20 seconds on the 

English-Electric KDF9 digital computer, using a programme compiled by the 

Kidsgrove ALGOL optimised translator. •

3.5.2. The method of "Bandsolve".

For this method (as well as the next one), we have to linearise

 ̂ equation (3*15) and also express it in a finite differences form (for

details refer to Appendix a ), The final form of the heat conduction 

equation becomes.

.2= (n= 0,1, K) (3,19)

where the interval X= 0,1 has been divided into equal divisions of

length h (-q̂ ) ^p^h end points X^ ,Xq,... .X^,.. .X̂  ̂and the value of, 6 at 

X^ is denoted by 0^. The superscript i refers to the value of the 

parameter after the ith iteration.

We can represent equation (3.19) more concis^̂-ly by the matrix
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equation,

(3.20)
where the value of 0^”^ is used in the elements of C and 3 whilst solvingn —  —
for 0 \  Comparing equations (3,20) and (3,19) it is evident that Q_ is

the vector (0 ,0 .,....... 0u); 3 is the column vector whose general ele~o 1
ment is -h (7---- \4- ^n o ) and C is a hand matrix containing theMn+x -- °o
coefficients of 0, appearing on the left hand side of equation (3.19).

The boundary conditions can be incorporated inside the matrix _C which is 

indicated in Appendix A.

The method of "Bandsolve" consists of solving for the N+1 unlcnowns

(0-,©l,..... 0^) from N+1 simultaneous equations which are unfortunately
not a set of linear equations. Since most of the terms of the matrix ^ 

are zero (a maximum of three non-zero terms), the matrix is stored as a 

band matrix (of size (N+1)x3) and then we employ Gaussian elimination to 
solve for the unknowns. By the use of a band matrix, the number of 

operations as well as the storage required is reduced from (N+l) to 

3x(N+1) for each iterative process.
At the start of the computer programme the interval X=0,1 is divided 

into 4 equal divisions. An arbitrary starting value of temperature (©). 

is supplied to every point. Using equation (3.20), a solution of the 

vector 0_ is obtained. At the end of each iteration, a check is made on 

the convergence error and the vectors B and C_ are updated using the values 

of just obtained. The iterative process is stopped and 6 accepted as a
converged solution when the following convergence criterion is satisfied, 

N . .
^  epso (3.21)0 ' - 0- n nN+l n=o

where "epso" specifies the limiting tolerance.
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The value of ÏÏ is doubled {ll' = 2N), the new points thus introduced 

being interpolated from the existing ones. The above mentioned 

iterative process governing the convergence criterion is carried out 

within an outer iterative loop that keeps a check on the discretisation 

error which exists because the interval (0,l) of X has been divided into 

a finite number of intervals. If 6̂  is the new converged solution but 

having twice the grid points, then at the corresponding points we form

1
N +1 n"^o - ®n ^  epso (5.22)

If this discretisation error criterion is not satisfied, the last 

value of 1/ is doubled again and the whole procedure repeated. This 

routine of doubling N and reiterating is repeated until the solution 

having both the convergence and the discretisation error within the same 

tolerance (epso) has been obtained.

Unlike the Runge-Kutta method, the interval (X = 0,l) is divided 

into equal divisions.. The final value h is dictated by the discretisation 

error near the nose of the leading edge(at least where x^/U is small 

compared with unit;)). Hence some unnecessary operations are carried 

out away from the nose. This technique is preferrable to the Runge^

Kutta method in that (within reason) any starting value of temperature 

leads to a converged solution.

As far as the computional time is concerned it is of the same order 

as the Rimge-Kutta method, i.e. between 10 - 20 seconds.

3.5,3 The method of over-relaxation.
Alternatively, equation (3.19) may be solved by the method of 

"relaxation". Here each stage of the iteration for 0 is also a stage
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in an iterative process aimed at solving the set of N + 1 simultaneous 
equations so that values of 0 change whilst we solve the equations, 
instead (as in the explicit method of Bandsolve) of afterwards. Briefly 

this method consists of finding 0^^^ (having already determined 0^^
and solving for 

equation ($.19), which is

(i) .•in order, from a modified form of

0'n 2
(3.23)

• 'T., .
A still more powerful scheme is that of over-relaxation where we

-form
i i-1

0 “ ( 1—W) 0
n n

i-1 i 2.
7" 0 + T  6 4 - h
n-t'-g- n+l n-g- n-1_____Vn+Xo)'-^

+ 3e fe 
nv n

2 / 3
7- + T' + 4h 0 (e

A n /

(5.24)

n+-y n-4 n'
where 60 is the over-relaxation parameter.

The boundary conditions at X = 0,1 require special provisions as 

indicated in the A%)pendix A for the last method. The sequential 

operation of the computer programme is essentially the same as for the 

method of Bandsolve. Convergence and discretisation criterions are the 

same as in equations (3.21) and (5.22) respectively. As for the last 

method, over-relaxation yields a converged solution for any starting 

value (within reason) of temperature.

For a linear differential equation the norm of the error can be 

used to provide an estimate of the optimum value of while solving the 

set of In + 1 equations. Such an attempt proved unsuccessful in the 

solution of the present equations (3.24), For a particular value of 

* T = 0.90 and with the grid size fixed at IT = 16, the number of
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iterations required to obtain a converged solution for various values of 

63 is shovrn in figure (3*5.l). For N = 16, the optimum value of 63 

is 1.8. To show how the solution converges, we have plotted in figure 

(3.5.2) the nose tempera.ture vs iterations for 63 = I.7,1.8 and 1.9»
After an initially divergent mode for 63%> 1.8, the solution exhibits a 

damped oscillatory behaviour, while for 63 < 1.8, an exponentially 

decayed path is followed to convergence.

V/hereas the optimum value of • 63 , is 1.8 for IT = I6, this value
unfortunately changes with the grid size. As we have already indicated, 

the value of IT is repetitively doubled within the programme. In table 

(3.5', 1) we have listed the number of iterations carried out at each 
grid size for the range of63 = 1.4(0,l) I.9, with = 10  ̂and 

7^ =  0.98. Tlie computation time is virtually independent of the over- 

relaxation parameter 63 , However, for63 <1,5 the rate of convergence 

is slow and the convergence criterion of equation (3»2l) can sometimes 

terminate the solution prematurely. Finally in figure 3.5*3 we show 

how the nose temperature reaches the required value for 63 = 1.5 and

1.7, when N is allowed to vary.

Table 3 »5.1 Convergence behaviour of the solution for various values of63

63 Computation 
time. secs.

Iterations at each grid size with IT =

8 16 52 64 128 256
1.4 42 28 61 107 2 1
1.5 39 20 50 94 7 1 **
1.6 40 17 58 80 21 1
1.7 42 24 25 65 57 1 —

•1.8 45 57 24 45 44 1 -
. 1.9 44 74 51 . 54 55 2 1
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Figure 3-5-1. The effect of over-relaxation parameter 
on the convergence of the numerical solution for 
grid size (^N = l6y
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Figure 3.5.2. The convergence pattern o f the 
numerical solution for grid size (N  = I6 )
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Using the value of CO , selected in this way^i.e. a value between

1.5 and 1.8, this method still takes at least 4 " 5 times longer in 

computation than the other two methods. there the method of over

relaxation is superior to the other two is that it can he easily modified 

to include the additional dimension when we come to solve the three- 

dimensional heat conduction equation.

1.6 Discussion of numerical results for Q, varying as (x + x ) ^
—  -O—

The introduction of the constant raises one question straight

away - what is the effect of on the temperature distribution?

Solutions of equation (3.I5) were sought where we vary from
j# "81 to 10 while keeping the other parameters fixed. Figure $.6.1 plots

the variation of the nose and the rear edge temperatures against X^.

For X <  10  ̂ the temoerature distribution becomes independent of X . o o
Hence the solution of equation ($.12) which is singular at X = 0, can 

be reproduced from equation ($.1$) with X^ <  10 ^ . Heedless to say, 

equation ($.1$) is the much simpler of the two equations to solve.

The deductions from figure ($.6.l) are applicable over the whole range 

of 'f* of interest. For ^  =0.08, the chordwise temperature distribution 

is plotted in figure ($.0.2) for several values of X^. As X^ increases, 

the temperature gradients every\'/here are reduced with the greatest 

effect close to the leading edge (X = O).

The results for families of parabolic and wedge sections have 

already been published^^. V/e now present solutions of equation ($.1$) 

for a linearly varying thickness distribution. The thickness of the 

conducting material at the rear can either be less or greater than that
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35

05

T, (0-93)
9 (x)=(£L 0-̂  L {l +  X o ^ / H   ̂• T (x)

X - C^/ l)

0 0 2 0'4 0*6 0 8

Figure 3.6.2 The effect of X on the température distribution.0
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at the leading edge. For a basis of comparison v/e use a slab section

having the same thickness as the nose of the trapezoidal section.

For a given nose thickness t^, if we vary the thickness at the rear,

the changes produced in the temperature distribution are so small that

we have to use a very exaggerated scale to show the differences. It is

for this reason that we use the solution of the slab section as the

reference temperature distribution and plot the fractional variations

from this solution when the rear thickness (t^) is altered. For a

linearly varying thickness distribution, the results for = lO” and

= 0,9o (based on the slab thickness value) are presented in figure

(3,6.3) where t >  t̂. and in figure (3.6.4) for t <  t, . It is worth  ̂ o L  o L
mentioning at this stage, that these solutions have a convergence and 

discretisation error (section 3.5.2) of about - O.Ol^.

For a given nose thickness, any change in the rear thickness (t^) 

of a trapezium produces a proportionate change in the total amount of 

conducting material (i.e cross-sectional area say). The effects

of varying relative to the area of the reference slab (of area A^, 

say) upon the leading edge and rear temperatures are shown in figure 

(3.6.5). One of the extremes is a wedge section when t^—>0 giving*

^t/Ag “ 0*5. These tv/o temperatures vary almost linearly with the 

total cross-sectional area. Increasing the overall area by a factor 

of 5 produces' a reduction in the nose temperature of only Q.7fc.

In addition to the cross-sectional area, two oûhur lacuors, namely 

(based on the reference slab thickness) and X^ influence the temperature 

distribution, . The effects on nose and rear temneratures due to both these
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Figure 3.6.3 The effect on the temperature distribution due to 

a linear variation of thickness, t^> t^ (plotted as fraction of 

the temperature distribution for the slab of the same nose thickness)
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Figure 3.6.4 The effect on the temperature distribution due z o a 

linear variation of thickness, t^< t^ (plotted as fraction of the 

temperature distribution for the slab of the same nose thiclcness).
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Figure 3.6,5 The effect of the total cross-sectional area (A.)t
upon the nose and rear temperatures of a trapezoidal section 

(plotted relative to the slab values of the same nose thickness).
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parameters are plotted in figures (5.6.6) and (5.6 .7). As decreases

the changes produced in the temperature distributions become larger.

For > 0 and GO , the temperature distributions within a. trapezium

must of course be 0. The maximum deviations are obtained at very

roughly 7^̂  = 1.0.
From the results presented in figures (5.6.5 - 5*6.7) we can conclude

that for linearly tapered thickness distribution the slab predicts ciuite

reasonably the temnerature distribution. For t >  t,, the nredictionso n
are within ~ 0.2^6 and in general for t^<t^ the estimates using: the slab 

are well within -1)4 of the actual distribution. Provided we are prepared 

to sacrifice this order of accuracy, we can generalise the results of a 

slab section to cover any linear variation of thickness if we redefine 

( cf. reference 12) as

'f) “ h i d  «5 o - V d f A  (3.25)
where t^ is the nose (X = O) thickness of the conducting material..

Looking back at the results discussed in section (5*5) it is 

evident now vby the optimal distribution of thickness is tapered towards 

the rear and the reason why the wedge makes the poorest use of the 

conducting material.

In figure (5.6.8) we present the variation of the nose temperature 
vs. 7^ for several values of X . The corresponding effect upon the rearO  O Jr _

temperature of a body with a linear variation of thickness is shovm in 

figure (5.6.9).
How does the nose thickness (t^) of the conducting plate affect the 

temperature distribution? To answer this question, we have plotted in 

figures (5*6.18 - 5.6.I5) the temperature distributions for several values
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Figure 5.6,6 The effect of and on tne nose and rear' 

temperatures of a trapezoidal section, t^/t^ = 10:1 (plotted as 

fraction of the values for the slab of the same nose thickness).
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REAR TEMPERATURE

NOSE TEMPERATURE

Figure 3.6,7 The effect of X and T  on the nose and rear ' *0 o
temperatures of a trapezoidal section, t^/t^ - 1:4 (plotted as 

fraction ,pf the values for the slah of the same nose thickness).
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Fig. 3.6 8 Nose temperatures for a linear variation 
of thickness distribution.
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Fig. 3,6-9 Rear temperatures for c linear variation
of thickness distribution.
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Figure 5.6.10 Some temperature distributions in trapezoidal

sections. X = 0.003.o
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Figure 5.6.11 Some temperature distributions in.trapezoidal

sections. X = O.Ol.o
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Figure 3,6.12 Some temperature distributions in trapezoidal
sections. X = 0.03,o
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Figure 3.6.15 Some temperature distributions in trapezoidal

sections. X = 0.1. o
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of end X , Also sunerimposed on to'̂  e^e the tvo extreme tem.oerature 'g o  "
distributions, namely, the radiation equilibrium temperature end the

‘•infinite conductivity" solution. ’ If we now interpret the variations

of T* due to changes in the nose thickness of the conducting material,0
t^ (using equation 3.2$), ire see from these figures that as the ratio

t^/L increases, the temperature gradients everj/Ufhere are reduced and the

temperature distribution tends towards that obtained for the "infinite

conductivity" solution. On the other hand as the ratio t^/h decreases,

the temperature distribution tends towards the radiation equilibrium value

everywhere (which is essentially a non-conducting’ plate solution).

In the rest of our discussions, unloss otherwise stated, the

solutions presented are for finite rates of heat transfer at the leading

edge, given by the relation
H

^ " ( i m r ) i
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CHAPTBh IV.
Experimental verification of the theory of two-dimensional 

conducting plates

4.1 Introduction

The purpose of experimental investigation is two-fold. Firstly, 

it is to seek experimental verification of the theoretical prediction 

of the leading edge temperature distributions based on certain prescribed 

boundary conditions as described in chapter III. Models which are 

used to represent the leading edge are subjected to a simulated aero- 

“dynamic heat flux corresponding approximately to the x  ̂distribution 

along one surface of the model. The second purpose of the investigation

is to enable studies to be made on models whose theoretical solutions

are sometimes difficult to obtain.

Sinlia^^ conducted some prelimininary tests of two-dimensional models
■ 28of constant thickness. By the use of a specially designed reflector ,

aerodynamic heating was simulated roughly proportional to x ^, except

for the region very close to the leading edge where for practical reasons 

the reflector is capable only of producing limited rates of heat transfer. 

Assuming material properties to be independent of temperature, he 

compared his experimental results with the theoretical solutions obtained 

by using the relation Q, = H^/x In his work he reported a discrepancy

of about lO/o between the experiments and theory.

While 8inha has obtained useful information from his preliminary 

work, a number of factors which may well be influential on the final 

results have not been considered. These factors are now discussed in 

detail which constitute part of the reasons for the present
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investigation. .Moreover the types of .rr.odel that have been tested 

covered only a particular case, i.e. uniform thickness and does not 

necessarily provide sufficient information for definite conclusions 

to be dr atm.

Power available for heating the model. The capability of power 

output from the reflector is largely restricted by the type of heating 

element used. ■ With a greater amount of power available a higher 

temperature and temperature gradients in the model of moderate thermal 

conductivity value can be expected. This has at least two advantages.

A high absolute temperature minimizes the effect of background 

radiation whereas a higher temperature gradient 'facilitates the effect 

of heat conduction to be observed. In the earlier version the heating 

element was made from oxidized nickel wire. It has a fairly high 

emittance value among oxidized metals. Unfortunately the oxide layer 

tends to become unstable in vacuum when the surface temperature reaches 

about lOOO^C. The maximpm power output was 1.2 kW . A higher value 

of maximum power that can be dissipated is desired.

Performance of the reflector. The temperature distribution in

the model may be influenced by the distribution of thermal radiation

impinging upon the model, which is its source of heat input. Although

the reflector was designed to simulate a desired distribution of

radiation, its performance was measured by an instrument which was not

fully developed. As the author was involved in the development of this 
29instrument at the time when the reflector was being calibrated, it 

seems prudent to carry out a recalibration of the reflector now that 

the radiometer has been further developed^^. By doing this we would
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be in a position to find out if and where there is any substantial

deviation of the reflector performance from its expected behaviour, and

better still by using the measured values be able to assess their 

effect on the expected temperature distribution.

Location of modeL During the calibration of the reflector it 

became apparent that the distribution of radiant energy was very 

sensitive to the exact location of the plane on which it was being-

measured. This aspect has not been considered in the previous tests.

The detailed technique of setting up the model in the present tests is 

merely mechanical and has no great significance. It suffices to say 

that we ensure that all the models lie in the desired plane with their 

leading edge lying along a required straight line.

Surface properties of the models. Heat exchange between the heat 

source and the model and between the model and the environment has been 

arranged to take place through the surface of the model which is 

exposed to radiation. If this surface were a perfect reflector, the 

experiment would be nullified. On the other hand, if the surface were a 

black surface, the heating of the model would follow the exact heat 

distribution simulated by the design of the reflector. Since it is not 

possible to provide a black surface for our models, the absorptive power 

of the surface should be aimed at being as high a,s possible. Both the 

surface absorptivity (for a grey metallic surface this is usually 

identical with the emissivity value) and its dependency on temperature 

are of importance for these data will influence the exact behaviour of 

the mathematical model in our theoretical analysis. This part has not 

been included in the previous experiment.
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Test models. We consider the theory presented in Chapter III 

to he general. Hence it is important that the experimental 

verification to be carried out should also be general. In practice 

we will be content to examine results from a small number of models 

of various types provided they cover a wide enough range. In previous 

experiments only slab models were tested. This can only be considered 

as a particular case

1.2 Simulation of aerodynamic heating.

We require some means of simulating steady state aerodynamic 

■^heating (which we have shown in Chapter II can be reasonably taken to 

vary as x ^ ) of models used to represent the leading edge section of a 

hypersonic wing. The simplest method of providing heating is to use 

an electrically heated element as a source of infra-red radiation. 

Sinha^^’̂ ^ has designed and constructed a reflector 0,305m. long, which 

is capable of producing a heat distribution roughly proportional to x  ̂

in a given irradiated plane. Altogether the reflector consists of 

seven curved surfaces blending smoothly to form a quasi-continuous profile.

The source of heat is a wire coiled round a ceramic (alumina) tube 

which is reinforced by the insertion of.a tungsten rod through its centre 

to prevent sagging at high temperatures. Heating received by the model 

is due largely to the reflected radiation and to a very small percentage 

to the direct radiation from the element.

4.2.1 Power outout from the filament.

The similarity laws derived in reference .(12) permit us to carry 

out scaled experiments provided we select the other parameters accord

ingly. A low value of the heat input parameter H^ restricts the use
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of materials to those with relatively poor thermal conductivity 

(as we shall show later in paragraph 4.3). In addition as væ 

increase the value of the temperature values within the model 

everywhere are higher and the effect of the background temperature 

upon the temperature distribution is reduced. In the experimental 

investigations the value of is directly proportional to the power 

dissipated in the heater filament. It is therefore desirable to 

increase the power output of the electric element as much as possible.

The emissive power from a uniformly heated filament is proportional 

to € T'̂ , With the use of oxidised nickel wire a maximum power output of 

about 1.2kW has been obtained. Whereas it may not be possible to 

increase the emissivity any higher than that of oxidised nickel, there 

is a considerable scope for some materials to operate at a much higher 

temperature. In this respect we may still be able to increase the 

heating power. Three materials holding good promise are tungsten, 

molybdenum and tantalum with their melting points^^ at 34lo'^C, 2620^0 

and 2996^0 respectively.

The suitable material should have a high operating temperature

in high vacuum and workability. Tungsten is notoriously brittle at"

room temperature while molybdenum is rather unpredictable and can
32transform rather suddenly from a ductile to a brittle state , Tantalum

is the most ductile material of the three at room temperatures. In as
31 33far as the vapour pressure ■ * is concerned tantalum has a vapour 

pressure of 12.5 nh/m^ at 2000°K as compared with 13.3 nh/m^ (about 

10 ^^torr) for tungsten at the same temperature and only 3.3 /ih/m^ 

for molybdenum at a lower temperature of 1870°K. These figures suggest 

that in a high vacuum environment, tantalum is likely to have a higher
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service temperature than either tungsten or molybdenum.

At a given temperature the radiative power of an element can be 

increased by increasing the surface emissivity which can usually be 

achieved by oxidation. Unfortunately, although all three materials

are relatively inactive chemically at room temperature, when heated 

in air above 500°C they oxidize violently. Prolonged oxidation at 

higher temperatures can lead to a total disintegration of the 

materials. Only limited oxidation can be carried out at room temper

atures below 500^0. All three materials possess just about the same 

values of surface emissivity at elevated temperatures^^.

Thus tantalum has been selected as the material for the heating 

filament. Oxidation v/as limited to 30 minutes at about 450^0, 

producing a modest increase in the value of emissivity of about 0.3. 

Oxidation changes the smooth and shiny surface texture of tantalum to 

one which is quite rough and greyish in appearance. A n 'increase of 

50^ in the maximum power available is obtained if we replace the 

oxidized nickel wire by an oxidized tantalum wire and we can safely 

dissipate in the filament around lo8kW of electrical power in a high 

vacuum environment. The diameter of the tantalum wire is 0.08cm.

This increase in the operating temperature of the filament has not 

caused sagging at the middle of the element.

4.2.2 Calibration of the reflector

A brief description is given here of the radiometer which is 

specially designed to measure the thermal radiation intensity over the 

model. Its working principle is of a thermopile. The hot 

junctions of a thermopile are arranged to lie in a straight line,
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which is placed in the irradiated plane at right angles to the axis 

along which the radiation intensity is varying. The cold junctions 

are kept at a constant temperature. With proper shielding the incident 

radiation will pass through a slit just wide enough for it to impinge 

on the hot junctions so that the radiation intensity thus measured 

will represent the mean value over the distance corresponding to the 

diameter of the hot junction beads. By making the beads as small as 

possible, the resolution (i.e. the ability to sense the true value of 

the local intensity) can be improved,at the expense unfortunately of 

the sensitivity of the instrument. By increasing the number of 

thermocouples, the sensitivity can be improved.

This instrument^^^^ is used to recalibrate the performance of 

the reflector. The measured performance of the reflector is shown 

in figures (4.2.1) and (4,2.2)o The greater resolution of the 

present radiometer has confirmed the fact that there exists at some 

distance from the leading edge (about X = 0.6) large deviations of 

radiation intensity from the desired trend of distribution. During 

the calibration it also became apparent that the measured output v/as 

very sensitive to the plane in which the measurements were being made. 

Any small departure from the designed irradiated plane produces a 

deteriorating effect on the performance of the reflector.

The reflector was designed to simulate a x distribution of 

heat transfer. From the results presented in figure (4.2,1) it is 

evident that very close to the leading edge the reflector can only 

produce finite and very limited rates of heat flux. However over the 

range 0.0275 < X < 1 the reflector reproduces the desired distribution
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fairly well. It seems sensible to place the nose of the model at 

X = 0.0275 instead of X = 0. By shifting the nose of the model to 

X = 0.0275 w e  also ensure the maximum heat flux gradients occur along 

the leading edge in accordance with the actual phenomenon of boundary 

layer heating.

Since the magnitude of the ratio ^  is about 5.8 only, it would
Qp

no longer be justifiable to compare the measured temperature 

distributions In the models with those predicted by the theory using 

the x" variation. It would be interesting to see how the results 

from the actual performance of the reflector differ from those based on 

the (x + x^)" distribution. In figure (4.2.2) the actual results are 

■ compared . with X^ = 0,0275. The choice of X^ = 0.0275 is simply 

derived from the fact that the nose of the model is placed at X = 0.0275 

in figure (4.2,1). With X^ taken to be equal to 0.0275 the intensity 

ratio is given by

'̂ o n  + 0.0275  ̂,
Q ^ h ~ ô : o 2 7 5 " ;  "

which is about the same as the measured value, A direct comparison 

between the experimental results and the numerical solutions of 

equation (5.15) can now be made with X^ = 0,0275 and an appropriate 

value of This gives the nose temperature about 4^ lower than

that if we use X^ = 0 (refer to figure 5.5.1).

4,5 Test models

The size of the reflector and consequently the planform of the 

models is largely determined by the size of the vacuum chamber. With ■

the equipment available we can test models of planform area of
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0.305 X 0.l52m̂ .

We propose to conduct experiments over as wide a range as possible 

of the parameter defined in equations (3.6) and (3.25) as

1/8 (4-1)

From the performance of the reflector it transpires that ideally all 

the models should have the same length to ensure that they are subjected 

to the same heat transfer distribution. We therefore fix the value of

length L = 0.l52m for the models. For-reasons already outlined in

section (4.2.1) it is advisable to use the highest value of As we

shall show a little later on it is also recommended to employ a high

value of surface absorptivity which for a metallic body implies an 

equally high value of emissivity C . That leaves us with two 

parameters k and t which can be selected to suit. Although these two 

parameters always appear together in equation (3,15) as the product kt, 

it is still necessary from practical considerations to choose the values 

of k and t individually.

To select a suitable material for the models, theoretical

solutions of equation 3.15 (with — > t) ) were obtained for a wide

range of thermal conductivities and for three different fine-ness 
Lratios (~). The nose and the rear edge temperatures are plotted in 

figure (4,3.l)with = 1680 7//m^ and € = 0.8. A low value of H is

used to represent the limited amount of heating available under 

experimental conditions. It can be seen that highly conducting 

materials such as copper and aluminium would give near uniform temper

atures. It is imnortant that the material so chosen should produce a
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substantial temperature difference between the nose and the rear edge 

of the model in order to reduce any error in the measurement of 

temperature. Insulating materials would be undesirable for they would
ijcontradict the basic assumption that the ratio ~  is negligible 

compared with the product kt. Materials having very low thermal 

conductivity are also unsuitable because the conduction of heat along 

the thermocouple wires may occur more readily than through the model. 

One common metal that meets the general requirements is stainless 

steel. The particular type of stainless steel chosen v/as F.C.B.

„Staybrite also designated as ÂISI - 347. Its coefficient of thermal
34conductivity is given by the manufacturers (Firth-Vickers Stainlessr

steel Ltd.) as k = 15,9 (1+0.00039 x T°C) W/m^K.

Having decided on the value of the thermal conductivity (k), we 

now have at our disposal the parameter t (material thickness) to 

effect a change in the non-dimensional parameter . From the 

theoretical results presented in the last chapter v/e discovered that 

if we keep the other parameters fixed, not only is the nose temperature 

but the entire temperature distribution within the model sensitive to 

the nose thickness. We therefore embark upon testing a family of 

trapezoidal sections (with a linear variation of thickness) with a 

wedge section on the one extreme and a slab of constant thickness'on 

the other. In addition we wish to find out the effect on the 

temperature distribution of the amount of conducting material and of 

the nose thickness. For this purpose we construct models having the 

same nose thickness but different thicknesses at the rear. The 

details regarding the dimensions of all the nine models is given in
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table (4.3,1). These arrangements enable us to conduct 

experiments for the range of (based on the nose thickness)from 

0.3 to 15.

A typical test model is shown in figure (4.3.2). Apart from 

the top surface of the model, all the other surfaces are highly 

polished using diamond powders. The temperature measurements are 

taken at the middle section of the model where two-dimensional 

conditions are expected to prevail.

4.5.1 Treatment of the model surface exposed to radiation.

The top surface of the model is exposed to thermal radiation.

It should possess a high value of surface absorptivity in order to 

utilise as much of the limited heating available as possible. To 

minimise the effects of background radiation it is necessary in the 

experimental investigations to maximise the absolute measurements of 

temperature recorded on the model. This would require that while we 

use a high value of surface absorptivity, the top surface should have 

a low emissivity. For most grey metallic surfaces, however, the two 

coefficients are almost identical. In practice also, it would be ' 

desirable for the surface of the wing to have a high value of surface 

emissivity to take full advantage of radiation cooling under 

equilibrium conditions.

One of the studies undertaken was to investigate the effects of

surface roughness and oxidation on the variation of surface emissivity

with temperature for the type of stainless steel used in this

experiment. We have in fact developed apparatus to measure the total
35hemispherical emissivity of solid materials. This method uses an



Table 4,5., 1 Test Models
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Model Ho.

2

5

4

5

6

8

Material

Stainless Steel 
(Alsi-347)

Description

Slab

Slab

Slab

a « b « 1,27 cm

a rî b »» 0.635 ÇC1

a w b *« 0.317 cm

Trapezoidal a = 0.635 cm 
b « 1.27 cm

Trapezoida,! a « 0.317 cm 
b K 1.27 cm

Wedge a K O.O5O8 cm 
b *= 1.27 cm

Trapezoidal a « 0.3,17 cm 
b V. 0.635 cm ;

Wedge

Wedge

a » 0.0254 cm 
b « 0.635' cm

a - 0.0254 cm 
b 0.317 cm

Ho te: For all models, d - 3(1 *4^ cm, L = 15.24cm. See Figure 4.5.2
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indirect heating approach and thus enables us to test both 

electrically conducting and non-conducting materials. For materials 

which obey the Lamberts' Cosine Lav/ of diffuse emission, the total 

hemispherical emittance can be taken to be equal to the total normal 

emittance. Some of the observations made in reference (36) relevant 

to the present study are:-

1) Roughening the steel surface by shot-blasting increases the 

emittance values slightly as compared with the as received conditions.

2) The combined effects of shot-blasting and oxidation give more 

favourable results than those of individual surface treatment.

5) The effect of oxidation on emittance is pronounced when the 

temperature of oxidation is as high as 900°C with the emittance values 

quite close already to the blackbody value.

Based on this experience we shot-blasted and then oxidized the 

top surface of the stainless steel models at 900°C for 20 minutes.

After this treatment to stainless steel AISI - 347, reference (37)■ 

suggests that the emissivity of the surface can be taken as 

€ = 0.735 (1 + 0.000297 x T°C).

4.4 Apparatus and experimental procedure.

The models are subjected to simulated aerodynamic heating by

using the specially designed reflector housed inside a vacuum chamber.

The object of carrying out the testing of models in vacuum is to avoid

convective heat transfer so that the entire heat input to the model and

heat dissipation from the model will be by thermal radiation alone.
38Heat transfer by natural convection becomes insignificant if the 

Grashof number (based on a mean representative temperature of the
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equipment) is less than 100. This would be possible if the v/orking 

pressure inside the vacuum chamber is maintained below 1 N/m^. The 

experiments are in fact conducted at pressures of the order of 2mlT/m^.

The inside walls of the vacuum chamber are painted black using 

an enamel paint which is claimed to have an absorptivity of 0,9. Any 

theimial -radiation being reflected from the walls of the chamber is 

thus reduced to a minimum. Further, the vacuum chamber walls are 

water cooled so that the background radiation can be maintained at a 

known and definitely low level. The level of background radiation can 

be estimated to provide a small correction to the rates of heat input 

to the test model.

Apart from the top surface of the model v/hich is sand-blasted and 

oxidized, the rest of the surfaces are highly polished. Additional - 

shielding against radiation heat loss is provided by placing highly 

reflecting surfaces parallel and close to the polished faces of the 

model. The experimental set up is shown in figures (4.4.1) and (4,4.2),

Heat loss by conduction from the model is reduced by resting it on 

four pointed ceramic pins, placed near the four corners. Heat transfer 

to the ceramic supports through four pin-points can thus be ignored.

These pins are mounted on jacks which are used to adjust the height of 

the model from a reference surface inside the vacuum chamber. With the 

help of this arrangement it is possible to set the top surface of the model 

precisely in the irradiated plane. In addition extra care is taken 

to ensure that the line of the leading edge corresponds exactly with the 

axis X = 0 of figure (4,3.2).

Measurements of temperature were made by means of thermocouples
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Figure 4.4.2 General arrangement of model and reflector.
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emlDedded into the stainless steel or where the thickness is 

insufficient by spot-welding the thermocouples onto the-surface. The 

two methods have been found to give the same results. The thermocouples 

are made from 40 SWG (O,012cm diameter) Eureka-constantan wire. ■ Wires 

having such a small diameter have been selected in order to reduce the 

heat loss by conduction. Altogether twelve thermocouples are placed 

in two rows (O,635cm apart) in the middle section of the model at six 

prescribed locations. To detect any variation of temperature across 

the thickness of the model one row of thermocouples was placed near the 

top surface of the model and the other row near the bottom surface.

The thermocouple emf (which is a meaoL^rc of the temperature) was 

originally recorded by means of a potentiometric set up as shown in 

figure (4.4.1), This has been replaced by a digital d.c. voltmeter 

capable of measuring to an accuracy of +1 JLl V . , Although this in

itself might have no direct bearing on the results, it is Considered 

to be a definite improvement in the laboratory methods in use.

The vacuum chamber is evacuated by means of a 6" diffusion pump 

backed by a single stage rotary pump. Once the working pressure of 

less than 2mN/m^ (about 10  ̂torr) is reached, the electrical power to 

the reflector filament is switched on and thereafter increased by 

definite increments. After each increment of power and as soon as 

.steady state conditions are reached the temperature distribution in 

the model is recorded. Only the comparison between the temperature 

distributions corresponding to the maximum power and the theoretical 

values is presented in the discussion later on. Table (4.4.1) gives 

the results of the nine models that have been tested. Note that less

than 14^ of heat dissipated in the filament in fact reaches the model.
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Table 4*4*1 Experiment Results.

Model
No.

Total 
Power 
from 
heater 
, (W)

Power
received

by
model
(W)

Ho Temperature i n • ^K at

X = .0208 .1043 .271 *397 .647 .96

1 1806 237*5 1179 609.0
607.4

605.0
604.1

595.8
595*2

563.4
582.6

569*2
568.2 559*1

557.9

2 1748 213*5 1165 619.8
616.8

611.8
613.1

598*9
598*3

580.6
580:6

554*2
560.2 545*7

548.2

3 1889 258.2 1281 654.4658.2
629.8
648.5 613.9621.6 589.9

593.8
560.5
565.0 543.5

548.7

4 1852 246.0 1220 625.5
623.9

618.8
617.6 603.5602.1 585.8. 568.2 558.4

5 1855 236.0 1167 628.7
629.5 619.5

598.1
598.9 578.5 558.3

545.4
547*6

6 1886 240.6 1192 646.7 
660.4

638.5636.2
599.6
602.6 574*5

574.7
553.2
553.4

544*8
544*3

7 1866 255.2 1266 651.0
653.0

643.2
643.5

617.1
616.4 589*4

588.6
563*2
563.3

550.7542.8

8 1886 247*7 1228 683.2
678.1

650.0
647.3

610.0 
608.7

574.2
573.9

548.9
554.7

541*2
541*6

9 1868 240.2 1190 667.6 
669.4

645.4 
642.6 605*3

604.1
571*8
572.1

547.1
551.2

535.1540.2

Note: For each model the upper row temperatures were

taken near the top surface while the lower row 

temperatures near the bottom surface.
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4.4.1 Experimental errors.

Whereas every precaution is taken to eliminate any experimental 

errors, there are certain errors that are unavoidable. We present 

here the sources of error that may exist in the experimental results.

a) Although convective hea.t transfer can he ignored at pressures 

helow heat transfer hy free-molecular conduction does exist.

It is shown in Appendix 3, that under the prevalent conditions, heat 

transfer by free-molecular conduction is negligible,

b) Since the model is isolated from the surroimdings by resting it 

_on four pointed ceramic pins, heat loss by conduction through the

supports can be ignored. A very small amount of heat is lost through 

the fine thermocouple wires, but this is unavoidable and negligible 

compared with the longitudinal conduction of heat.

c) Except the top surface, all the other surfaces are highly polished 

and shielded against radiation heat loss. However some heat loss from 

the sides is inevitable.

d) The Eureka-constantan thermocouples used in the measurement of 

temperature have been calibrated at the National Physical Laboratory 

to within - 0.2^G.

e) A small amount of heat is reflected from the vacuum chamber 

walls onto the model.

f) Back-ground radiation from the vacuum chamber walls which are 

maintained at the cooling water temperature.

4.3. Discussion and comparison of theory with experiment.

Figure (4.3*i) shows the calculated temperature distributions of 
the nine stainless steel models under a heating value given by
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= 7500 W/m (and = 0,0275). The numbers associated with the 

models are the same as in tables (4.5.1) and (4.4.1). Also plotted 

are the calculated results for the two extreme conditions namely, the 

radiation equilibrium temperature and the infinite conductivity 

temperature which is constant along the model. Since the total input 

of heat'to the models must equal the total amount of heat radiated 

av/ay from the models, the family of curves satisfies the relation

fb pL H
cr \ € T^ dx = — — - dx (4.2) ,

*̂ 0 Jo y(x + xj

As compared with the non-conducting plate, the role of the 

thermal conductivity of the material is to reduce the nose temperature 

of the model at the expense of the rear edge value. In the last 

chapter we found that in a conducting plate which has a linear variation 

of thickness but constant thermal conductivity and emissivity, the 

temperature distribution is a function essentially only of the nose 

thickness. A slab can be used to predict within Ifc the temperature 

distribution of any trapezoidal section that has the same nose thickness. 

The results pesented in figure (4.5.1) are for stainless steel model's 

where the coefficients of thermal conductivity and surface emissivity 

are taken as functions of temperature^ the product kt becoming a 

function of X and 0, Any differences in the temperature distribution 

due to the variations in the thickness distribution are too small to 

be plotted in figure (4.5,1), The nose temperature as well as the 

temperature gradients everywhere can be significantly reduced by 

increasing the nose thickness, which of course represents the quantity 

of conducting material employed at the most crucial point. Alternatively,
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the same benefit could be obtained by increasing the thermal 

conductivity of the material in the same ratio.

The other factor that is varied in the experiment is the quantity 

of heat input to the models. Figure (4.5.2) shows the variation of 

nose and rear temperatures 'plotted against the heat flux parameter 

for models 1 and 6 (i.e. a slab and wedge section of the same rear 

thickness respectively). An increase by a factor of about 10 is 

required in the value of to double the absolute nose temperature.

There are two possible ways of comparing the experimental results r

with those calculated from the numerical solutions, looking again at

the performance of the reflector (figure 4,2.1) we see that the actual

measurements depart locally in many places from the ideal distribution

based on (X + 0.0275) ^ . For model 1, we compare in figure (4.5.5)
_ 1.

the temperature distribution calculated for the(X 4- 0.0275) ^

distribution of heat transfer with the numerical solution' obtained for 

the actual measured output of the reflector. Since the two temperature 

distributions are so close to one another, we can conclude that the 

local variations in the rates of heat input have little or no effect 

on the temperature distribution. The very slight difference between 

the two calculations that exists can be virtually eliminated by a slight 

decrease in the value of the constant X^. This, perhaps, could have 

been used as a basis for selecting the value of the constant X^,

Test resilts from the nine models are plotted in figures (4,5.4) 

to (4.5ol2). The agreement between the experimental results and 

theory (using = 0.0275) for models 1,2,5,4,5 and 7 is remarkably 

good. We have used the relation expressed in equation (4,2) to
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calculate the magnitude, of the constant (table 4.4.1), This 

method has been found to yield more reliable values than-the radiometer 

readings, the method adopted by Sinha^^, In addition to the sources 

of error already mentioned in section (4.4.1), there is the 

uncertainty regarding the absolute values of the coefficient of 

thermal conductivity (k) when seeking the numerical solutions. The 

values of k and C used are those quoted for the appropriate cases in 

references 34 and 57 respectively. Even then for these six models 

the maximum deviation from the calculated results (from equation 3.15 

with = 0.0275) is only about 2 % , For the three wedge models 6, 8 

and 9 the agreement between theory and experiment is not quite so good. 

The calculated temperature gradients are higher than the experimental 

results and the maximum discrepancy in the absolute values of temper

ature is about 5̂ 0 for these three models. One of the reasons for this 

greater discrepancy is that by normal workshop standard, ‘it is difficult 

to machine and then polish an exact wedge shape. ■ Because of the much 

smaller magnitudes of the nose dimensions involved, any small deviation 

from the ideal thickness is likely to have an exaggerated effect on 

the temperature distributiono In the case of trapezoidal and wedge 

sections the slight but inevitable rounding off of the leading edge 

could introduce error in the measurement of the nose thickness.

Numerical solutions have revealed that to get the same agreement 

between the test results of the three wedge shaped models and theory 

as the other six models, we need to increase the product kt by a factor 

of around 2.0 at the nose of these three models.

In all the models, two rows of thermocouples were embedded at tvro
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different depths to detect any temperature gradients across the 

thickness of the material. Consistent with the basic assumption, no 

significant temperature variations across the thickness were measured.

4.6. Fabricated leading edge.

From the results and the discussions already presented in this 

chapter it is evident that when the reflector is used to simulate 

the aerodynamic heating in a model the measured temperature dis

tributions correspond to the numerical solutions of equation (3.15) 

with “ 0.0275. We now intend to use the reflector to provide 

analogue temperature distributions where the numerical solutions cannot 

be conveniently obtained,

A practical wing section is likely to be a complex structure 

internally. We now make an experimental study of a "practical" 

leading edge which has internal cavities and a channel section spar 

parallel to the leading edge. T̂ wo "identical" models have been made 

and tested. The cross-section of the model is shown in figure (4.6.1) 

and is made out of stainless steel designated Staybrite F D P or 

AISI 321. Both the skin as well.as the spar piece is made out of •

18 Ŝ/YG (0.122cm. ) sheet. The spar flange is spot-welded to the skin 

at a pitch of 1,9cm, The overall size of the model is 0.305m by 

0.l52m as before (section 4.3). At the leading edge, the top and bottom 

surface subtend a total angle of 19^. The leading edge of the wing 

is considered to be symmetrical and therefore we need only consider 

one half of the section. In order to simulate the effects of an 

internal cavity, w e  place a highly polished reflector along the plane 

of symmetry. The model is isolated from the surroundings by resting
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it on four pointed ceramic pins. The top surface of the model is 

in the irradiated plane that has a one-dimensional variation of heat 

flux as shovm in figure (4.2.l).

After shot-blasting the top surface with size 80 grit the model 

was oxidized in air at 900^0 for 60 minutes. Subsequently apart 

from the top surface, the oxide layer was removed from all the other 

faces (including the web surfaces) by rubbing them with emery paper.

The reason for oxidizing the top surface is to increase its absorptivity 

so that the model absorbs as much as possible of the limited amount of 
available heating.

The model is given a rounded nose (figure 4-,6.1) to represent 

the nose of a practical leading edge normally constructed by the 

bending of a sheet. By including this locally rounded shape of the 

leading edge, we have retained the full thickness of the conducting 

material at the nose of the model, ’

Temperature measurements were taken by thermocouples spot-welded 

in two rows at the centre-section of the model. The experimental 

set-up and the testing procedure is exactly as explained earlier in 

section (3.6.3). For the fabricated leading edge the results from 

the models are presented in table (4,6.1).

In order to discover how the measured temperature distribution 

compares with the solutions of the two-dimensional heat conduction 

equation (3.15), we use the following values of the parameters relevant 
to the model; L = I5.2cms, t = 0.l22cms and = 0.0275. The 

coefficient of thermal conductivity as supplied by the manufacturers 

(reference 34) is taken as k = 15.9 (1 + 0.00039 x T^C) ?'//m̂ K. For
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Model 10 Model 11

Total power from heater (W ) 1857 1825
Power received by model (W ) 202.0 204.0

1050 1060

X - x /L Temperature ° K Temperature

0.0208 664* 1 65s . 6
658.7 657.7

0.104 641.6 657.9
645*4 644.0

0.271 597.0 !

596.4 -

0.397 560.7 564.4
559.0 ' 564.2

0.647 520.2 524.9
523.2 526.9

0.96 507.1 512.7
501.8 512.7

spar 498.0 505.5
vertical web face 498.0 496.7
spar 501.6 508.5
horizontal flange face 505.6 505.6
.t = 0.122 cms.

Material - Stainless Steel AISI 321
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the variation of the coefficient of emissivity with temperature, 

adequate information is not available for this particular type of 

stainless steel. We have therefore had to develop equipment 

(reference 35) to investigate the variations of the total hemispherical 

emissivity of Stainless Steel AISI 321 for several types of surface 

finish- and treatment. From the results presented in reference (36) 

we represent the variation of the coefficient of emissivity with 

temperature as C = 0.695 (1 + 0.000288 x T^C) for a shot-blasted 

surface which has been oxidised in air at 900^0 for 60 minutes.

4.7 Discussion of experimental results and comparison with theory.

For the nine models that we discussed earlier on in this 

chapter, the problem of internal heat exchange by radiation did not 

occur. In the case of the fabricated leading edge that we have 

tested, the internal cavities on both sides of the spar web complicate 

numerical- analyses. In addition to heat conduction within the 

conducting material, we have thermal radiation within the cavities.

The effect of heat transfer by radiation would be to moderate the 

temperature gradients and can thus be seen to "conduct" heat away 

from the hotter regions of the model to points further downstream. 

However, because of the vertical v/eb and some heat loss from the rear 

portion of the model (lower surface), the complications introduced by 

the cavities cannot be accounted for by a straightforward increase in 

the effective thermal conductivity of the material. Thermal radiation 

exchange within the cavity and thermal radiation loss from the vertical 

web and the lower surface of the rear portion of the skin with the 

environment can be formulated. The solution for the temperature
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distribution taking acoount of those conditions would require the 

solution of a set of integro-differential equations which would present 

some mathematical difficulties.

The experimental results for the two models (10 and ll) are 

plotted in figure (4.7.l). ' For calculating the temperature distribution 

we require the value of the appropriate heat input parameter 

Integrating the heat loss by radiation from the top surface only gives 

= 1000 W / m . Using this value leads to an estimate of the nose 

temperature lower than the measured value by about 3^. However, we 

know that heat is lost by thermal radiation from the vertical web face 

and the lower surface of the rear portion of the skin to the water 

cooled walls of the vacuum chamber. It would be possible to make a 

rough estimate of this heat loss using the temperature distribution of 

the skin and the emissivity of the stainless steel in the as received 

condition (to represent the lower surface of the model) but this is 

further complicated by the presence of the reflector inclined at 10° 

to the modelo

However, we have one method of providing a rough approximation to 

the heat incident on the model. Included in table (4.4.1) are values 

of the total power dissipated in the filament of the multi-curve 

reflector for the nine models tested in the verification of the theory 

together with the quantity of heat actually impinging the models.

There exists some indication of the value of as a percentage of the 

total power dissipated in the filament. The experimental results 

presented in figure (4.7,1) are for power dissipations of 1838 and 

1823 watts. Using a mean correlating factor, we obtain at a value of
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690
FABRICATED LEADING EDGE 
— THEORY

670 X EXPERIMENTAL
650

630

Hq = 1000 W/m
6100

-- o  =

550

.4-

0*402

Figure 4.7.1 Experimental results for the fabricated leading edge
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H = 1200 W/m' Calculated results for H = 1200 W/m are also 0   ̂ oC a lc u la '^ '-'^ '^  r'c iQ nl i.q  ■PriT' 7T =  1 9 .0 0  W /m

plotted in figure (4,7.1).

The effect of the cavity is expected to moderate the temperature 

distribution as compared with the slab of the same thickness.

However, the measured temperature distribution exhibits the opposite 

trend. - We already know that the temperature distribution is fairly 

sensitive to the nose thickness of the conducting material. In the 

calculations we have used a slab of thickness 0.122cm. to predict the 

temperature distribution. However if the nose does not have a 

sufficiently small nose radius to make the skin normal to the plane 

of symmetry at the nose, then the effective nose thickness is going to 

be less than the slab value. This seems to be the case and consequently 

the temperature distribution is not quite so severe as it should be.

Under practically the same heat input (table 4-,6.1) model 12 exhibits 

a slightly less severe temperature distribution as compared with model 

11, which suggests that the effective nose thiclcness of model 12 is 

greater than that of model 11, It is extremely difficult to measure 

the variation of the material thickness close to the rounded leading 

edge and therefore the calculated temperature distributions are presented 

only for the equivalent constant thickness model.

Since the calculated temperature distributions have not taken 

into account the effect of radiation exchange from one part to another 

or that heat is lost from the rear portion of the model, a comparison 

of theory and experimental results shows us how under the same heat 

input, the two temperature distributions are likely to vary. A set of 

controlled experiments could provide an insight into the heat transfer
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phenomena taking place inside cavities where radiation equilibrium 

exists.

For given leading edge configurations the experimental set-up 

we have developed is capable of providing us with the analogue 

distributions of temperature. This is particularly useful when 

numerical solutions cannot be easily obtained which is generally the 

case in realistic wing sections.

Finally, in figure (4-.7.1) w e  have also plotted the temperatures 

recorded on the spar. The addition of the vertical web does not 

seem to have produced any discontinuity or a marked change of slope 

in the measured temperature distributiono
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CHAPTER V

Three-dimensional heat conduction in leading edge heating

5.1 Introduction

One of the aims of the present study is to extend the two- 

dimensional investigations to more realistic v/ing planforms suitable 

for hypersonic flight, by including the effect of sweep and apex 

geometry. As before we envisage the use of thin wing sections with 

the leading edge thicknesses of the order of 1cm. or less as compared 

with a chord of several meters, and opposed to the blunt body config

uration where the leading edges may well exceed Im. in thickness.

Relatively little information is available on the hypersonic flow 

over three-dimensional slenaer v/ings with sharp leading edges. It is 

therefore in general extremely difficult to formulate the coefficient 

of aerodynamic heat transfer to a hypersonic leading edge. In this 

chapter wherever necessary, we utilise the flow pattern of a "caret" 

wing which was first suggested by Nonv/eiier. At its design cruise

speed, this wing supports an attached plane shock between the leading 

edges along the lower surface and the flow is relatively simple being 

parallel to the centre-section of the wing everywhere. This gives us 

an opportunity to extend the two-dimentional investigations to include 

the effects of finite span and sweep-back.

In this chapter we present the theory and solutions of the three- 

dimensional heat conduction equation. Retails are given of a computer 

programme we have developed whicn is capable of proaucing temperature 

distributions over the leading edge section of a swept wing subjected
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to any general form of aerodynamic heating.

5.2. Heat transfer to thé three-aimensional leading edge.

Honweiler^^ first suggested the use of "caret" wings in 

hypersonic flight. These wings nave.a delta planform and support 

a plane shock wave along tne leading ed^e and are one example of the 

family of "wave-rider" wings. The. prominent feature of the caret 

wing is that at the design mach number the streamlines stay parallel 

to the plane of symmetry over the entire wing surface and the flow 

is uniform. YIe therefore assume that the heat input is a function

of the streamwise distance from the leading edge.

The restriction put on the variation of heat transfer does not 

reduce the generality of the results as it may appear to do. . At 

hypersonic mach numbers the influence of a disturbance in the flow 

is limited in the spanwise direction to regions within a narrow mach 

cone. We are concerned with the heating to a narrow strip of the 

order of the conduction length (l) parallel to the leading edge, and 

particularly that part of the strip close to the apex of the wing. 

Provided elsewhere unit order changes do not occur in the rates of heat
Itransfer over lengths of the order of 1 in the spanwise direction, our 

results may be applied on a quasi-two-dimensional, basis (as in para. 

5.7) allovfing reasonable estimates to be made of the leading edge 

temperatures of any swept wing, even if the streamlines are no longer 

strictly parallel to the plane of symmetry of the wing.

Although the hypersonic flow over the caret is well defined, the
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solution of the heat conduction equation still presents some problems 

A caret wing which supports a plane shock wave would be of the shape 

shown in figure (5.2.1)

figure 5*2*1 A Caret wing.

Since the tvfo wing surfaces of a caret are inclined to one 

another, heat exchange by radiation would occur between these two 

surfaces. The formulation as well as the solution of the governing 

heat transfer equations would be extremely difficult. For two inclined 

surfaces it can be easily shown that the radiation exchange decreases
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very rapidly as the included angle between the two surfaces increases.

In practical caret wings this angle is likely to be well over 90"̂ .

Vfe therefore expect the heat transfer from one surface to the other, by 

thermal radiation to be small and this effect is ignored in the form

ulation of heat transfer equation for the three-dimensional v/ing where 

we replace a carat wing by an equivalent plane delta wing as shown in 

figure (5.2,2.) .

%

Figure 5*2.2 Idealised hypersonic delta wing.

Consistent with the preceding chapters the coefficient of 

aerodynamic heat transfer is taken to vary as inversely proportional 

to the square root of the ohordwise distance measured from the leading 

edge. The assumptions already made in the last chapter in the theory
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of conducting" plates remain unchanged end will not be repeated here.

We can nov,'" write the heat transfer equation for the three- 

dimensional wings under consideration as,
H

(5.1)

where is a. constant to eliminate- the singularity along the leading 

edge, X = y t a n .

Once again we seek the solution of equation (5»l) over a closed 
interval of x of length L (measured from the leading edge) and we define 

non-dimensional notation as before:

X
L’ Y = (5.2)

Here the subscript L refers to the values of parameters at a distance 

L from the apex of the delta. Also we have

■q .
T,

and r kt

(5.3)

or % =  ( p  K. (5.4)

where the conduction length f. is defined

1  = ( (5.5)

On substituting equation (5.2) - (5.4) into equation (5.1) we get the
non-dimensional form of the heat transfer equation as

IxWf) + = 204 (X+X -ytan̂ )
(5.6)
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For the aerodynamic boat transfer varying as (x + x^)  ̂where x is 

measured from the leading edge, we have defined, as before a conduction 

length, £  (equation 5»5) and precisely the same reasoning as before 

suggests that over this length thermal conduction plays an important 

role in the determination of the temperature distribution. V/e need only 

solve equation ($.6) for lengths L of the order of £  in order to discern 

the effects of thermal conduction on the temperature distribution. If 

L is much larger than the temperature would in general be very close 

to the radiation equilibrium value and much lower than the apex or the 

leading edge temperature. On the other hand when L is much smaller than 

1, the temperature would in general be more or less uniform and close to 

the "infinite" conductivity value. A delta wing has a plane of symifietry 

(y - O) and therefore we need only solve the equation over one half 

(y 0, say) and the area of interest to us is shovm shaded in figure

(5.2.3)

9

Figure p.2,5 Leading edge portion of the delta wing with 
’Boundary conditions.
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5.3 3oundary c ondi 11on s
We assume that there is no heat transfer normal to the edges of 

the strip parallel to the leading edge. Across the plane of symmetry 

it is evident that —  = 0. Aong the two free edges the conducting 

material vanishes and the boundary conditions used are

r ^ = o  (5.7)dt

where ( is measured normal to the leading edge (see figure 5.2.3)

. which is simply an extension of the argument presented earlier for the 

_tv/o-dimensional plate. Similarly v/e consider the edge X=L-Ytan^ to 

be the chordwise limit of the conducting region. Further downstream 

the conduction effects are negligible and the temperature distribution 

follows very closely the radiation equilibrium condition. The heat 

transfer normal to the edge can thus be ignored without affecting the 

solution,

5.4 Solution of the three-dimensional heat transfer enuation.

We solve equation (^6) with two objectives in mind. First we 

try to find where and how the two-dimensional solutions and similarity 

lav/s can be applied to the more general"case of swept leading edges. 

Secondly we investigate the effects of the extra parameters that occur 

in equation (5.6), namely finite-span and sweep-back, on the temperature 

distribution.

The numerical solution of equation (5.6) has been obtained by 

employing the method of over-relaxation which is the easiest of the 

three methods described in section (3.5) to be generalised to include
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ÿhe extra dimension (y ). Equation (S.ô) is first linearised and then 

expressed in the finite-difference form using the central difference 

notation.

The leading edge area is divided into a rectangular grid of length

(chordwise direction) and width h^ (spanwise dimension). In order

that all. the edges are always coincident with a grid point, we choose

h and h such.that c s
h = h tan (6 c s r

Pull details of the derivation of equation (5.6) in the finite 

^differences form is given in Appendix G and the set of (N+1)x (M+1) 
equations can be represented by

0‘n,m n,m (n+X^-mtan^)
+ 5en' n.m n+l,m L rr2 ■ n+-^,m

+ 0n-l,m
1 /y p.i —1
^2 ' n--̂ , m n , m+1 

L_ C J
1 .r
h2 n , m+-̂ + n,m-l

/f
y

L  S _

(5.8)

with n = 0(1)N and m = 0(1)M,

The boundary conditions along the four edges (see figure 5.2.5) become
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as follows:

Along the edge parallel to the x - axis,

6, = 0, . \(n,m+l; (n,m-l)

Along the edge parallel to the y-axis,

(5.9)

(5.10)%n+l,m) ®(n-l,m)

and along the edges inclined at the sweep angle 0  to the y-axis,

h [ ®(n,m+l) ” ^(n,m-l)J [^(n+l,m) " ^(n-l,m)J

For ^  <45°, h <  h and we use equation (5.11) in the form

. (5.11)

6(n+l,m)

c

-  0(n-l,m) 0(n,m+l) e(n,m-l) (5.12)

On the other hand this equation leads to instability in the solution of 

the equations (5.8) for ̂  >  45° when h >  h , and we utilise the

alternative form of equation (5.11) v/hich is
,2

0(n,m+l) 0(n,m-l) h
6(n+l,m) (n-l,ra) (5.13)

The main impact of attempting the numerical solution of equations 

given by (5.8) is the very large storage required to store all the 

unknows. Instead of handling (N+l)x3 terms, we now have (N+1)x (M+1), 
Even for a moderate sized grid (N=64, say) the core-store necessary to 

store all the array terms is beyond the maximum available on oqr English 

Electric KDF 9 digital computer. In order to cope with this storage 

problem we use two additional magnetic tapes to supplement the basic 

core-srore of the computer.

Essentially the iterative procedure of the computer programme is
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the same as described for the solution of the two-dimensional equation 

(secrion 5.5.2). It consists of an inner iterative loop that obtains a 

solution ui i/he linearised equation and an outer loop which approximates 

the solution of the linearised equations to the solution of the non

linear heat conduction equation (equation 5.8). The program starts 

with a quessed value of temperature and a coarse grid mesh (N=4, say).

. At any given time the computer handles only three columns of the vector 

0, namely 0^ 0^, 0^^^. During each iteration, the columns are read,

in order, from one magnetic tape and after the process of over-relaxation 

'has been carried out on every term of the column 0^, the columns are 

written on to the other magnetic tape. At the end of each iteration, 

the magnetic tapes change places and the reiterative procedure is repeated. 

Convergence and discretisation error criteria are as described in section 

(5.5.2), with the summation being carried out over the entire grid. The 

ALGOL text of a computer program together with a summary of the major 

steps are provided in Appendix D.

As compared with the solution of the two-dimensional equation this 

computer program has to carry out something of the order of (N+l) x M 

more calculations for each iteration and each calculation involving at 

least twice as many mathematical operations. In addition the operation 

is further slowed considerably by the transfer of data to and from the 

magnetic tapes. Y/liereas an acceptable solution of the two-dimensional 

heat conduction equation can be obtained in about 20 secs, of computa

tional time, we now require at least 40 minutes of actual computational

time and another 15-20 minutes to cover the manipulation of the magnetic
—2tapes. These times just quoted are for = lo" . For a lower value
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of the computer times required are well in excess of 1 hour. With

the facilities available at present it is not feasible to obtain
-3solutions of the required accuracy for X^ <  10 , say. Instead an

alternative approach, if required, can be used to estimate the temp

erature distribution for X  > 0, In this case solutions are obtainedo
for three different values of X^ (all greater than lO"^, say) and the

values of the corresponding points extrapolated graphically or using a

simple power law to give the solutions applicable for X^— > 0, In this

way a solution for X^— > 0 can be obtained which is of a higher degree
“3of accuracy than that obtained by using X^ <  10 but a larger tolerance 

on the convergence and discretisation error criterions.

To reduce the total computational time to a minimum it is necessary

to use the appropriate value of the over-relaxation p a r a m e t e r T h e  

dependence on W  is demonstrated by considering a specific example where
—2 f . _owe take T^=0.98, X^=10 , <^=45 and the limit on convergence and

discretisation error to be 10 In table (5.4.1) are given the number

of iterations carried out at each grid size for different values of the 

over-relaxation parameterW. Also in figure (5.4.l) w e  plot the 

variation of compitational time and the total elapsed time against W. ,

In table (5.4.2) and figire (5.4,2) w e  present the solution of the 

equation with the same parameters but v/here we have reduced the limit 

on convergence and discretisation error to 10~ . In obtaining the 

solutions it is recommended to use an error term ^  10~^ in order to 

ensure sufficient accuracy of the solutions. While the computational 

times have gone up by a factor of about 15, tne additional time required 

to operate the magnetic tapes has increased from abouu 4 minutes to
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Figure 5.4.2 The effect of over-relaxation parameter on 
the computational time. Error tolerance 10"^,
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about 12 minutes. Based on the results of figure (5.4.2) it is 

recommended to use W  >1.5, because a smaller value sometimes terminates 

the Convergence prema;turely.

One of the reasons why the solution of the three-dimensional 

equation takes longer to converge than the two-dimensional equation is 

the discontinuity in the planform that exists at the apex of the delta. 

In an effort to speed up the process of convergence, close to the apex, 

instead of using the relaxation equations (5,8) to provide estimates of 

temperature, we used a Laplace"s solution (obtained by a change of 

variables and using a polar system of co-ordinates) of the linearised 

form of equation (5.6). Such a scheme yields the same temperature 

distribution but unfortunately took slightly longer to converge.

5.5 The effect of finite span

The solution over the leading edge region of a delta v/ing (shown 

in figure 5.2.3) can be divided into three distinct parts. In the 

vicinity of the apex of the delta, the temperature rises significantly 

above the two-dimensional nose temperature. This increase of temper

ature is attributed to the discontinuity in the planform at the apex of 

the delta wing. The influence of this' local discontinuity extends over 

a relatively short -distance in the spanwise direction. In figure

(5.5.1) we plot the leading edge temperature against the spanwise 

distance. As expected, the effect of the apex is limited to lengths 

of the order of (conduction length). In fact as the angle of sweep- 

back ( 4^ ) increases the temperature along the leading edge becomes 

two-dimensional at a smaller value of y. A similar increase in 

temperature of the leading edge occurs near the v r i n g tip.
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Fig.5.5.1 The e ffec t of conduction length upon the 

spanwise temperature d is t r ib u t io n .
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For the region K y  <  8-1, (where s is the semi-span) which forms 

the majority of the wing, the temperature distribution is the same and 

of course independent of y. Two-dimensional conditions prevail and 

we shall show later how the results of the last chapter can be modified 

to include the influence of sweep-back to give the temperature 

distributions in this region.

At the spanwise tip of a swept v/ing, with the boundary condition 

shown in figures (5.2,3) and(5*5,2a) the leading edge temperature 

reaches a maximum. Instead if we consider a chordv/ise tip (as for 

example on a cropped delta) and suppose zero heat transfer normal to the 

edge (as in figure 5,5.2b) this produces a local minimum in the temperature 

distribution at the tip. The singularity at the tip can be eliminated 

by terminating the spanwise dimension normal to the leading edge and 

assuming no heat transfer parallel to the line of the leading edge 

(figure 5,5.2c), Since the grid we use is always parallel’to the x, y 

axes, it is much simpler numerically to employ instead the cropped delta 

configuration as shown in figure (5,5,2d) and the same boundary condition 

as in figure (5.5.2c) to give two-dimensional temperature values along 

the leading edge over the range y >  1.

In this chapter we investigate the temperature distributions close 

to the apex region only of the delta wing. In practice the maximum 

temperature is going to occur at the apex of the delta. Even if there 

does exist another maximum at the tip such as shown in figure (5,5,2a) 

we can estimate the temperatures there from results obtained for the apex 

because the two singularities are basically the same. By limiting the 

area of investigation adjacent to the nose of the v/ing (s=0(l), say) a
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Figure 5.5,2 The effect of various spanwise tips and boundary 

conditions on the value of the tip temperature.
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considérable saving in computational time is obtained. In fact on 

present day computers it might not be possible to obtain the temperature 

distributions close to the leading edge of an entire delta wing within a 

reasonable computer time. For these reasons we concentrate our efforts 

to the apex region only which v/e expect to be the most crucial point 

from the-heat transfer aspect of hypersonic flight.

5.6 The effects of the angle of sweep ( ̂  ).n I ■ II ■■■! -.1     M II .     w i I I I Jii. . I hi. II'-— ™ I ^ '« .1..,

In extending the theory to include the extra spanwise dimension we

have also introduced one more important parameter, namely the angle of

“sweep of the leading edge <f> , To determine the effect of sweep on

the leading edge temperature, we vary <j? from 0^ (equivalent to a two-

dimensional leading edge) to very nearly 90^. The results for various

values of are plotted in figure (5.6,1) where the apex temperature

is relative to the corresponding value for an unsvæpt wing. (i.e. same

and L as shown in figure (5.6.2)), As mentioned before, actual

numerical solutions cannot be obtained for X — > 0. Instead væ use ao
simple power l a w  to extrapolate the apex temperature for = 0 based

on the results of X = 0,03, 0.01 and 0.003.o
For a given value of , the changes produced in the apex

temperature by varying are very slight indeed. The results relative

to the unswept leading edge temperature being presented in table (5.6.1), 

in the range of from 0,28 to 4.1 for X^ = 10“^, . It must be pointed 

out that these results are accurate to about - 0.1^, which v/as the 

tolerance criterion used in obtaining the numerical solutions.

Increasing the angle of sweep can be seen to reduce the amount of 

conducting material available at the apex and so produce an increase in
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Table 5.6.1 The effect of on the apex temperature of the delta 

wing relative to the unswept wing temperature at 

various values of sweep angle .

X = 10 .o

0.285 0.977 4,07

0. 1.0 1.0 1.0

14.0 1.003 1.002 1.002

26.6 1.016 1.014 1.018

45.0 1.04 1.035 1.038

63.4 1.076 1*07 1.08

76.0 1.109 1.102 1.107

84.3 1.14 1.136 1.143
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nose temperature as compared to an unswept wing. However, the effect 

is slight, even for extreme angles of sweep-hack, and within the 

possibilities of control by a locally enhanced provision of conducting 

material.

We now see how we can''modify the previous analysis of the two-

dimensional leading edge to give us results for the swept wing. If we

suppose that ( is measured normal to the leading edge, then £ must

replace x in the similarity laws derived for an unswept wing. Thus the
! /2.heat flux becomes equal to H^/( £ s e c f p )  which means that v/e must 

replace by H^cos*^^ , and L is interpreted as length of the conduct

ing region perpendicular to the leading edge. Solutions of the three- 

dimensional equation (5.6) for a swept wing using the values and L, 

give the same value of the leading edge temperature away from the apex 

as does the solution of the equation for the two-dimensional leading edge 

(equation 3.15) provided in the latter case we use the values of the
I

heat input parameter as H^cos*^^^ and Loos <f> . If the sweep-back is

envisaged as being achieved by yawing a given wing, then L remains

invarient with d> , and the reduction in the value of H would account' o
for a reduction in temperature by a factor between cos^'^^^<^ and cos^'^^ ̂

13depending on whether the ration (h/l) is large or small . On the 

other hand, if the wing sweep-back is envisaged as being achieved by

shearing the wing, then the heat flux at the edge of the conducting

region (and so the values associated v/ith T^, and l) rema.in

invariant whilst L decreases in proportion to cos (f> , producing a 

reduction in the leading edge temperature. In either interpretation, 

away from the apex of the delta wing, sweepback can be seen to reduce
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the leading edge temperature as compared with the corresponding value for 

the unswept wing where the basis for calculating the two temperature dis

tributions is as shown in figure 5.6.2 (i.e. the same value of H and L).o
The temperature along a swept leading edge is plotted in figure (5.6.5) 

for a specific example, away from the apex sweepback is seen to play a 

beneficial role by lowering the temperature along the leading edge with 

respect to an unswept wing value. Along the rear edge the temperature 

distribution remains more or less constant, for a given angle of sweep.

5.7 Temperature distribution close to the anex of the delta.

We now plot a typical temperature distribution at the apex of a 

delta wing - figure (5.7.1). For the example shown, the. span to chord 

ratio is 0.67 71.6°); and T = 0.29.

The effects of varying the parameters of equation 5.6 are the same 

as v/e found in the tv/o-dimensional study of the problem. For example, any 

increase in the conducting properties (i.e. product kt) produces a modera

ting effect on the temperature distribution; the temperature gradients are 

reduced everywhere, and at the same time the leading edge temperatures are 

reduced at the expense of the temperatures further downstream. The simi

larity lav/s derived in reference (12) can be applied directly to provide 

the variation of temperature with a given parameter (k,t,€ etc.).

Sweepback is seen to produce a local maximum in the leading edge 

temperature at the apex of the delta wing. Fortunately this increase is 

small and within control by either locally enhancing the effects of thermal 

conductio (e.g. increasing kt) or eliminating the sharp apex.

We shall nov/ prove that by placing certian restrictions on the 

curvature of the leading edge, tv/o-dimensional temperature distributions 

prevail along the leading edge of the wing and the "undesirable” effects 

of Sweepback can be eliminated.
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In order to analyse the effects of the leading edge curvature on 

the temperature distribution it is necessary to derive the heat transfer 

equation in a set of general orthogonal curvilinear coordinates.

Re-writing' the general heat transfer equation in the ordinary 

rectangular coordinates, we'have

= C(TT - % (5.14)

How in any general orthogonal system the displacements along the 

coordinate curves ( u = constant and v = constant, say) are equal to 

_ds^ ~ h^ du and ds^ = h^ dv and are always mutually orthogonal -.see 

figure (5.7.2)

Figure (5,7,2) A system of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates.
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In this notation we can express equation (5,14) with the help of 

references (39 and 40) , as follovAs:

(5.15)

Expanding equation (5.15) gives

au '■h au
h

h.2 Ô U  

u
,) + ^  |;(kt f ) .  k tf (i - j  ^ )

u  V  h
V

V

( € O-T - Q) (5.16)

We now consider the application of the curvilinear system to 

represent the leading edge of a hypersonic wing.

Figure (5.7,3) Transformation to orthogoml curvilinear system of
coordinates.
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In particular v/e make one of u - curves to be coincident with the 

leading edge. The v - cui-ves become straight lines normal to the u - 

curve. The tangent to the curve at some point (P) makes an angle 0 

with the y - axis. For the two systems of coordinates, we have
s
cos 0 .du - V sinQ (5.17)

and y = / sin 0 .du + v cos0 (5.18)

Also if s is the arc length (measured from the origin)
_ 1  ds R

i.e. 0 = ( ^  .ds

where R is the radius of curvature of the leading edge at the point P.

In such a notation the arc length can be expressed as
2

ds^ = dx^ + dy^ = (1 - g) du^ + dv^ (5.19)

From our definition of the orthogonal system

ds^ “ h^ du^ -h dv^ (5,20)u V  '  '

Comparing equations (5.19) and (5.20) gives

= 1 - I  (5.21)

and h^ = 1 (5.22)

Substituting equations (5.21) and (5.22) into equation (5.16) gives

f  + - S  f )  + - -R-)
- P  ^ - R

+ (1 - (kt If) = (1 - 5) ( ecTT^ - Q) (5.23)
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\’/îiere we have made use of the relation that 

ôh ôh
V V

ôu ôv = 0.

Exp ending equation (4.16) gives,

kt dT
du

( ^ - 5 )

/V \ 6R■q v ~ o J
R ( i - t ) R dv

(1 -  &  ( k t f )  = (1  -  w) -  Q)R' (5.24)

Note that R is function of u only in the particular system we have 
dRdefined dv = 0.

In order to make all the derivatives of generally unit order, we 

normalise the parameters as follows:

R = R^. R, u = U .  Ü, V  = l.v (5.25)
Particularly 1 can be associated with the conduction length normal to

the leading edge.

On substituting these relations into equation (5.24) it becomes,

kt dT
dû

y  i_ X  ̂- 2 „2 H ÔÜ -2 &

= (1 - h  |) ( € c r é  - Q) (5.26)

Now provided E,, > >  1 and U > >  1, we get the two-dimensional relation,

€ C T ' (5.27)

For a wing of finite span we therefore note that, provided the line 

of the leading edge has a radius of curvature which is large compared
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with the conduction length 1 and provided that there are no spanwise

discontinuities in the heat flux, then two-dimensional conditions

apply in the determination of the temperature distribution in planes

locally perpendicular to the leading edge,

V/e already know from the results presented in figure (5.6.1) by

how much would the nose temperature he lowered if we can so round the

leading edge. For example, for = 0 (i.e. , at 80° sweep

the sharp delta wing apex exhibits a local temperature which is about

20f: higher than the corresponding unswept leading edge. At 45° sweep,

the figure is only about 5̂ t. For finite rates of heat transfer at the

nose of the wing, the apex temperature of a delta wing is not quite so
-2severe as compared with a rounded nose, e.g. = 10 gives hbout 12^

rise at BOh sweep. For practical values of the angle of sweep, the 

pointed swept wing can be expected to exhibit around lOff - 15̂ 1 rise 

in the apex temperature as compared with a two-dimensional leading 

edge.
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CH/iPTER VI

Experimental study of three-dimensional wings.

Tlie verification of the two-dimensional theory of a conducting 

plate by experiments not.-only has proved the important role played 

by heat conduction within the material near the leading edge of a 

hypersonic wing but also has strengthened the belief in the 

reliability of.the general equations so set up for the prediction of 

the temperature distribution in this region. The three-dimensional 

theory is in effect the extension of the two-dimensional theory; it 

is influenced by the same governing factors. That has been found 

true in -the two-dimensional case must apply also to the three- 

dimensional one. No experimental verification is therefore deemed 

necessary. Since, however, the numerical solution of a three- 

dimensional problem is much more complicated it would be of interest 

to examine the results by some experimental means. Though the models 

used for the three-dimensional study do not necessarily bear close 

resemblance to those representing exactly the type of leading edge one 

would contrive for hypersonic flight, the information thus derived 

should be useful for two reasons - it will give some indication of 

the accuracy of the numerical solutions and about the effects of finite 

span and sweepback on the temperature distribution. The exq)erimental 

technique to be developed is also in its ov/n right a useful technique . 

for the study of leading edge heating.

6.1 Design and development of the three-dimensional heater.

In order to test experimental models, we require a heater capable
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of producing a "realistic” distribution of heat intensities over the 

model. The heater should fulfil the following’ requirements:

a) tiie apex of the delta model should be subjected to the highest 

rates of heat flux.

b) the distribution of heat intensity impinging on the model must 

vary at least as x  ̂in the chordwise direction (where x is measured 

from the leading edge), with the highest gradients in the rates of 

heat flux occurring at or very close to the leading edge.

c) the distribution of heat flux must be symmetrical with respect 

to the plane y  ~  0 (centre-section of the delta).

d) the leading edges of the model should be heated uniformly.

One of the simplest methods of producing varying heat intensity 

over a surface is by means of a wire (heated electrically) held 

close to it (see figure below)»

At any point P at a distance P from the wire the heat intensity
COS0is proportional to Therefore, if the wire is hel.d very

close to the surface (s—  P ) we can then expect the heat intensities
-2to vary very roughly s (s being measured along the surface as 

shown in the figure above). If we now place the wire directly above
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the leading edge of the delta shaped model, we can expect the heat 

intensities to vary very roughly as x  ̂ over the model surface (where

X is measured from the leading edge), which is a much severer 

variation of heat input than that predicted by the x  ̂distribution.

Before discussing how the rest of the design objectives were 

realised, we shall present the final configuration (figure 6.I.I) 
so that the merits of this layout can be judged in comparison with 

some of the alternative configurations tha.t we tried. Heating is 

provided electrically by two tantalum wires (l.hpmm. diameter) that 

run alongside the leading edge of the model and join together at 

the apex of the delta where they are tied together by a fine 

tantalum wire. The heating wires were always placed in a plane 

parallel to the surface of the model. M e  tried using more than 

two wires which were either spread evenly over the entire delta 

planform or placed, close together near the leading edge. Even with 

two wires, the convergence at the apex leads to radiation exchange 

between the t'-ro wires producing locally a considerable rise in 

temperature, this effect becoming more marked as the number of wirep 

is increased, hhereas the theoretical heat input distribution 

(equation 5-6.) is assumed to be of a constant magnitude along the 

leading edge, this is very difficult to achieve when we use bwo or 

more wires. As the number of wires is increased, not only does the 

heat intensity increase very rapidly along the leading edge as we 

approach the apex but also produces a region of maximum heat transfer 

at some distance away from the apex (along the centre section).

Since this is clearly undesirable, it was decided to use just two
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heating wires, one along each leading edge, from the apex to a 

position further downstream. For this reason it was decided to use 

just two wires.

The two wires are connected to a fixed terminal at the apex end 

while the terminals at the other end are spring loaded individually 

to take up the sagging of the wires at elevated temperatures. To 

ensure that the two wires are at the same temperature there is a 

provision to make slight adjustments to the current through each wire 

by means of the sliding terminal. The two copper terminals are 

-‘insulated from the copper framework by ceramic bushes and washers, as 

shovm in figure 6,1.1.

For the two wires to dissipate the greatest amoimt of hea.t, 

their diameter must be increased as much as possible. Huwover, as 

the wires become thicker the added weight causes them to sag even more 

' a,t the high temperatures and it would, require fairly heavy springs to 

keep them straight. Also the heavier wires would demand greater 

currents to dissipate a given amount of enerĝ ,̂ . A 0,152cm, diameter 

tantalum wire requires about IlOA at around 9^ giving a total 

dissipation of about Ikw. Increasing .the diameter of the wire would 

lead to additional contact problems at the terminals across which 

large currents have to be conducted. Once the terminals are made 

very large to accommodate the thicker wires quite a high proportion 

of the heat would be lost at the ends of the wires through thermal 

conduction.

The heat loss through the terminals by thermal conduction is 

inevitable. One of the design requirements of the heater is that
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the maximum heat flux should occur at the apex. ■ Any cooling of the 

ends of the wires produces an undesirable effect on the apex heat transfer, 

To compensate for any heat loss by conduction cooling, the heater is 

provided with copper radiation shields whicli are attached to the 

three terminals. The shields' are simply polished copper tubes to 

reduce the radiation heat dissipation. The length of the wires is 

kept considerably longer than the model to minimise the end effects 

and so ensure uniform heating of the leading edge. These precautions 

proved to be very successful as can be judged from the performance of 

"the heater discussed later on.

6.1,1 Radiometer for measuring the local heat intensity.

The performance of the heater was measured with the aid of a 

radiometer which is shov/n on an enlarged scale in figure (6.1.2), It 

consists of a pair of thermocouples, one sensing the heat -intensity

impinging upon it and the other embedded in the copper block which is

maintained at a constant temperature by circulating cold water through 

it. The top thermocouple is about 0,025cm. in diameter and painted 

black (giving the surface an absorptivity of over 0.9)• So that the 

instrument measures the local heat intensity falling on a given plane, 

only a. fraction of the circular thermocouple bead protudes above the 

copper block. The top surface of the water-cooled copper block

defines the irradiated plane and is painted black to prevent any 

reflections on to the thermocouple. The output of the radiometer is

the emf set up by the difference in temperature of the two

thermocouples. Since we are measuring the temperature difference 

between the temperature of the water cooled jacket and the top
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thermocouple, the radiometer output is independent o'f the water 

temperature, except at the very low magnitudes of heat intensities. 

Calibration of the radiometer has been carried out with the’help 

of a black-body cavity as a source of infra-red radiation. The 

radiometer has a linear response to the heat intensity impinging on 

it.

In order to measure the variation of heat intensity impinging 

on the model a special mechanism (on which the radiometer is mounted) 

had to be designed and constructed such that it is capable of 

traversing the whole of the given plane reliably and accurately.

6.2. Performance of the heater.

The performance of the delta shaped heater is shown in Fi.gure 

(6.2.1). It shows the variation of heat flLix obtained over one half 

of a delta of chord 20.Jems, and span 1^.2cms. Tne sweep-back of 

the leading edge can be varied by altering the angle between the two 

wires at the apex, . Hovrever, we have carried out the experimental 

observation of the theory at an angle of sweep-back, = 69.5 *̂

The two heating wires are put in a plane parallel to the plane 

of the model and at some distance (d, éay) from it. The variation 

of heat intensity in the irradiated plane is very sensitive to- this 

distance d. The performance shown in figure (6.2.1) is for d = 0,7cm. 

Increasing the value ox d, reduces considerably the severity of the 

heat flux at the apex as compared with the downstream value. At the 

same time the total heat incident on the plane is reduced. Consider

ing that the majority of the heat is lost to the walls of the 

vacuum chamber, it is important that we utilise as much as possible of
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the limited amount of the heating available. .However, if we reduce 

d any further than O.Tcn. any slight variation in d affects the 

distribution of radiation over the selected plane quite significantly.

We now look more closely at the distribution of heat intensity 

produced by the heater. Along the centre line the magnitude of 

heat flux decreases by a factor of over $0 from the apex to the base 

of the delta. This is indeed a much steeper varia.tion of heat
- - ? Vtransfer than that given by the x  ̂distribution (except for the 

region very close to the leading edge), In the theoretical study it 

'was assumed that the heat flux along the leading edge is constant.. 

Since we use twe wires (one along’ each leading edge), the magnitude 

of heat transfer along the leading edge decreases rapidly from the 

apex and settles at about half the apex value. For these reasons it 

■is no longer realistic to compare the experimental results with the 

calculated temperature distribution using the x  ̂variation of heat 

transfer.

Instead we calculate the distribution of radiant energy incident 

on the model from an idealized heater where the two wires are replaced 

by line sources of heat. lire calculated performance of such a heater 

is shown in figure (6.2.2,). A direct comparison of figures (6.2,1) 

and (6.2,2) reveals very good agreement between the two. The 

measured performance shows a higher gradient along the leading edge 

near the apex,and this was due to inter-radiation exchange between the 

two wires causing an increase in the local temperature of the wire.

As a result of the temperature variation along the vrire, away from 

the apex, the leading edge hea.t transfer is slightly lower than the
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calculated results. If we look at the spaaiv/ise variation of heat 

transfer, we notice that the measured performance has a rounded 

profile at the leading edge. This is to be expected since \-ie use 

a 0.152cm. diameter wire instead of a line source of heat. Because 

the two results are so very similar, we decided to use the theoretical 

performance of the idealized heater to provide the numerical 

solutions for comparison with the measured temperature distributions 

of the model.

6.5.  Test Model.

For reasons already outlined in section (4*3) the models are 

made of stainless steel - Staybrite P.B.P. also designated AISI-321. 

The model is delta shaped of overall dimensions, chord 20,3cms and 

span 15,2cms.
Since the mode of heat transfer to the model is by radiation 

it is imperative that the top surfacee of the model should have a 

coefficient of absorptivity close to unity. To sa.tisfy this con

dition, the top surface is first shot-blasted followed by oxidation in 

air at pOO^G for 60 minutes. The rest of the faces are then highly 

polished using diamond paste.

For stainless"steel (AISl 321) the value of the coefficient 

of thermal conductivity as given by the manufacturer is k - 15*9 
(1 + 0.00039 % T°C) w/m^K. , However, very little data is available 

on the coefficient of total hemispherical emittance. A comprehensive 

study was, therefore, undertaken to investigate how the emissivity of 

this particular type of stainless steel varies with temperature and 

various surface roughness and oxidation conditions. The design of
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55the equipment is given in reference , and the results on stainless 

steel (AISI 321 ) in reference The coefficient of emissivity

after the model has been shot-blasted and oxidized at 900^9 for 60 
minutes has been found to be C = 0.695 (l + 0,000288 x T^C).

Measurements of temperature are taken with the help of

thermocouples embedded in the bottom surface of the model. In all

24 thermocouples are used. Since the delta planform has a plane of 

symmetry, 21 of the thermocouples are used on one half of the model. 

The other 3 thermocouples are put on the opposite side to ensure 

'tha.t during testing symmetrical temperature distributions exist at 

all times. The thermocouples are made out of chromel-alumel wires 

of 0.012cm. diameter. A batch of these thermocouples has been 

calibrated against some constantan-eureka thermocouples that were 

calibrated by The National Physical Laboratory to an accuracy of 

-0.2^0.
Two models have been constructed and tested. The first one had

a thickness of 1.27cm. and the second one 0.64cm.
A typical test model along with the thermocouple locations is 

shovni in figure (6,3.1).

6.4. Apparatus and experimental procedure.

The experiment is conducted in a high vacuum environment. ' By 

using a high vacuum ( C 10  ̂ torr) convective heat transfer from 

the model is eliminated. It has been demonstrated in Appendix B 

that in addition the heat transfer by free molecular conduction is 

also negligibly small.
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Pigi.ire 6.3,1 Test model showing thermocouple locations.
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Inside the vacuum .chanher the model is supported' in position 

(helow the heater) on three pointed ceramic pins. By so isolating 

the model from the surroundings, the only heat conducted away is 

either through the ceramic pins or the fine thermocouple wires.

However the total amount of heat loss by conduction is so small that 

it can he ignored.

That leaves radiation as the only means of heat transfer to and 

from the model. Except the top surface, all the other faces are 

polished and additional shielding against radiation is provided hy 

"placing polished aluminium reflectors parallel to these faces. Thus 

heat exchange can occur at the top surface only. It receives radiation 

from the heater wires and the total heat input is considered to he

balanced hy heat radiated from the top surface to the walls of the

chamber. The inside walls of the vacuum chamber are all painted

black to prevent any heat from being reflected on to the model.

Cooling water is circulated through pipes attached to the outside of 

the vacuum chamber to keep back-ground radiation to a minimum.

The layout of the heater along with the model and reflector is ' 

also shovTn in figure (6.4.I). The mea-suring set-up is the same as in 

figure (4,4.1).
The experimental procedure is the same as has been described in 

section (4.4). After the working pressures of about 2ralî/m̂  have 

been achieved, electric power is switched on to the heater. The 

voltage is increased in definite increments and when steady state 

temperature distributions have been attained, the readings are noted.
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6.5 Presentation and discussion of results.

For model 1 (1,27cm. thick) the measured temperature values are 

given in table (6.5.1). At the same power setting the results for 

model 2 (O.635cm. thick) are provided in table (6.6.2) while table 

(6.5.3) lists the temperatures measured in this model at a higher power 
setting. In order to calculate the theoretical temperature distribution 

we have to subject the mathematical model to the same heat input 

conditions. We therefore perform numerically,

p = 2^^erT^.d,xdy. (6.1)

where the integration is carried out over the half-delta model, and P 

represents the total heat dissipated by the top surface of the model. 

Similarly an integration of the calculated distribution of heat inten

sities impinging on the model ( f(x,y) say, which describes the results 

presented in figure 6.2,2) gives,

P  =  ? R  J j ' f { x , y ) , d . x d y  (6.2)

where once again the integration is carried out over the half-delta 

and R simply represents the appropriate scaling factor. Knowing the 

measured temperature distribution ï(x,y) v;e can therefore calculate 

the value of R to compute the theoretical temperature distribution 

within the model when subjected to the same heat input. Using such a 

technique for comparing the,.measured values and the calculated tempera

ture distributions obtained from the three-dimensional heat conduction 

equation, the results are as presented in figures (6.5.1 - 6.5.3), 

where we have also given the values of P.

As we pointed out in the discussion on the performance of the
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Table 6. 5-I 'Experimental iiesults of model 1.

t = 1,27cm. Power diseipcted in the heater = A02 watts 

Tern 1eratnre readings in ^K.

0.125 0.1875 0.25

681.0

676.1

0.125
662.4
662.5

616.0
619:54
601.5

* values of temperature at the corresponding location given hy Y = - Y.
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Table 6.5»2 l'ilyperiment,»! results of nodcl 2.

t = 0.655CP- Power dissipated in the hepter - 908 watt

Temperature readings in K.

7120.012
711.1

0.125
602.80.1075

612.7

values of temperature at the corresponding; location given by Y = -Y.
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Tal.lè 6.5.5 ~Sx'oerlrneiital rosults o f  :.:cdsl 2 .

t = O.655CX. Payer dis:::̂ :at.Gd in the hea bar = 1095 vrstt;
in0

y r0.12

716.00.1875

^ values 01 tsiiue.rature at the corresaon.iin.n location ,'riven "by Y = -Y.
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heater, there are discrepancies between the actual heat distribution 

and the calculated one using the line sources of heat. The two main 

reasons are non-unifpnn temperature along the length of the wires and 

a, finite diameter of the actual wires. As a result the measured 

variation of heat intensity is not quite so steep as the calculated 

one (both in the x and y direction). This would account for the trends 

that ca.n be observed from the results plotted in figures (6,5.1 - 6,5.3) 

where the gradients in the measured temperature distributions are less 

than those exhibited by the numerical solutions. However, considering 

all the inherent sources of experimental errors (section 4.1.1), the 

-agreement between experiments and theory is very encouraging with the 

maximum discrepancy being just over (figure 6.5.3).

For the same heat input, model 2 (O,635cm.) displays higher 

temperature gradients in both the chordwise as well as the spanwise 

directions as compared with model 1 (1.27cm. thick). Since the 

model thickness, in this case represents the quantity of conducting 

material, an increase in thickness as expected produces not only a 

lower temperature value at the apex but also reduces the temperature 

gradients everywhere.

In fact, the measured temperature distributions are fairly 

similar to those predicted by the x variation of heat input 

(c.f. figures 5.7.1 and 6.5.1 - 6.5.3). This underlines the findings 

of the similarity laws which imply that any one parameter does not 

greatly affect the temperature distribution.
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CHAPTER V n

Thermal stresses and stability of the leading edge,

7.1 Introduction

In the design of a high speed wing two main considerations are 

aerodj^mamic and structural. The structural requirements are quite 

often contradictory to the aerodynamic demands on the wing. Hypersonic 

wings in addition to carrying the normal aerodynamic loads have to 

withstand extreme rates of heat transfer. Temperature variations in 

a structure can lead to thermal instability. Various studies have been 

conducted elsewhere to find out the instability criterion for simple 

plate geometries under hypothetical temperature variations. In

this chapter we investigate the stability, of leading edges under purely 

thermal loads. Particularly we are -interested in finding out hovf the 

variation of thickness of the leading edge affects the therma1 stability.

The thermal stability can be of paramount importance in the design 

of a hypersonic wing structure. As soon as buckling occurs (even if 

it is of very smell magnitude) the distortion of the surface in general 

alters the performance of the wing ''.hich in itself may be unacceptable 

but in addition increases the local heat transfer coefficient 

significantly by adfactor of two or more^^. From every aspect 

buckling appears to be undesirable and should be designed against.

The author is aware of only two reports (references 42 and 43) 

that investigate buckling of plates tapered in thickness. Reference 

(42) is perhaps the only report that calculates the thermal stresses 
in plates tapered in the chordwise direction and subjected to 

aerodynamic heat transfer. In calculating the transient temperature
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distribution, the report assumes the wing to be instantaneously 

accélérated to a much number 5 while the thermal conduction and 

radiation effects at the leading edge are ignored. However the 

thermal stresses induced by this temperature distribution were not 

used to investigate the onset of buckling. On the other hand, 

reference (43) considers a plate tapered in the spanwise direction 

and calculates the buckling criterion for a uniform compressive end 

load.

In this chapter we use the temperature distributions of chapter 

dll to calculate the thermal stresses in infinite plates (two- 

dimension) for a family of trapezoidal sections (longitudinally) 

under the influence of a given heat flux parameter We suggest an

appropriate buckle shape and conduct a preliminary investigation into 

the onset of thermal buckling. In particular we wish to investigate 

the effect of heat conduction within the material close to the nose of 

the wing on the thermal stress levels at the leading edge and on the 

onset of thermal buckling,

7.2 Thermal stress.

When a uniform structure is heated with the heating rate variable 

over the surface, the temperature distribution within the body varies 

from point to point. As a rule the resulting natural thermal expansion 

of the various parts of the structure is geometrically incompatible.

For the integrity of the structure, the compatibility of deformations 

must be re-established automatically by some physical phenomenon.

This phenomenon is the development of internal stresses which cause 

additional deformations of a sufficient map.nitude to preserve the
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continuity of the structure. These stresses are known as thermal 

stresses. Thermal stresses can he caused hy other factors but we 

need not go into the details as these are beyond the scope of this 

investigation.

Close to the leading edge^ we have calculated (chapter III)

temperature distributions which may be such as to give rise to very

high thermal stresses. Since these thermal stresses are induced by 

temperature gradients which in turn depend upon the heat conduction 

within the material, we can expect the thermal stresses to be

.influenced by the thermal conductivity of the material.

We limit our analysis to two-dimensional plates (infinite span) 

of variable thickness. The assumptions made in the formulation of 

the equations are as follows:

1, The plate is perfectly elastic.

2, The plate is freely supported along all the edges,

3, The coefficients of thermal expansion and Yomig's modulus 

of elasticity (s) are constant.

4- The temperature variation in the plate is one-dimensional, i.e. 

a function of the chordwise distance only.

5. The thickness of the plate is small and the thickness distribution 

is symmetrica] about the x - axis.

The coordinate axes system and some of the notation used in the 

following analysis is indicated in fig"are5.2,1. In this cha.pter we 

nave replaced the symbol? t^ and t^ by h^and H respectively, to 

define 'the nose and rear edge thicknesses.
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e.g.

l̂'iryure 7»2.1 dotation p?;k1 co-ordinate a:j,fptera

We consider on infinite plate of unit width, "by takinp the 

hasic unit of length as L and non-dinensionalising all the other 

measures of length hy dividing hy L, As we have sho'm in Chapter III , 

for two-dimensional plates it is reasonable to assume that

T = f(x) (7.1)
Therefore for an infinite plate freely supported on all edges the 

following relations must al̂ -̂ ays hold.
O'X r  = 0

and in general 0̂  ̂= f(x) / 0

A

J
(7.2)

where CT_, 0^ are the normal stresses in the x and y direction
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respectively and are positive for tensile stresses, t  represents 

the shear stress.

Tropesoidal variations of thickness (h) in the notation of 

f ign.ro ( 7. k . 1 ) c an he vri 11on a s

h = 2 X tan %  4 h^ (7.3)
' -with H - 2 tsn¥ + h

or tan)( E - h, J (7.4)

014-1
where

mtroid of the tronozoidal section occurs a t e  distance x -- c

c = 7 l
+ 2H'

3(h~! h J (7.5)

Using reference (44) j can now write equation for thermal

stress O'y

V -  .  a-») - f c e g i
fh.dX fh(X-C) .dX (7.6)
o

Equation (7«o) is valid for temperature distributions whicli are 

functions of x only sjid where the thickness is s}irr:etried about the 

plane z = 0.

Substituting equation (7*3) into (j.6) gives on simplification

c r ^ a E  = - T a
[T(2XtanX+h^).dX (X-C) 3^(2 Xtan%+h ) (X-C ). dX

— +
tah%4ho tan-)t(| -  |c + A )  + h^(| - C+C^)

(7.7)

t is a sora^^hticir-_l exercise to show that for a constant

After a

lot of algebra, even when the temperature distribution is a linear

temperature (f = constant), equation (7*7) gives 0) = 0,

function of x, loe pet 0 ^ = 0  for a. trapezoidal section,
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The temperature distribution in leading edge models obtained in 

Chapter III con he expressed hy a polynominal series. A sixth-order 

polynomial hes been found to he sufficient to represent analytically 

the temperature distributions for all thicknesses varying from a wedge

to a slab section. In general we can therefore write

T = a -h a.X + + a„X + a .X + a.r-X + a^Xo J- o o £ u o (7.8)

with 0 X 1.

Substituting equation (7.8) into (7.?) ^nd integrating,the resulting 
-equation can he reduced to the following exi'>ression.

Cf/aE = .1 ®'2(h -̂f-6h H+3H^) -t- ^3(h ^+7h +
id ^ ° 10 ° °

5*4(h ^+8h H+5E^) + ^5{h ^+9h H+6H^) + ^^6(h ^+I0h H+7H^) 
35 o o 14 ° ° "84 ° : °

12X
(h ^+4h H+H^) o o.

2(2h +10h H+3H ) + ^ { 2 h  +I2h H+4H ) +
30 o o 40 o o

^^4(2h ^+I4h H4-5H^) + ^^^(Sh ^+16h H+6H^) + ^6(2h ^+18h H+7H^) 
105 ° ° 536 ° ' ° 84 ° °

— UgX — s.̂ X — a^X — a^X — 0 * (7.9)

Since the structure has no external loads, the system of stresses 

is self-equilihrîfating and therefore must satisfy the relation

f a  .h.dX = 00 y (7.10)
Equation (7.9) can ta proved to satisfy the above criterion,
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\ÎQ now consider a specific example to demonstrate how the heat 

conduction plays an important role in lowering the magnitude of stress 

in plates tapered in thickness. For a given heat input parameter
3/9(H^ = 2700 w/m' ) we calculate, first of all, the appropriate 

temperature distributions in several plate geometries ( a family of 

trapezoidal sections) using a typical stainless steel model of chord 

15*2cras. For stainless steel - Staybrite FOB as explained in 

Chapter IV, the appropriate values of k and g are k = If.9 %

(1 + 0,00039 X T°C) W/m°K and € = 0.735 (l + 0.000294 x T°C). This

'corresponds roughly to a value of the non-dimensional parameter 

= 12.3 z t^/b. (refer to equation 3.2f where t^ is the nose 

thickness). Table (7.2,1) lists the coefficients of equation (7 ,8 ) 

that are used to determine the stress CT̂  from equation (7 .9)* In 

figure (7 .2 .2 ) we plot the variation of o' with X(x/l) for several
^ Î

trapezoidal sections (all having ÏÏ = O.O833) having as the two extremes 

a slab and a wedge section. In all the cases the magnitude of the 

stress can only be differentiated, from one another close to the leading 

edge.

Figure (7 .2 .3) shows how the influence of nose thickness of the

trapezoidal sections on the temperature distribution and also on the

stress at X = 0 ( 0* ). In reducing h from 0.0833 to O.OOOI67,h x = 0  c)
the absolute nose temperature is increased by about 35/̂  whereas the

stress has increased by a factor of over 38. Figure (7 .2 .3) shows

the values of O' for two plates of constant thickness in^x = 0
nondimensione1 values, 0.0207 and 0.00335* Although a constant value 

of gives an identical temperature distribution for a flat plate
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and a trapezoidal section provided they have the seme nose thickness,

the value of O' shows a decrease of shout ‘ 3O70 as compared
= 0

with the trapezoidal section.

Of course when the extra material from the trapezoidal section 

is taken away to give a plate of the same nose thickness, the whole of 

the stress pattern is essentially redistributed. For a nose thickness 

of 0,00853J figure (7.2.4) shows the variations in the two stress 
distributions. The improvement in the value of the stress at the 

nose is seen to occur at the expense of the stress level at X ~ 1.

One interesting observation that can be made from equation (?.9) 

is that the coefficients and aq(of equation 7.8) do not appear in
it. Eence, we can conclude that a. constant or even a linear temperature 

distribution can never give rise to thermal stress in trapesoidally 

varying plate sections.

7.3. Th0 rm a1 buckling.
If the thermal stresses (calculated in the last section) are

allowed to increase indefinitely, when their magnitude increases above

a given critical value, the conducting plate will suddenly buckle.

Buckling is characterised by disproportionately large deformations

being produced at slight increases in the thermal stress levels. These

deformations (w) take place normal to the plane of the plate in which

the temperature gradients have induced compressive stresses.

The "exact" method of investigating such stability problems is

to solve the equation for the buckled plate, which is e fourth order

partial ' differential equation. For thermal stresses ( O'̂ ) orfg/, tiia
dhform of the ecuation from Timoshenko is
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X  f

= 2 ,7  0 0  W/m

«Jl
•5

X “ '
X

fat plate 0*127 cm. th ick

— Trapezoidal section 0*127 cm.™I*27 cm.

Fig. 7 2,4. D ifference in stress pattern between ffo t plate 
nd trapezoidal section of same nose thickness 

- O' 127 cm
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i h  + 2 — kïï- + i h  = 12Ü_r_v£l (0- .h. (7,11)
ôx^ôy^ . ay4 E, ^ ôy^

where w defines the buckled shape. Except for very simple cases 

this equation is difficult to solve because it requires the knowledge 

of the tern w.

The enerp:y method also can be used in investigating buckling of 

plates. This method is especially useful in those oases where a 

solution of equation (?.ll) is difficult to obtain. We assume that 

the plate undergoes some small lateral bending consistent with given 

‘boundary conditions. For pure thermal stresses we need consider 

only the strain energy of bending (v) and the corresponding work 
done by the thermal "loads" (U). The onset of buckling can be pre

dicted from the relation, U = V (7.12)

With the help of reference (45)> we no\r derive the expressions 

for U and V. In general, we can write that for an element of volume 

d X dy dz the change in strain energy per unit volume is

6V = i (  V  + V  X y )  (V.15)

Therefore the total strain energy of the plate is obtained by

integrating over the whole of the plate

^ “  t / / / ^  Tc- «X  + + n y -  h y ^ ^ ^ d z

where and 7^^ are the strain components, calculated on the

basis of the assumptions of plane stress and that sections which are

plane and perpendicular to the middle surface (2 = o) remain so after

bending. hue to the stretching of the fibres parallel to the neutral 
surface, we get

= (7.15)
ÔX^
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y

xy.

Z.-ô^w

a^w
dxôy

(7.16)

(7.17)

a wwhere the terms and
ax“ ay^

are in fact the curvatures of the plats

The corresponding stresses in the plate are

- f .
  E
1 - V

= --- - — —  y = ---- ----- (1 - v) y
2(1 + v) 2̂:)' 2(1 . ' ^xy

a y

,2 + V€y) (7.18)

(7.19)

(7.20)

Substituting equations (7.15 “ 7*20) into the expression for the

total strain energy of the n] a t^ 7 n j,) gives

V =
/ 2 2 \ / 2E /-z.a 'w - wz. a w \ / -z.a w

l-y' ax' oy

2 2 E /-z.a 'w - vz.a w

ax

,2 ■z.a w
l-v' à j ax à y

E _ /-2z(l-v).a% A  jf-2z.a^w
2 ax ay J  dxay

dxdydz, (7.21)

On re-arranging the terms,

2V E
2(l-v^)

2 2 a w + a w - 2(l-u)

V ÔX ay
,2 2a w
'2 V 2-âx ay

a w '
à x d y j

A
dxdydz (7.22)

Similarly for the v;ork done by thermal loads (self-equilibriating)

(7.25)
we can write from equation (7.5) that 

" O-y. Gy)dxdydz
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since for an infinite plate CT̂  = = 0.

Tne component of-strain is obtained from the stretching of 

the neutral surface and it is,

S  = I

Substituting into equation (7.25) gives

where 0"̂  is positive for a tensile stress.

The total potential energy of the plate.is therefore simply 

U -H V.

The next step is to assume an appropriate buckled shape of the 

plate. In our analysis we have.a trapezoidal variation of the 

thickness of the plate coupled with the stress distributions of 

figure (7.2.2) which exhibit a higher level of stress at the nose as 
compared with the rest of the plate. It seems reasonably therefore 

to assume that the plate would buckle into sine waves in the y- 

direction where the magnitude of the deformation would decay in som; 

form in the x - direction. We, therefore, suggest the following 

buckle shape as appropriate under the conditions that we seek a 

solution,
CO

w =  Z L  w .cos Y.e"®* (n = 1,2,3 OO) (7.26)
n . 1 * 5

We sha,ll from here onwards adopt the non-dimensional notation 

already introduced in the last section. The constant B determines 

the rate of decay of the sine wave over the region X ~ 0,1. The value
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of B can vary from 0 (giving the Euler mode of buckling) to 00.

The coefficient is a constant providing the magnitude of the 

buckled shape for the given number of waves. The function for 

ha.s to satisfy the' boundary conditions. For infinite plates, the 

integration need only be carried out over half the wave-length 

(- “ to -y ) of the fundamental sine wave (n = l). Hence for a 

freely supported plate along the edges Y = - •“ and Y = equation 

(7.26) complies with the condition that w must be zero. Along the 

edges X = 0,1 the plate can have some finite deflections.
In order to calculate the work done by thermal stresses (l̂ )

an analytical expression for 0^ is needed. Thermal stresses were

calculated using a. sixth order polynomial for the temperature

distribution. It is evident that in turn equation (7,9) is also a

sixth order polynomial in X describing the v,?riation of 0̂ . We

therefore write for a given H that ■o

cr = b 4- b,X + b_X^ + b,X^ + b.X^ + b,X^ + b„X® (7.27)y o l 2  o 4 5 6
Unfortunately, for a given model, an increase in the value of 

does not produce a proportional increase in 0^ . We make one 

further a.ssumption that

O' = X(b + b.X + b + b„X^ + b.x"̂  + b^X^ -f b_X^) (7.28)y  ̂ 0 1 2 5 4 5 6
which is, in general, not strictly true but may be used as an 

approximation to indicate by whot factor ( X )  can the 3 evel of the 

stress function (y^be in.creased before the onset of therm-7>l buckling. 
An iterative process can then lead to the determination of the critioa' 

value of that would initiate buckling fc a given plate geometry.
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V/e arc now in a pooltio:: to use equations {"J , 7 2 ) (7*2q) to

calculate the potential energy of a plore whic): has n trapozoiclal 

variation of thicluieso and is subjected to aerolynanic heating. 

Suhotitutinj equations (7»o), { j . 2 6 ) end (7.23) into equations (7.22) 

and (7.25) fives on simplification, .

œ
V V  ELv, 'Y  -  y  n (2XtanX + h^)‘̂

n=l 24(l-v ')

cos^mcY - n \ ^  + 2 (1-v) .

and

n=l 23'

dXdY

(b̂ +b̂ X+bgX̂ +b,̂ X̂ +b̂ X̂ 4-ĥ X̂ +b̂ X̂ )4

(7.29)

(2XtanX -i- h )sin^'mpY 
° s'" dXdY (7.30)

where U = AU; .

and Y =

hese two equations are integra red over the interval 
S S

0,1
^ f Unfori'.nately, the equa tions hoc one entrerelv

lenp'thy end after a lot of algebra, and re-arranginr of terms can be

exoressed as follows :
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The critical value of A is obtained from the expression

X  = I (7.33)

For the calculation of X it is necessary to find, in each particular

case, the unknown constants in the expression for w which make

expression (7.33) a minimum, i.e. the derivative of the fraction

(7.33) with respect to that particular constant must be zero^^.
45With infinite plates under compression it has been found that

by taking the first term only (n = l) from the infinite series (as in

equation 7.26) one can obtain reasonable estimates of the critical

values of the stress sufficrent to initiate buckling. For infinite

plates the first mode of buckling is also such that the plate buckles

into sinusoidal waves of wave-length 2L. In this preliminary

investigation we shall further assume that

S = L (7.34)

and present the values of A obtained with the first term only of the

series (equation 7.26) included.

■ Using the stress distributions that we calcuiatea in the last

section using equation (7.9), we investigate the critical values of

X . Table (7.2.1) also lists the coefficients of equation (7.27)

that are obtained for the various cross-sections subjected to aero-
3/dynamic heating given by = 2700 W/m  ̂ ^  12.3 x t f i l )  ,/2

The determination of the minimum value of A consists of feeding 

the various constants necessary into equation- (7.33) and to calculate 

numerically the minimum value of X by varying the value of B, Note 

tnat does not appear in the ratio (equation 7,33) and since we are 

not concerned with the exact Duckled shape, for this study it is
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sufficient to say that is non-zero.

In figure (7.3.1) we plot the variation of X with the nose

thickness h . It is eviaent that under a constant heat transfer o
rate as the nose thickness of the trapezoidal sections is reduced, 

the critical value of,the stress level at which Duckling would occur 

IS considerably reduced. For a given plate geometry, the stress 

function is directly influenced by the temperature distribution whicn 

in turn depenas upon the similarity laws aerivea in Chapter H I ,

Hence for low values of nose thickness the leading eage wouid buckle 

-under very much lower values ui neauî xt̂ . Here again the importance 

of conducting material at the nose of a wing is emphasized in delaying 

the onset of thermal buckling.

Also shown in figure (7.3.1) are the critical values of X for 

plates o‘i constant thickness (0.0208 and 0.00833) subjected to the 

same heating. Both the values fall well below the corresponding 

results from the trapezoidal sections. Although the stress at X = 0 

is lower for the plate, the reason it buckles earlier is tha.t as 

compared with the trapezoidal section it has a much lower flexural 

rigidity. As the rear edge thickness is increased, both the parameters 

V and register an increase, but the strain energy of bending (v) 

displays a proportionally higher increase leading to a greater value 

of the critical X • Whereas the extra mass at the rear plays no 

part in the temperature distribution at the leading edge and in fact 

has an adverse effect on the stress value at X = 0, when it comes to 

thermal buckling, it does seem to have a favourable effect by increas

ing the stiffness of the plate and so delaying buckling.
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c o n s ta n t  thicknsss.

Fig. 7.3.1. VARIATIONS OF CRITICAL BUCKLING FACTOR 
FOR \ARIOUS TRAPEZOIDAL CROSS-SECTIONS 
WITH H = | . 27cms.
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We also show in figure (7.3.1) the values of B that give the 

minimum value of equation (7,33) for-trapezoidal valuations of thick

ness. As expectéd (and consistent with our assumption) the value 

of B increases as the nose thiclaiess is reduced. This indicates that 

the deformation of the plate (normal to the x - y plane) is confined 

more and more to regions close to the leading' edge as the nose thickness 

is reduced, under the temperature distributions specified in this study.

What can be said of the effects of thermal conductivity on the 

thermal stability of the leading- edges? Increasing the heat 

-- conduction at the nose of the wing reduces the variation of temper

ature which in turn would lead to lower stress levels. Similarly a 

decrease in the heat conduction would produce the opposite effects.

Of all the shapes considered in Chapter H I  for the calculation of the 

temperature, the "ideal" shape from the buckling aspect is the one 

that produces a linear variation of temperature. Since the particular 

case of the optimal variation of thickness (to give a specified nose 

temperature) also displays a lower variation of temperature (compared 

with the slab section, say) suggesting that it would remain structurally 

stable for much higher rates of heat input than the other sections 

(with the exception of the linear temperature one, of course), it _ 

would indeed be a useful exercise to analyse its buckling behaviour by 

fitting some analytical expression to describe the optimal variation 

of thickness.
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CHi'.PTSR VIII

8.1 The Present Investigation in Pfetrosnect.

In this investigation on tho role of heat conduction at the 

leading edge of a hypersonic wing, the author claims originality for 

the follovHng' contributions.

The heat conduction equation for t'vvo-dimensional leading edges

has been solved by three independent numerical methods. Theory of

conducting’ plates has been formulated for the three-dimensional

hypersonic wings, and the governing equation has been numerically solved

by the iterative method of over-relaxation. Solutions have been

presented where the streamwise cross-section of the material is

trapezoidal and is subjected to an aerodynamic distribution of heat

input varying a s ( x + x )   ̂, x being measured in the stream directiono
from the leading edge. However, the computer programs that have been 

developed are quite general and capable of providing temperature 

distributions close to the leading edge of a hypersonic v/ing for any 

appropriate choice of the parameters (such as k, t, € and Q) provided 

of course no singularity is encountered over the range of x and y 

that is of interest. It makes no difference to the operation of tho 

programs if these parameters are represented by an analytical expression 

or are being obtained from a table of figures, as we have demonstrated 

v/here the rates of heat input were being interpolated from the actual 

measured values.

The theory of conducting plates has been extensively verified by 

the testing of eleven stainless steal models. It is desirable to 

conduct the experiments under as high a value of heating (given by the
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parameter H^) as possible, A theoretical study was carried out to 

discover what material would give the maximum power output from the 

electric filament. By replacing oxidized nickel wire by a tantalum 

one, an increase of 50/? has been obtained. In order to measure 

exactly the local heat intensities impinging on the experimental 

models, it was necessary to develop special instruments. Tne design 

and development of a radiometer capable of measuring one-dimensional 

thermal radiation intensity has been published in reference (50).

Another line of research stemming from the main study, for 

-.reasons outlined in Chapter IV, was an investigation into the surface 

emissivity of stainless steel used in the making of experimental 

models, Of particular interest was ways and means of obtaining values 

of surface emissivity close to unity. Since adequate information was 

not available, equipment has been developed to measure the total 

hemispherical emissivity - preference 35). Both electrically con

ducting and non-conducting solid materials can be tested because an 

indirect heating of the specimen is employed. The variation of 

surface emissivity with temperature for various surface roughness and 

oxidation conditions is presented in reference 36.■

A study has been initiated to investigate the temperature 

distributions that can be expected to exist vfithin wing structures 

which may be fairly complex internally. ïfhere numerical solutions 

may not be easily obtainable, we propose to extract useful information 

from the experimental set up. Initial results from a two-dimensional 

hollow lesuding- edge region have already been presented in Chapter IV.

The use of a reflector to simulate aerodynamic heating (as in
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two-dimensional models) has been superseded by the use of a heated 

wire held close to the model and alongside the leading edge. With 

further development (discussed later on) it seems possible that the 

models could be tested under much higher average rates of heat flux.

For a conducting plate, the equations for a rounded apex region 

have been formulated. It is shown that provided the nose radius is 

considerably greater than the conduction length two-dimensional 

results are applicable for swept leading edges. The results presented 

in Chapters V and VI have been obtained for the lirst time. borne of 

the contents of Chapter III to VI have already Dean puulished in 

references 12 and 15.

A preliminary study into the stability of leading regions has 

been undertaken where actual temperature distributions that can be 

expected to exist there have been used to calculate the variation of 

therml stresses. To estimate the onset of thermal buckling, a buckle 

shape appropriate to a plate tapered in the stream direction is 

assumed. This approach has been applied successfully to provide 

reasonable results.

8.2 Discussion of results and conclusions.

In this study which is based on the theory of conducting plates, 

we have investigated the effects of various parameters on the 

temperature distribution in the vicinity of a leading edge which is 

subjected to aerodynamic heat transfer likely to be encountered at 

hypersonic mach numbers. More particularly we have demonstrated the 

importance of the role of thermal conductivity in moderating the 

temperature distribution.
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VDiereas the classical boundary layer theory predicts the 

variation of heat transfer as x (x being measured in the stream

direction from the leading edge), the infinite rates of heat input at

X = 0 can never exist in practice. We have therefore modified this 

relation to give a (x -t- x^) ~ distribution of heat transfer, where

x^ is small fixed length. This enables us to subject the leading 

edge to appropriate finite rates of heat transfer while away from the

nose the distribution essentially varies as x  ̂ . We have presented

solutions in a parametric form of the governing heat transfer 

equations for a range of values of x^ that may be of interest.

From the results that we have presented, the following obser- 

varions can be made.

a) Ignoring the effects of thermal conduction within the material 

gives rise to radiation equilibrium temperature values everywhere.

The thermal conductivity of the material plays a dominant role, over 

distances from the leading edge of the order of a "conduction" length 

(which we have defined as 1, and which is usually no more than a few 

centimeters in size), by reducing the temperature gradients everywhere, 

Heat is transported, within the material away from the leading edge 

to regions further downstream where the input of heat flux is 

considerably less than that at the nose.

If it is to have any effect, the conducting material must, 

therefore, be placed close to the leading edge of the wing. If the 

streamwise cross-section of this material is trapezoidal (i.e. it has 

a linear distribution of thickness), the nose thickness alone 

virtually determines the temperature distribution. For example, if
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we keep the nose thickness fixed, an increase oy a factor of 10 in the 

total amount of conducting material produces a change of less than "Ifo 

in the temperature distribution. If the same quantity of material is 

used to increase the nose thickness, however, we get nose temperatures 

which are lower by over 10^,

b) The effects of the thermal conductivity are important over 

lengths of the order of 1 (the conduction length) both in the chordwise 

and the spanwise directions. This enables us to divide the leading 

edge regions of a swept wing (with pointed apex) into three distinct 

strips - close to the apex, close to the tip, and the region between.

The apex temperature is generally a maximum, but that ab the tip may 

be another maximum, or a minimum, depending on its configuration.

In the intermediate region, which represents the majority of the 

leading edge, the temperature distribution can be very easily- 

estimated from the two-dimensional theory.

Even for the most highly swept leading edges' it is shown that 

fortunately the temperature at a sharp apex does not rise by very 

much more than lOf? over the corresponding unswept wing (two-dimensional) 

if we base the results on a common and L, It is possible to keep 

this rise of apex temperature to a minimum by either locally enhancing 

the conducting properties (i.e. increasing the thickness or the 

thermal conductivity of the material) or eliminating the sharp apex 

of the planform by rounding the leading edge, - subject to the 

restriction that R / 1 »  1, where R is the nose radius. Since 1 is 

usually of the order of a few cm.,this suggests that the radius of 

curvature of the leading edge might be about Im. or so. Away from •
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the apex region (whether it is rounded or sharp), sweepback is seen 

to reduce the leading temperature below the corresponding two- 

dimensional value (see figure 5.6.5) where the basis for comparison 

is common values of and L,

To estimate the apex temperature of a swept wing with pointed 

apex we first calculate the appropriate leading edge temperature of 

the unswept wing (from figures presented in Chapter III depicting 

plots of 0̂  vs. T^). The effect of sweepback angle <p is then 
added on from figure (5.6.1).

c) The two-dimensional theory of conducting plates has been
1 2

experimentally tested in the range of = (--) where L is the 

downstream length, between 0.5 and 15. A family of trapezoidal 

sections (i.e. with a linear variation of thicknes£^, comprising nine 

stainless steel models have been tested. The experimental results 

from six of those models have shown good agreement with the results 

predicted by the theory, with the maximum discrepency being less 

than 2fo, However, for the three wedge sections the maximum discrepancy 

rises to about 5 % , As well as other foirnis of unavoidable experimental 

error, we must now add the complication of machining and polishing a 

"sharp" wedge whose nose thickness is difficult to define. The 

effect of any small deviation in measurement from zero is expected to 

have a disproportionate effect upon the calculated temperature 

distribution, and particularly the nose value. Using the measured 

temperature as a basis for estimating the nose thickness (t^) suggests 

that in our interpretation of the nose thickness of the wedge sections 

we have underestimated the value of this parameter.
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d) The experimental set up is capable of providing useful analogue 

results for.leading edge sections which may be difficult to analyse 

theoretically. As a first stage, we have tested two models to 

represent a practical two-dimensional leading edge with a hollow cross- 

section. The heat exchange by radiation within the cavity is not only 

difficult to formulate but would also present some difficulties when 

attempting numerical solutions. A comparison of test results with 

calculated temperature distributions that can be expected within a slab 

of the same thickness as the skin has revealed agreement to within

3 to 4^. This further strengthens the usefulness of our simplified 

theory is estimating the nose temperatures. However, it is perhapjs 

too early to draw any definite conclusions from the results of these 

tv/o models regarding the effects upon the temperature distribution due 

to thermal radiation exchange within a cavity.

e) The measured performance of the reflector shows marked deviations 

from the theoretically assumed heat transfer distribution. However, 

these local disturbances have an insignificant effect upon the temperature 

distribution when we compare the calculated results based on the actual 

rates of heat transfer with those obtained for an ideal distribution of 

heat input using an appropriate value of the constant x^.

f) In the testing of models to represent two-dimensional leading 

edges the simulated experimental rates of heat flux to the model were 

made to vary closely as a theoretically assumed form of heat transfer 
distribution. However, in the three-dimensional theory of conducting 

plates we have developed a heater capable of producing a hypothetical 

variation of heat intensities over a delta shaped model. Using an
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analytical approach to represent approximately the output from this 

heater the heat conduction equation has been solved to give temperature 

distributions within about 3 - 4^ of the actual measured values from 

two models that have been tested. This further strengthens our 

belief in the capability of the simplified theory of conducting 

plates to provide reasonable estimates of the temperature distribution 

along the surface subjected to appropriate aerodynamic rates of heat 

input.

g) For models with ™ »  1, the temperature measurements across the 

thickness of the material indicate negligible temperature differences.

This result is consistent with the basic assumption of the conducting 

plate theory which enables us to reduce- the dimensionality of the heat 

transfer equations by one.

h) The preliminary investigation of the thermal stability of the 

two-dimensional leading edge reveals the existence of considerable 

thermal stresses due to the temperature variation in the chordwise 

dimension. Once again we have presented results for a family of 

trapezoidal sections with various values of the nose thickness subjected 

to the same heating conditions. Based on the numerical solutions

' giving the temperature distributions (Chapter III) that can be

expected to exist, variation of thermal stress are calculated. . As 

the nose thickness is decreased, the thermal stresses at the nose increase 

very rapidly, for example, reducing the nose thickness of a slab of 

fineness ratio ™ = 12 to a wedge with the same rear thickness, while 

increasing the nose temperature by about a third, also increases the 

stress by a factor of over 30. For all the sections, the stress levels
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differ from one another only over a fraction of the length which is 

adjacent to the leading edge. The increase in the local value of 

the. compressive stress at x = 0 produces a corresponding reduction in 

the value of the critical buckling factor. As expected the slab is 

capable of withstanding much higher values of heating than a wedge 

before thermal instability sets in.

Whereas a slab and a trapezoidal section of the same nose 

thickness have practically an identical temperature distribution, the 

stress pattern in the two sections are different, with the trapezoidal 

section displaying a higher compressive stress at the nose. The 

extra material at the rear of the trapezoidal section, however, adds 

to the flexural rigidity of this section as compared with the slab 

of the same nose thickness and as a result the slab section would 

buckle earlier.

8.3. Suggestions for further work.

The present investigation has made the author aware of several 

related topics of interest that need further attention.

In this study, the numerical solutions of the governing heat 

transfer equations for a conducting plate have been obtained assuming 

a heat input distribution given by a solution of the classical boundary 

layer theory. Such an approach had to be followed because of the 

lack of actual values of the rates of heat transfer likely to be 

encountered in hypersonic flight. The numerical methods that have 

been developed to provide the temperature distributions close to the 

leading edge can, however, be applied quite readily to predict the 

nose temperature under any appropriate form of aerodynamic heat
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transfer to the wing. It would be very interesting to solve the 

heat conduction equations with the actual values of the local heat 

intensities and compare the results so obtained with the estimates 

of temperature distribution presented in this dissertation.

The actual wing structure is likely to be a complex affair 

with internal cavities, ribs and spar booms. The formulation of 

the heat transfer equations to these sections could be extremely 

complicated and the solution may even be impossible on the present 

day computers. however, as we have demonstrated with the help of 

the experimental apparatus that nas been developed, analogue solutions 

can be readily obtained. Therefore, not only would it oe possible to 

provide the temperature distributions that can be expected in 

realistic structures but the solutions may provide an insight into 

the complex phenomena governing the heat transfer. in this respect 

a study has been initiated to investigate the effects of internal 

cavities.

The wing surface may also be a composite structure with some 

special material possessing extremely nigh values of thermal conduct

ivity placed at the leaning edge to accentuate the moderating effect 

upon the nose temperature. However, where this material joins the 

rest of the load carrying structure asserves some attention. Once 

again work is.well advanced to study the effects across a junction 

Detween two different materials and in particular the eifeut of this 

juncuiv,n on the overall temperature distribution.

The thermal stability of leading edge sections subjected to 

aerodynamic heating has not yet received sufficient attention. A
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preliminary investigation has been presented to provide some 

information as to the onset of buckling. A rigorous study of the 

problem is essential before making definite conclusions. As soon as 

finite span is introduced, end effects start to dominate the temperature 

distribution. In addition the three-dimensional wing is likely to have 

spanwise variations of temperature which, if included, is going to 

complicate the analysis considerably.

From the heat transfer considerations the surface of the wing 

should have as high a value of emissivity as possible to radiate away 

the maximum amount of heat. For most metals, the simplest way to 

increase the coefficient of emissivity is to roughen the surface and 

then oxidize it at a high temperature. However, this surface 

roughness is not consistent with the assumptions made in the analysis 

of the boundary layer and especially the effects of surface roughness 

on the heat transfer coefficient. This aspect has received hardly 

any consideration and some data on this problem would be very desirable.

The heater that has been constructed to test three-dimensional 

leading edges has shown considerable promise. With the development of 

small circular reflectors it seems possible that the proportion of 

power dissipated within the heating wire that actually.reaches the model 

can be considerably increased over the Tuwesent figure of about 30̂ -.

By superimposing the effects of more than one wire along the leading 

edge it would be possible to simula,te aerodynamic heating with much 

higher rates of heat input (H^) and so avoid the necessity of carrying 

out experiments on a scaled down temperature range. If necessary, 

several heating wires suitably arranged over the leading edge region of

a wing may be used to simulate a given variation of heat intensity.
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Appendix A
Derivation of the two-dinGnsional heat conduction equation 

in a finite differences form

The methods of Dandsolve and relaxation necessitate the

derivation of the heat conduction equation in the finite differences

form. V/e have adopted the central difference notation. The interval

X = 0 , 1 is divided into IT equdl divisions with end points X^,X^, ...

(where X - 0 and X̂,, = l). If we denote the value of 0 at X hy 0o -I n n
the equation (A.I) can be re-written (using reference 47 ) in the form,

[ W ® n a  -  (A'tJ hL  ̂ ( („„x f)
^ o'with h= 1/N.

On re-arranging we get
t,

2 ,- 4
'4 +i®n+l “ <^'Di+in'Di-d®n ^ t n ® n  " ---- (A.2)

'' (n+X )
O'

(n+Xo) '
where n- 0(1)N (A.5)

Equation represents (iT + l) simultaneous equations with IT + 3

imlcnovms, namely 6 The values of 0 ^ and 0^^^

occuring’ in the equation at n = 0 and n = IT, respectively do not -exist; 

However, the boundary conditions at X = 0, 1 supply us with the two 

additional relations necessary. know
de
dX 0 at X = 0, 1. .(A.4)
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and in the present notation these can he expressed as

®-l - ®1 » and ii+1 " ^N-1 (A.5)

Unfortunately, of course, equations (A.J) ore no_t a set of linear

equations. However, there may exist a convergent iterative method ox
(±)solution. If 6 denotes the value of 0 after the completion ofn n ^

the ith iteration (0,,̂ ^̂  being a starting value), then
|e^(i - n ) J  4

and expanding

0 (i + l)

(i)
n

I.e. n
4 (1)4 "f- 4 (1)3 0 (i + 1) (i)'

n n -h R (a .6)n ' n

where R is small (of second order) if the difference between the 

interpolates is small. Substituting equation (A.6) into (A.j) gives

' h i - [Xi+i + Ri-i + e 0 n n
,(1- 1): e(1)n

^ r  i  , a(l-l)
'-(n+X )

%  + 5e 0 2 n n (A.7)

where 0^) has also been reolaoed byn-t-1 "  ̂ n-t-1
Equation (A.?) can be more concisely represented by the matrix 

equation

^  . 0 = B (a .8)

where 0 is the vector ( 0 ^ , 0 ^ , . , . 0 ^ . .0^J; B is the colunm ve<

whose general element is -h ( 

matrix.

n' N
2 / 1 . , „(i)4

to:

3: + 3e 0' ) and _C is the band
(n+}g=^
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Under the specified boundary conditions (equation A,4 or A.5) for 
n = 0 and n = h , the following relations have been used in the matrix 

for the vector C,

and" rr. u

(A.9)

Also for sufficiently small value of h,

r ,  , T . :  2 T

are valid approximations

(a .10)

We can now write

,(i - 1) «(i) 3(1 - 1)

to represent that n
/ -| \

0 is used in the elements of-11
C and }3 whilst solving for 0 (1)

n
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Appendix B
The influence of hi-h vacuum on heat transfer .

The concept of mean free path is extremely important in 

vacuum engineering in that it defines the boundaries of two different 

types of gaseous flow. At atmospheric pressure or low vacuum con

ditions, the mean free path is exceedingly small. Hence, the 

molecules are in a constant state of intercollision, transferring 

energy, or momentum through the gas. The momentum transfer from 

molecule to molecule leads to the concept of gas viscosity, and the

flow itself is called viscous flow.

As the pressure decreases to the high vacuum regions, the mean 

free path becomes much longer than the dimensions of the confining 

chamber, with the result that the molecules will collide more frequently 

with the wmlls of tlie chamber than with each other. das, flow in such a

molecular flow regime is no longer dependent on momentum transfer

'between molecules, but no--.'- depends only on the statistical motion of 

the independently mvoing molecules.

All the experimental investigations have been carried out in a
f 2high vacuim environment with pressures of around 2 sl:/ . ' To find

out the effects of"vacuum on the modes of heat transfer recourse has to

be made to the kinetic theory of gases. For a Haxw'ell-Boltzmann 

distribution of molecular velocities, reference (46) 

quotes for the me^n free path X,

X = 8.589 X 4  ( b "  CEI. (b . i )
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there T) = coefficient of 9yeanio viscosity measured in Poise,

T = absolute temperature.

P - pressure measured in' torr,

h = molecular ness of the gas.

At 1 ou densities the Krmsden number (Kn) is used to separate the 

free molecular from the viscous flow where convective heat transfer 

can occur. For the range 10 <  Kn <  100 free molecular conditions 

jDrevail, The Knusden number is defined as

K r i  =  ( B . 2 )
iJ

where L is the body characteristic length.

Inside the vacuum c]:ember different parts attain various temperatures 

(from as high as 3000̂ K on the heater filament v/ire to about ^CO'^K on the 

vacuum chamber wall,) To complicate matters further the coefficient of 

dynamic viscosity decreases at extremely low pressures and increases vrith 

temperature. The molecular weight of air also undergoes a small 

reduction at low pressures, Aissuming a representative temperature of 

about 800°K, equations (B.l) and (B.2) give Kn —  50 where L = 30cms.

Thus in addition to heat exchange by radiation some free molecular 

conduction transfer can occur. To assess the magnitude of heat loss 

due to free - molecular conduction (h^) reference (46) suggests

( d g y )  y/cip- /°K
n 14-

v/herey is the ratio of the specific heats.
A calculation based on some representative values of parameters indicates

that as compared with the amount of heat dissipated by radiation from the 

top surface of the model, the effect of free-molecular heat conduction 

loss would be less than 0,055?.
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Appendix G
Derivation of the three-dixe-:i::ionnl heat transfer equation 

in the finite_ differencee fornt

The equation to he solved is

I x O i f )  •  & ( T # )  = . e ‘  -  X <=• +

where q (X + Xq - ytan^) ^

In order to express the equation in a forrr: suitehle for a

numerical solution to be attempted wo linearise the equation end also

derive it in a finite - differences form (not necessarily in that

order). The latter process is essential for seeking a solution by

the method of over-relaxation.

Ais explained in Chapter V, we solve this equation over a strip of

length L (measured in the x-direction.) parallel to the leading edge

swept at an angle <p , The area of interest lies close to the apex

of the delta wing and is shown in figure (C.l) which also shoi/s the

boundary conditions imposed on the four edges of this strip. The

units of length have been non-dimensionalised by dividing tliem by L.

M e  divide the interval X = 0,1 into h equal divisions with 
T'h = “  , In order that the four edges always coincide with grid 

^ H
points, the grid has, in general to be rectangular such that

h^ = h^. whiore we have divided the interval (0,S) of Y into H ecpual

divisions of lengtli h^ each. Therefore,

K . f %  f  U

M e  shell denote the value of 6 at Y. and Y by 0 ,n ni n,m where
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Pigure c.l Mathematical model of the cropped-delta wing.
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n = 0,1,* h and m =-0,1 M. Osinr the central difference

notation v/e can express the valus of 0̂  ̂ at anp" general point P in 

terms of the values of the four surrounding points (shown in the 

insert in figure C.l). Using reference (47) v/e can express equation 

(c.l) into the finite differences form v/hich is

( T  1 (0 , - © ) " T  , (e - Q  ,( n+l,m n,m n— n,m n-l,m' }

( T  i(e . - © ) - T' X ©  - 0 . ) }( n,m+-2 n,m-i-l. n,m^ 'n,m—^ n,m n,m-l^)
1

s 4
= e  6 - q  (c,2)n,m n,m ^

where q = (n h- - m tan <p )

Re-arranging equation (C.2) gives

-0 1 + T  1 ) + -her , + T  ,) + e 0^ \n,m(^2^ n+-2 ,m n-apn^ ^2^ n,m+^ ri,ra-g- n,m n,m )
c s

0 0 s
+ X ■= - q  (C.3)

4
We nov/ linearise the set of equations given hy (c,3*) If v/e denote the

value of 0 after ith iteration hy 6 being the
n , m  Cl ,  III n , m

starting value), then

1-1
(e„ J 0 n.m + (0^ - 0^“^)] ,m  ̂n,m n,m^Jn,m

where R is small (of the second order) if the difference between the 

interoolates is small.
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On re-arranging equation (C.4), we get

 ̂ n,m^ \ ^ rr,/n.m' n.m (C.5)

Substituting equation (C.5) into equation (C.3) and. a little re

arranging gives the iterative form of equation (C.3) as

e 1 + r  „ ,) + 4-e„ „ ( e h h ^
h n , m~-g- n,m' n,m

, ®n+l,m X.T 1 , x Tl , _ . ®n,m+l x9%+ --------- ‘ n+-̂ , m + ---
h2

n-^,m -f
8

n , m-i-̂

'I -

Equation 0,6 can be modified to give

0”n,m
0i-1 0

(C.6)

h
n-'l.m x<T' T

+ -b(T . ^ + 7 :  „ 0  J e f b '

+

hs
i - 1

n,m' (C.v)

where 6 * , and 0 , iust determined from the previousn-kl ,m n,m +1
iteration is used in place of 0 and 0 1 respectively.n + 1, m n , m + 1
To use the method of over-relaxa.tion we introduce the over-relaxation

parameter6> into equation C.7 to give,
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6^ = +C0i-1
n.m n,m .r  , + e l .T ,[ n+l,m n-Ĥ jin n-l,m n*-g-,n:

+ 1 .T  +0^ !T2C^n,m+l* n ,m-i-̂  n^m^l" n,m--J-
1 c
hor'  ̂ ^  12 ( nn-g-, m n--̂ , mrr( n+

+ 1
h2 { n,m+l- n,m n.m' n.m (C.8)

with n= 0,1,2........N and m= 0,1,2,..... .M.

Equation G.8 therefore represents a set of (N'+1)x (M+1) simultaneous 
equations.
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Appendix D 

ALGOL - 60 Computer Programme

D.l. Description of computer programme. The input of data is done

with the aid of the procedure "RV/". All the quantities are non-

dimensionalised with respect to the leading edge length (LE), thermal

conductivity (k) at 0^0 and the Stefsn-Boltzman constant (sigma) which

give for a reference temperature TR =(~-— 777)* Execution of the main ̂ '(/X LE"̂
programme starts with a call on the procedure "TempDist".

The leading edge section of the delta wing (see figure C.l.) is 

divided into a coarse grid, the length LE being divided into 4 inter
vals only. In the spanwise direction the intervals are decided upon 

by the geometry of the wing. Generally, the grid is rectangular such 

that all the edges of the cropped delta fall on grid points. A 

starting value of temperature which in this case happens to be a fraction 

of the radiation equilibrium temperature is allocated to every point 

of the coarse grid.

To supplement the core store of the computer all the grid points 

are stored in columns on a magnetic tape. At any given time the 

computer handles a maximum of three columns. The middle column is 

relaxed term by term (the terms being updated at the same time) inside 

the procedure "overelax". The first column is then transferred to 

the second magnetic tape and one more column is read from the first 

magnetic tape. In this fashion, all the columns are progressively 

over-relaxed. Special arrangements are necessary for the first and 

the last columns of the grid because of the boundary conditions. At
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the end of ea.ch iteration, if the cover gen ce criterion (equation 3.2l) 

is not satisfied, the whole grid is relaxed again. The two magnetic 

tapes are interchanged so that coliimns are now being read from the tape 

on which they were being written during the previous iteration.

Once a converged solution has been obtained, the number of intervals 

are doubled. The new points thus introduced in a n y  column are inter

polated using a third order relationship within the procedure "SiD^TAB".

On the other hand the terms of the new columns are calculated on a 

linear basis between the existing columns.

The whole of the grid is repeatedly relaxed again until a new 

converged solution is obtained. Next, a check is made on the 

"discretisation" error and if this criterion (equation 3.22) is not 

satisfied the internal points are doubled once again and the re-iterative 

process repeated. V/hen both the criterions have been simultaneously 

satisfied, the solution is accepted and output. Equations 3*21 and 

3.22, having to be summed over n = 0(l)]l and m = 0(i)M.
The procedure "overelax" calls upon the procedures "Q", "kt" and 

"emissivity" to supply the values of these parameters corresponding 

to the relevant positions and the le.test estimate of the temperature-.

Outlet is provided from the procedure "TempDist", if the solution 

does not converge within a specified number of iterations, via the 

label UiTCOÎI. On the other hand, if the solution demands too fine a 

grid size (i.e. if it is necessary for the length L3 to be divided into 

more than IO24 intervals) control is switched to the label "DlSCIiETE"
On successful completion of the programme the output consists of 

the data followed by the temper a tin:'e distribution which is arranged in 

columns. To economise on computer time as well as paper, every
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fourth term only is output.

D.2. The computational plan of the ALGOL text is summarised below

in terms of the block structure and line numbers (25 lines to a page),

LIRE 1 begin heading and introductory comment.

LIRE 17 real procedure RW, reads in data, from paper tape and prints 

out a copy of the description of the parameter followed by 

the value of the actual parameter.

LIRE 23 real procedure kt, calculates the product of thermal 

conductivity and the thickness of the model,

LIRE 31 real procedure Q, supplies the value of the rate of heat 

input at the specified location.

LIRE 36 real procedure emissivity, provides the value of the coefficient 

of emissivity.

LINE 41 procedure TempDist, heading and full descriptive comment.

LIRE 62 begin body of TempDist.

LIRE 63 procedure overelax followed by descriptive comment.

LIRE 70 begin body of overelax wherein the columns are assigned values 

using the latest estimates of temperature,

LINE 115 end overelax,

LIRE 122 begin manipulation of magnetic tapes and transferring columns 

from, tape to programme and back to the other tape.
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LINE 188 begin check on convergence error.

LINE 206 goto UNCON.

LINE 212 begin check on discretisation error,

LINE 225 begin block to double the number of intervals, full descrip

tive comment.

LINE 237 procedure SIIBTAB, with descriptive comment.

LINE 254 end SIIBTAB.

LINE 282 end doubling the column size.

LINE 264 goto DISCRETE.

LINE 287 start the output of columns.

LINE 335 ond TempDist.

LINE 346 Data input and non-dimensionalising of parameters.

LINE 381 call TempDist.

LINE 408 label DISCRETE.

LINE 410 label UNCON.

LINE 415 end programme,

D.3. The following is the text of a working ALGOL computer programme 

reproduced directly from paper tape. It starts on line 1 on the next 

page and thereafter the first line on the following pages are numbered 

25, 50, 75» ' etc., to facilitate quick reference.
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begin
comment SOLVES THE HEAT TRANSFER EQUATION FOR THREE- 
DIMENSIONAL DELTA WINGS. THE METHOD OF OVER-RELAXATION 
IS USED ON THE EQUATION IN THE FINITE DIFFERENCES FORM.

The shape of the body is the leading edge portion of a 
delta wing (defined by the chord and semi-span). The tip 
cut-off is parallel to the centre line of the wing (i.e, a 
cropped-delta), The thermal conductivity^ surface 
emissivity and the thickness of the material can all be 
functions of temperature and position. In the particular 
non-dimensional system used in this program^, the three basic 
parameters used are k at Ü degC, sigma and the leading edge 
characteristic length L, together with the reference 
temperature TR- (kü/(sIgmaXL^T( l/3);
comment the program must have two magnetic tapes available 
at run time;
real procedure RW(S): string S;

begin real t;
RW:- t:= read (20)|

, write text (70,S); space (70,3); output(70,t);
newline (70,1); 

end LINE 22, RW; 
real procedure kt (T,x,y); value x,T,y; real T,x,y;

comment provides the product of thermal conductivity and
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the thickness of the mod^. k and t can both be functions 
of temperature, x  and y|
comment uses non-local variable alpha and array data; 
begin comment assume constant t;

kt:= (1.0 + alpha X (T 273• 1 5/TR) )xdata[ 1 ] ; 
end LINE 30, kt; 

real procedure Q(x)| value x| real x;
IWHiini r mu » 1 m i— i» —i«i ■ ■ «iwi.iiwi.w ^  ^  wjiimh* «i ini" ^

comment provides the heat ,.input to the model, 
begin comment uses non-local variables QO and xO:
- Q:= QO/sqrt(x+xO); 
end LINE 35. Q; 

real procedure emissivity(t); value T; real T;
comment provides the variation of emissivity with temperature; 
begin comment uses non-local variables em and beta;

emissivity:- em x (1.0 1 beta x (T - 273.15/TR)); 
end LINE 4o, emissivity; 

procedure TempDist(f1,f2,f3,LE,ndchord,ndsemispan,TR,Tstart,
TOL,omega,DISCRETE,UNCGN,TOO,TNO,TOM,TNM); 
integer f1,f2,f3,ndchord;
real LE,TR,Ts tart,TOL,omega,nds emispan,TOO,TNO,TOM,TNM; 
label DISCRETE,UNCGN;
comment over-relaxation is started by assigning the value 
Tstart to a coarse grid (the characteristic chord length LE 
being divided into 4 intei'^vals). The whole grid is 
repeatedly relaxed until the convergence error TGL has been
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satisfied. After a converged solution has been obtained for 
the v;hole“ grid, the number of intervals are doubled and the 
points relaxed again. This process of doubling is repeated 
until the discretisation error is of the sarnie order as the 
convergence error (i.e. TOL). Control is switched to the 
label UNCON if the the number of iterations allowed prove 
to be insuffléelent for convergence. Similarly, if the 
discretisation error demands too fine a grid (N > 1024) 
outlet is provided via label DISCRETE. The use of the 
optimum value of the over-relaxation parameter, omega is 
essential for an efficient use of the program; 
comment uses non-local procedures Q, kt and emissivity;

procedure overelax(h,1,TA,T0,TB,N,d,M,omega); 
value h,1,d,N,Mjomega; integer d,N,M;
real h,1,omega; array TA,TO,TB;
comment performs a single cycle of over-relaxation with 
given relaxation parameter omega and expects to find 
values of T[k] already assigned from previous iteration; 
comment uses non-local procedures Q,kt, and emissivity; 
begin real e,t1,t2; integer k; 

e:-1.Ü-omega;
tl:=1.0/(hXh)j t2:= 1.0/(lXl);
for k:=0 step 1 until N do
begin real rhs; array rn,rs,rw,re[1:2];
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rhs:“Q(kXli)+3»0Xemissivity(T0[k] )xT0[k]î4.0;
If d=ü then 
begin

rw[1]:-t2xkt(ü.5x(T0[k]TTB[k»1]),hxk,lx(d+Ü.5)); 
r w [2]:- r w [1]X T B [k - 1] 

end 
else 
begin

rw[l]:=t2xkt(0.5x(T0[k]+TA[k+l]),hxk,lx(d~0.5))| 
rw[2]:=rw[1]XTA[k+1]j 

end LINE 85j 
if d=M then 
begin

re[ 1 ] :-t2xkt (O. 5x(T0[k]-fTA[k-l ] ) ,hxk, Ix(d-Ü. 5) ); 
re[2];-re[1]xTA[k-1] 

end 
else 
begin

re[1]:=t2xkt(0.5x(T0[k]+TB[k-1]),hxk,lx(d+0.5))j 
re[2]:=re[1]xTB[k-l]J 

end LINE 955
m [ 1]:=tlxkt(0.5x(ïD[k]+Tü[k-l]),hx(k-0.5).dxl); 
m[2] :=rn[ 1 ]xT0[k-1 ];
rs[1]:=tlxkt(0.5x(T0[k]+T0[k+1]),hx(k+0.5),dxl)5 
rs[2]:=rs[1]xTO[k+l]5
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TO[k] : ~ exTO [k] *fomegax(rhs+rs [ 2 ] +rn[2 ]Tre [2 ] Trw [2] )/ 
(rs[1]Trn[1]Trw[1]+re[1]+4.üXemisBivity(TO[k])x 
T0[k]T3.ü); 

end LINE 103; 
if d"0 then
begin T0[-1]:-T0[l]; TB[-1]:-T0[0];
end
else if d>0 and d<M then 
begin

TB[-1]:-TA[l]+tl/t2x(T0[l]-TG[-l]);
TA[Nfl]:= TB[N-1] - tl/t2x{T0[NTI] - T0[N-l]); 

end
else if d-M then
begin TA[N+1]:= TO[N]j T0[N+1];= T0[N-1 
end LINE 114; 

end LINE 115; over relax; 
integer w,r,j,N,M; real l,h,term,spt,sum;m-1 tWÉit-r-w -nrVif *' V  ̂ •'

w:- 100; r := 101;
find(w,^***#**#*2); f ind(r, ̂ DG150003%) ;
N:- 4; M:= ndchord x N;
for i;- 1 step 1 until 9 do 
begin

begin integer c, d, k, NPLUS1; real eps;
array TA,TO,TB,TCOPY[-1 :NT1]; boolean swing;
N P L U S 1 M + 1 ;
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h:™ 1.ü/N; 1:- ndsemlspan/M;
eps:- -TOL X (Mt I) X (NTl); term:- -TOL X (NtS+I); 
swing:- j/̂ 1 ; 
if swing then 
begin

readbinary ( r, TO, J[LABELjJ J write binary (w, TO,J_LABEL]_) ; 
readbinary (r,TO,̂ LABEL%) ; readbinary(r,TB,^LABELj_) 

end 
else
for c ; - -1 step 1 imtil NPLUSl do TO[c]:- T B [ g ]:- Tstart;

M II, II, m, I I »«"""#=* #1" iwn— f

for c;- ü step 1 until N do TCOPY[c];- TO[c];
for k;- 1 step 1 until 200 do
■Wm #WI|: ##.»! Aiwtl fi.T I pEini, >wiih

begin
sum:= eps;
for dî- 0 step 1 until M do 
begin

overelax(h,l,TA,TOjTB,Njd,M,omega); 
if d- 0 then
bÊSla

for c:=0 step 1 until N do_
sum;- sum+abs(TCOPY[ c ]*”T O [ g ] );

for c:- -1 step 1 until NPLUS1 do
begin TA[c]:= T0[c]; T0[c]:=TGOPY[c]TB[c];
end LINE 148;
if j= 1 then writebinary(w,TA,[LABEL]);
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If j“ 1 and k“ 1 then 
begin

for c:= -1 step 1 until NPLUS1 do TB[c]:-Tstart
— ■I wKriMH ■ipyp.nMatnwA»» KlTyPw ppî ipii rm

end
else readbinary(r,TB,[LABEL]); 

end
else ^  d-1 then 
begin

for c Ü step 1 until N do
sum:= sum-l-abs(TCOPY[c]-TG[c] ); 
wr Iteblnary (w, TA ,_[LABEL]_) j
for c:- -1 step 1 until NPLUSl do
besln TA[o]:= TO[c]| TO[c]:= TCOPY[c]:= TB[c]j 
end LINE l63s
if j= 1 and k- 1 thene<*TWIW pHIIUaf IL* flftwiin

begin
for c:-" -1 step 1 until NPLUS1 do TB[c]:- Tstart 

end
else readbinary(r ,TB, JLABEL]_) ; 

end
else if d<M then
«■■wpMiipMvtHPM. mmm ■ 1*11 ■ iHI i ill

begin
for c:=0 step 1 until N do
,̂n-#ii i-'|—  PI HI i~K I ■ II -1 p.*».*—i

sum;- sum+abs (TCOPY[g ]'»TO[c ] ); 
wrltebinary (w,TA, J_L ABELj[ ) ;
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for c:- -1 step 1 until NPLUSl do
begta TA[o]:= TO[c]| T0[c]:= TCOPY[c]:= TB[c];
end LINE 177j
if d- M-1 then goto PASS; 
if J- 1 and k- 1 then 
begin

for c;-= -1 s t ^  1 until NPLUSl do 
,TB[c]Tstart; 

end
else readbinary{r,TB,^LABELj_) ;

PASS:
end
else
begin

for c:- Ü step 1 until N do
p i itBiaii tiai ■! piiliii i a,II ilj I'l 'MWP T * * ; ifTV-a«»

sum;- sum f abs(TCOPY[c]-TO[c]); 
writebinary (w,TA,J[LABELj_) ; 
writebinary (w,T0,_[LABEL2) ; 

end LINE 193;
end LINE 194, transferring terms to magnetic tape
w at the end of one iteration;
interchange (v; ) ; rewind (w); rewind(r);
if sum<0 then goto RETURN;
c w ;  w;- r; r:- c;
interchange(w);
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readbinary(p,TA,^LABELJ^)I •
if j>1 then v/ritebinary(wjTA, [l a b e l ] ) :
readbinary ( r, TO, J_LABELj_) ;
readbinary ( r, TB, ̂[LABELj[) ;
for c:- 0 step 1 until N do TCOPY[c]TO[c]: 

end LINE 205| 
goto UNCON;

RETURN:
write text (70, Jj[f | write(70,f I ,N );

write text (70, -x--x-ITERATIONS* =-**%);
write (70,f1,k);
if swing then
begin readbinary(w ,TA,_[_LABELj_) ; 

readbinary (w ,TB,^LLABELJ^) ; 
for c:= 0 step 2 until N do 
term;- term T abs(TA[e]-TB[c]); 
if term<0 and k-1 then
begin T00;= TB[o]xTR; TNO;= TB[N]xTR;

goto OUT; 
end LINE 219; 
rewind(w); rewind(r); 

end LINE 221;
end LINE 222, a converged solution for the whole
grid has been obtained;
begin
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comment This block expects to read from magnetic 
tape (x) columns of array T (each column of size 
[-1;N+1]). For each column the number of internal 
points are doubled, the new points thus introduced 
are interpolate using the procedure SUBTAB from the 
existing points. The doubling process also involves 
interpolating new columns of the array T. Columns 
of array T and size [-1:2NTl] are transferred step 
by step onto magnetic tape (y). Upon exit the values 
of N and M are twice that on entry; 
integer c,d,NPLUSl,oldn,x,y,mold; 
array a[-1 ;N+1 ] ,TA,TO,TB[«. 1 :NTNTl ] ; 
procedure SUBTAB(a,l,b)| value 1; integer 1; 

array a,b;
comment values of a[k] are supposed known.for 
k“ “l(l)l+1. This procedure assigns values to the 
array b["1;21T1]. The even numbered subscripts 
have the same value as in array <a> while the odd 
ones are Interpolated using a third order 
relationship; 
begin integer k;

for k:= 1 step.- 1  until 0 ^  b[k+k]:= a[k]| 
for k:= 1+1-3 step -2 until 3 do
b[k]:= (9-0x(b[k+l]+b[k-1])-b[k+3]-b[k-3l)/l6.0j
b[-1]:= (5.0x(a[-1]+3.OXa[o]-a[1])+a[2]
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b[1] ;= (9-0x(a[l ]+a[0] )-a[2]-.a[-1 ] )/l6,0| 
b[1+1-1]:= (9-0x(a[l]+a[l»1])-a[l+1]-a[l-2])/l6.0j 
b[1+1+1]:= (5.0x(a[l+l]+3-0Xa[l]-a[l~1])+ 

a[l-2])/l6.0j 
end LINE 254, SUBTAB; 

x;= wj y:= r; Interchange(y ) j

readbinary (x, a,_[LABELj_) J readbinary (x, a,_[LABELj_) ; 
mold:- Mj oldn:™ N|
SUBTAB(a,N,TA)|
N:= N + N; M:= M + M|
NPLUSl N + 1; 

writebinary (y ,TA,_[LABELJ_) | 
for d:= 1 step 1 until mold do 
begin

readbinary ( X, a, £LABEL]_) ;
SUBTAB(a,oldn,TB)j
for c:~ “1 step 1 until NPLUSl do
TO[c]:- (TA[c] TTB[c])xü.5;
if d-1 then T0[0j TA[ü ]^0.25x (TA[ü ]«.TB[ü ] );
comment The new columns are interpolated using a 
Ijjiear relationship between the points of the 
existing columns. At the apex the heat transfer 
across the centre-line is zero and therefore, a 
second order relationship is used; 
writebinary(y,TA,jLABEL2) ;
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writebinary (y,TO, _£lABELJ_) |
for c:- “1 step 1 until NPLUSl do TA[c]:~ TB[c ]: 

end LINE 277;
writebinary ( y , TB, £LABEL2_) ; 
interchange(r); rewind(w); rewind(r);
w:= x; r:= y; 
interchange(w); 

end LINE 282, doubling the grid size; 
end LINE 283; 
goto DISCRETE;

OUT;
rewind(w);
write text(70, [Ip2c]-̂ -*-̂ GRID*-̂ "SIZE[c]-̂ -5<--̂ -N“=<'-̂ * ] ); 
write(70,f1,N);
write text(70j_[_[ 10sjM̂ -̂ -̂̂  ] ) ; write(70,f 1 ,M);
1:= 1 X LE; h;- h X LE; 
for j 0 step l6 until M do

^in integer c,k,COUNT; array A,B,C,D[-1:N+1]; 
write text(70,Xi3cll4slNX6sXX*METREj_); 
for c:=J,c+4 while c< (if J=M then j else J+12) do
begin— ■■111»

write text(70,^***%*M*%); write(70,f1,c);
end LINE 297; 
newline(70,1); 
space(70,20);
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for c:- ü, ct4 while c< (if J~M then Ü else 12) do 
begin
write(7ü,f2,(jTc)xl); space(7ü,4)| 

end LINE 3ü3; 
newline(70,2); 
ü  j-M then 
begin

readbinary (w,A,_£_LABEL2_)| 
for k:- ü step 4 until N do 
ibgjgini

write(70,f1,k)| space(70,3);
wrlte(70,f2,hxlc)| space(7ü,3); 
write(7û,f3,A[k]xTR); newline (7ü,l)| 

end LINE 313;
TüM:= A[o]xTRj TNM:= A[N]xTRj 
goto ENOUGH; 

end LINE 316:
if j- ü then readbinary (w,A,[LABEL]); 
readbinary (w, A,£LABELJ_) | skip (w,+3); 
r e adbinary ( w, B, ̂LABELJ__) ; skip (w,+3); 
readbinary (w,C,_[LABELj_); skip(w ,T3); 
readbinary (w,D,_[LABEL2); skip(w,T3) ; 
for k:- ü step 4 until N do 
begin
write(7ü,f1,k); space(7ü,3);
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space(7ü,5); 
space(70,5)| 
newline(70,1);

write(7ü,f2,hxk); space(7ü,3); 
write(7ü,f3^A[k]xTR); space(70,5)| 
write(70,f3.B[k]xTR); 
write(70,f3,C[k]xTR); 
write(70,f3,D[k]xTR)| 

end LINE 330; 
write text(70,J[̂ pj2 ) ; 

end LINE 332;
ENOUGH :

close(w); close(r); 
end LINE 335. TempDist; 

intege^r ndchord,! 1,f2,f3|
real chord, semispan,LE,kO,TR,QO,xO,Tstart,TOL,alpha,em, 
beta,omega,SIGMA,ndsemlspan,TüO, TNO,TOM,TNM,H ,TAU; 

array data[1:10]; •
open (20); open (70);
SIGMA:- 5.67io“8; comment Sigma has units in w/SQ.M/DEGKt4; 
f1:- format (iynddddj_); 
f2:= format (_[_-ndd. ddddj_) ; 
f3:= format (^-ndddd.d]) ;

LOOP :
chord : = RW(XXp2cXWING^-CH0RD-̂ 'LENGTIR--*UNITS-̂ -̂-̂ METREj[) ; 
semispan : = RW(_[WING^SEMI-SPAN^'-*UNITS')^*^METRE%) ;
LE:= RW(_[LEADING^EDGEi(-CHARACTERISTIC*LENGTH^PARAMETER*-')^

UNITS-x-)̂ -X'METRE2);
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ndchord:= chord/LEj 
ndsemlspan:= semispan/LEj
conmient the chord and semi-span lengths have been non 
dlmenslonallsed as multiples of the leading edge 
parameter, LEj - ,
data[1]:=-RW(X.THICKNESS*0F*M0DEL*-*UNIï S***METRE2);
kO:= RW(JTHERMAL*CONDUCTIVITY*AT*0*DEGCx-*UNIT8***W/M/DEGKj_);
TR:= (kO/SIGMA/LE)T{1/3-0);
xO:= RW(XCUT*0FP*FACT0R*~*UNITS***METREJ_)/LE; 
em:= RW(_[_EMI8SIVITY*AT*0*DEGCl) ;
TAU:= HW(XTAU0*-*l/LT2.0i)|
H:= ((kOxdata[1]/TAU)T8.0/(eraXSIGMA)T2.0/LETl3.0)T(1-0/6.0); 
write text(70,_[HEAT*FLUX*-*UNITS***W/MTl -5***1); 
write (70,f3,H); newline(70,2);
Q0:= HxLE/kO/TR; 
data[lj:= data[l]/LE;
beta:= HW(lTHERMAL*VARIATION*OP*EMISSIVITY*-* 

UNITS***PER*DEGC]_)xTR;
Tstart:= (H/SIGMA/em/s qrt(LE/2.o))TO.25/TR;
TOL:- RW(1T0LERANCE*GN*SUCCESSIVE*ITERATI0NS*AND* 

DISCRETISATI0N*ERR0R1) ; 
alpha:- RW(lCO-EPFICIENT*OF*THERI''IAL*CONDUCTIVITY*-* 

UNITS***PER*DEGC1)xTR| 
omega:= RW(10VER-RELAXATI0N*PARAMETERD; 
newline(7o,3);
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write text (70,XREFERANCE*TErCPERATURE*DEGK**=***J_); 
write (70,f3,TR); newl3jne(70,2)j 
write text(70,XFINE"NESS*RATI0**=***J_); 
write(70,f2,data[1])| newline(70,2);
write text(70,XANGLE*OP*SWEEP.-BACK**=***l); 
write(70,format(X-ndd.ddccX),arctan(ndchord/ndsemlspan)x57-3)j 
TempDls t(f1,f2,f3,LE,ndchord,nds emispan,TR,Tstart,TOL,omega, 

DISCRETE,UNCON,TOO,TNO,TOM,TNM); 
write text(70,[[p2c]TEMPERATURE*AT*TIP*-*T**0,M*=***]); 
write (70,f3,T0M);
write text(70,[[30]RADIATION*EQUILIBRIUM*TEMPERATURE*-*

J  ]  )  •

TR:= (H/8IGMA/em/s qrt(LE))TO.25; 
write (70,f3,TR);

. write text(70,[[5c]NQN-DIMENSI0NAL*TEMPERATURES*WITH* 
RE3PECT*T0*TIP*VALUEl) ; 

write text ( 70, XU°l7* ' 0*-** *X) î 
write (70,f2,too/tom); 
write text(70,[[2c]T*N,0*-***]); 
write (70,f2,TN0/T0M); 
write text (70,_[X3olT*N, *X) ; 
write (70,f2,TNT4/T0M);
write text(70,[[5c]N0N-DIMENSI0NAL*TEMPERATURES*WITH** #'i JO Iirtu

RESPECT*TO*TR*AT*T**N,oX) ; 
write text(70,[[2c]T*0,0*=***]);' i m j amm aacW a#»»» ^
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-write (7ü,f2,Tüü/TR); 
write tezt(70j.[ ] );
write (7ü,f2,TNü/TR); 
write text (70.1.[ 3c.] T'̂ 0 , • -  ] ) ; 
write (7ü,f2,TüM/TR); 
write text(70,[ [2cjT^N,M* =**^2); 
write (70,f2,TNM/TR);
goto if read boolean (20) then LOOP else FINISH;

fclMlW>nnweL8«*UW^- ^

DISCRETE : write text(70,XDISCRETISATI0N*ERR0R*T00*SMALL* ** 
■■ SUGGEST* «ALLOW* SMALLER* GR ID* OR* INCREASE*T0Lj_) ;

UNCGN: write text(70, XSOLUTION*NOT* CONVERGED* * * SUGGEST* * 
INCREASE*NUMBER*OP*ITERATIDNS**OR*INCREASE*TOLj_) |

If read boolean (20) then goto LOOP:
FINISH: close(20); close(70);

comment Data contains (12, boolean); 
end LINE 415;-*
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p. 4 The input to the computer program consists of a set of 12

parameters folloY/ed by a boolean statement. If the boolean is ■ 

declared true then the program expects to read another set of 12 

parameters. The lun is terminated by making the boolean false.

The 12 parameters required by the program must appear in the 

following order:-

1. Chord, G, see figure C.l - units m,

2. Semispan5 S, see figure C.l - units m,

3. Leading edge length, L, see figure C.l - units m.

4. Thickness of model -- units m.

5. Thermal conductivity at O^C - units W/rn °K.

6. (non-dimensional).

7. Lmissivity at O^C.

8. Tau(non-dimensional).

9. Beta, coefficient of thermal emissivity - units /°C.

10. Tolerance on convergence and discretisation error.

11. Alpha, coefficient of thermal conductivity - units /^C.

12. omega, over-relaxation parameter.

A typical data tape might therefore consist of,

l.Oj 0.5; 0.5; 0.02; 24.0; lO"^; 0.7; 3.0; 3.0xl0"'\ lO"^; 2.5xlO"'^;

1•0 ; false ;

The output consists of a descriptive list of inputparameters 

together with certain other constants. An account of iterations taken 

at each grid size is also printed. The main output is arranged in 

columns (each coluiiui representing a constant value of Y ) with the 

absolute values of local temperature in ^K. Finally, a fow of the 

temperature values (described adequately) are printed non-diiiiensionally 

with respect to various values of reference temperature.
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Appendix E.

Theoretical modelling of experimental heat input to delta models.

The delta shaped heater used to simulate aerodynamic heat trans

fer to the apex region of a delta wing performs very differently from 

the distribution predicted by the x law. In order to correlate

the experimental results with theory it is therefore necessary to

subject the computer model to a heat distribution similar to the per- 

-formance of the heater. This was achieved by replacing the wires of 

the heater by line sources of heat. Using a line source instead of

a wire of finite thickness affords considerable simplification to the

formulation of the equation. ¥e make one further assumption, that 

the line sources of heat have a constant radiation intensity along 

the entire lengths.

The notation used in this section does not have.the same 

significance elsewhere in this dissertation. Some of the nomenclature 

is indicated in figure E.l,

The two wires are inclined to the x-axis at a semi-apex angle y 

If 1 is the length of each wire measured from the origin then

l = a + b = a ^ + b ^  (E.l.)
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Figure E.l, Nomenclature and a%es system for the line sources of 

radiation intensity along the leading edge.

Consider a general point P (x,y) in the plane of the model, 

We can associate the following distances with this point P.

a = X cosy + y sin y 
h = 1 “ (x cos y + y sin y )

(E.2.)
( E . J . )
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= X cosy - y  sin y 

Td̂  = 1 - (x cosy - y sin y )
(E.4.)
(E.5.)

d = X sin y - y cos'/ (E.6.)
d, = X sin7 + y cos y (E.7.)

where the distance d is in the plane of the model.

We further define additional parameters as shorn in figure E.2.

Figure E.2.

The two wires are held in a plane parallel to the top surface of 

the model at a height h above it. Consider an element ds at a 

distance s from the point Q. on one of the wires as indicated in figure 

E.2. Let I be the radiation intensity of the line source. Through
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the point P, in a plane parallel to the line source of heat, if 

is the heat flux per unit area impinging on this plane, then we can 

write
«a

EP
I 2— ■—  cos 0 ds. (E.8.)
H

where + r^
. 2 , 2 , ,2and r - h + d

Also cos^0 - ( ^  ) h^ + d^

(E.9.)

(e .i q )

(E.ll.)

Substituting equations (E,9) “ (E.ll) into equation (E.8.) give!

E I (h^ t 
(s^ + h^ + d^)^

= I.(h^ + d^)
„2 (h^+d^ ) (h^+d^+s^ ) 2 (h^+d^ ) (h"̂ +d̂  )

b.r

2 ,2\/, 2 .2n5

-1
tan 8

1
2 I -

, -1 a . “l b  a.rtan “  + tan —  + — g— — %  -i- 2\f(r +a (r + b

(h^+dO’̂ 
( s . 12. )

a

Resolving E^ in the plane of the model, if E^ is the heat flux per 

unit area impinging on the model, which comes from one wire, we can 

write

b.rE. = E cos1 p
I.h
2r^

, “1 a . j_ “1 b , a.r ton -  + tan -  +,-2~2

Similarly we can derive the contribution from the other wire, 

in the notation we have used E^ can be simply written dov/n by replac

ing the parameters a,b,d and r by a^,b^,d^,r^,respectively, so that

(E.14.)

and E,
2r.^

(K.15.)
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Near the apex of the delta, the distribution of heat trsjisfer 

to the model is strongly influenced by the short length of the wire,c 

(see figure E.l.)

Figure E.3*

A n  approach similar to that of figure E.2. indicates that we now 

have d = y. Therefore,

(E.16,)

The contribution to the heat flux being radiated to the model by

the two wires (E^) can be written domi as

E5 = 21
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which on integration hecornes

.-1 c + Xtan:
P̂. (r^ +(c+x)

x.r.
2 2\4(r^ +x ) (E.17.)

The total heat flux (e ) impinging on a unit area of the model

I S

E = E^ + Eg 4- E^ (E.18.)

An ALGOL procedure has been developed to calculate the variation 

of heat transfer to the model based on equation (E.18.). This 

procedure was incorporated in the computer programme (replacing the 

real procedure Q ), whose text is included in Appendix L, to calculate 

the temperature distribution in models subjected to approximately the 

experimental simulation of the aerodynamic heat transfer.
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